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Figure 1.1. A generalized view of the polymeric indicator film (a.k.a. transducer layer or
sensing film) of a chemical sensor. Analyte (A) can diffuse into such a porous thin film
(B) provided that (C) the pore is accessible fi-om the surface. If some analyte-sensitive
indicator species is present in the pore environment that is able to interact chemically
with the analyte (D) to produce a response (denoted by the arrow) that can be converted
into a quantifiable signal by the transducer, a viable chemical sensor can be created.
Note, however, that many pores (E) are simply not accessible by the analyte and/or do not
contain immobilized indicator molecules within them. Indicator immobilization (D) or
entrapment in the transducer layer is important in solution phase chemical sensing, where
the indicator may potentially leach fi-om the thin film. In order to effect rapid sensor
response and reversibility, the analyte must be able to diffuse out of the in^cator film
subsequent to interaction with the indicator molecule (F), and this process not be too
severely hindered by pore tortuosity (G). In addition, sites of chemisorption (H) present
on the surface of the transducer layer may compete with analyte interactions with the
indicator moiety.
27
Figure 1.2. Planar lOW chemical sensor composed of a sol-gel waveguide layer (D)
sandwiched between a glass substrate (C) and superstrate (£) indicator film. Laser light
(A) coupling into the waveguide layer is accomplished using prisms (F), and is allowed to
propagate by total internal reflection down the laminate structure. A detector (B)
measures changes in outcoupled light intensity at the opposite end of the indicator film.
Decreases in outcoupled light intensity can be detected as evanescent light is absorbed
(ATR) by indicator dopants (white boxes in film E) in the presence of analyte (denoted
by 'L' shapes).
32
Figure 1.3. The major advantage of using thin, indicator-doped sol-gel films in chemical
sensing application is fast response times (B and C). However, to optically probe a thin
fihn with adequate sensitivity, an lOW platform is required (a simplistic view of which is
shown in C). A monolith (A) geometry offers good sensitivity but slow response to
analyte. A thin film sensor in classical transmission geometry (B) provides fast response
but poor sensitivity.
36
Figure 1.4. Propagation of monochromatic light down a planar single mode lOW
laminate structure by total internal reflection (ray optics description). The inset shows a
microscopic view of the evanescent field (dp,) at a single, discrete reflection at the
waveguide-superstrate interface allowing ATR spectrometry can be performed on the
indicator fihn (refiractive of which is denoted by n,) of an lOW sensor. See text for a
complete description of the variables.
——40
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Figure 2.1. (A) Malachite Green (MG) oxalate and (B) nickel (II)
phthalocyaninetetrasulfonic acid, tetrasodium salt (NiPc).

65

Figure 2.2. Leaching of NiPc (squares) and NiPc21c (circles) into water after entrapment
and aging in TMOS monoliths. The data represent absorbance values at 622 nm (the
maximum for the aggregate band of phthalocyanine in aqueous solution) measured as a
flmction of immersion time. The leachate solution (water) was changed each time spectra
were measured. The curves were normalized to the absorbance values measiu-ed
immediately prior to the initiation of leaching. Measurements were performed in
quadruplicate. The solid lines represent the best fit of the data to a ^t order exponential
Figure 2.3. Leaching of fluorescein dyes from TMOS gels into 100 ml of pH 8.5 buffer.
A, B, C, D, and E are plots of absorbance (recorded at the
for each dye in the TMOS
matrix) as a fiinction of immersion time for fluorescein, FD3k, FDlOk, FD40k, and
values were 488 nm for fluorescein and 495 nm for the
FD70k, respectively. The
dextran-modified fluoresceins. Measurements were performed in quadruplicate. For
clarity of presentation, error bars shown only for leaching periods of greater than 1000
Figure 2.4. Spectra of a TMOS monolith in which FDTOk was entrapped at an initial pH
of 6.2, aged, and then immersed in 100 ml of pH 8.5 bufifer. The spectra were acquired
as a function immersion time: a, 0 min; b, 30 min; c, 180 min; d, 370 min; e, 1100 min; f,
4000 min. The progressive red shift and increase in absorbance in spectra a-d were due to
the pH increase in the pores of the gel. The slow decline in absorbance thereafter (spectra
e-f) was due to leaching of the dopant.
75
Figure 2.5. Leaching of horse heart myoglobin from TMOS monoliths (entrapped at an
initial pH of 6.2, aged for 48 hours, then immersed in 100 ml of pH 8.5 buffer).
Absorbance was measmred at 408 nm as a flmction of soaking time for duplicate
Figure 2.6. Leaching of MG and MGD70k from TMOS gels into 100 ml of pH 8.5
buffer. A and B are plots of absorbance (recorded at the
for each dye in the TMOS
matrix) as a function of immersion time. The
values were 618 nm and 612 nm for
MG and MGD70k, respectively. Measurements were performed in quadruplicate.
81
Figure 3.1. Effect of water on the absorbance spectrum of erythrosin B (0.06 mg/ml)
dissolved in ethanol. Spectra were measured for water concentrations of 0, 0.5,1.0,1.5,
2.0,2.4 and 4.8% (v/v). The arrow corresponds to increasing water content.
97
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Figure 3.2. Absorbance spectra of a ca. 0.4 mm thick sol-gel indicator layer doped with
erythrosin B that was cast on one wall of an acrylate cuvet. (A) Prior to exposure to
water vapor. (B) After placing a few drops of near-boiling water in the bottom of the
cuvet. The spectral changes are quaUtative, since water vapor was slowly evaporating
during acquisition of spectrum B. Plotted in the inset is the difference spectrum (B minus
A, with the arrow indicating the wavelength of maximum change in absorbance, 522
ran).
98
Figure 3.3. A possible mechanism for interaction of water vapor with an erythrosin Bdoped, porous sol-gel is ionization of the dye in the presence of adsorbed water (A),
which shifts the visible absorbance band of the dye. Water molecules hydrogen bonded
to dye molecules and surface silanols are also present.
99
Figure 3.4. Calculated electric field intensity at 514.5 nm in the TEQ mode across the
laminate structure of the planar waveguide sensor. (A) Glass substrate (n = 1.51), (B)
w a v e g u i d i n g l a y e r( n = 1 . 5 8 5 , t =5 6 0 n m ) , ( c ) i n d i c a t o r l a y e r( n = 1 . 4 3 , k =6 . 8 x 1 0 t
= 96 nm), and (D) air superstrate (n = 1.00).
101
Figure 3.5a. Response at 514.5 nm of the sensor when exposed alternately to (A) 1230
ppm water in a nitrogen gas stream and (B) pure nitrogen.
103
Figure 3.5b. Response at 514.5 nm of the sensor when exposed to (A) water at
concentrations of (a) 170, (b) 290, and (c) 420 ppm in a nitrogen gas stream, and (B) pure
nitrogen.
104
Figure 3.6. Calibration curve of absorbance at 514.5 nm measured with the sensor as a
function of water concentration in a nitrogen gas stream. The line used in the fit is a
logarithmic fiinction; it was employed solely to generate a curve to aid the viewer in
visually linking the data points. The error bars represent standard deviations calculated
fi'om the noise in the steady-state sensor response (see examples shown in Figure 5b).
Inset The linear portion of the calibration curve shown in Figure 3.6a extends from 170
to 1230 ppm (slope = 1.42 x 10"^, y-intercept = -1.34 x 10"^, correlation coefficient =
Figure 3.7. Response of erythrosin B solution (26 mM in 100% ethanol; spectrum A) to
the presence of 1% v/v of ammoniimi hydroxide (spectrum B). Inset: Response of a ca.
0.4 mm thick sol-gel film, doped with erythrosin B (spectrum C), to anunonia vapor (4
min at room temperature) (spectrum D). The absorbance maxima occur at 485 nm and
538 nm, respectively. Due to clouding of the sol-gel upon exposure to ammonia,
spectrum D was background corrected and normalized to spectrum C for clarity of
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Figure 4.1. Possible scheme for the interaction of aqueous IPA with a methyl red-doped
porous sol-gel. The indicator is likely retained in the pores by electrostatic (major. A) or
H-bonding interactions and hydrophobic interactions (minor, B. Note that stronger
hydrophobic interactions would arise from the phenyl ring interacting with surface
methyl groups, not shown). The IPA molecules chsuige the electronic properties of the
polarity sensitive indicator (C), blue-shifting the visible absorbance band. Analyte and
solvent can diffuse in and out (B) of the pores to effect sensor response and reversal.
Water and alcohol molecules hydrogen bonded to dye molecules and surface silanols (not
shown for clarity) are also present.
125
Figure 4.2. Effect of IPA on the absorbance spectrum of methyl red (1.7 x 10"^ M)
immobilized in a TMOS-derived sol-gel monolith (0.4 mm thick). To a pre-leached gel
equilibrated with water (A), 100% IPA was introduced and equilibrated for 12 hours
(B). While the absorbance peak in B is located at 500 imi, the difference spectrum (B-A)
(inset) shows that the maximum (almost 2-fold) increase in absorbance occurs at 491 nm
(arrow).
127
Figure 4.3a. Response at 488 nm of the sensor when exposed successively to (A) 1, (B)
5, (C) 10, (D) 20, (E) 50, (F) 75, (G) 100 and (H) 0 % v/v EPA/water. Each solution
change was effected by injecting a total of 18 ml into the flow cell (volume = 4.8 ml).
Note that the last injection (H) of pure water was not sufficient to remove all EPA in the
flow cell, leaving just under 1% vN IPA in the flow cell. Complete reversal was
achieved with the additional injection of 10 ml of water.
130
Figure 4.3b. Calibration curve of absorbance at 488 imi measured as a function of IPA
concentration, derived from data in Figure 4.3a. Error bars (representing noise in single
measurements of each concentration) are typically no larger than the data points. The
points can be correlated with a logarithmic fit (not shown). An apparent limit of
detection (LOD) of ca. 0.7 % v/v IPA/water is derived from the plot. The fit (X^ = 6.7 x
10"^) has an exponential decay constant of 27.2 ±1.8 (% v/v), pre-exponential factor of
-0.78 ± 0.01 a.u. and fixed y-intercept of 0.77 a.u.
131
Figure 4.4. Effect of organic compounds on sensor response at 488 imi. The absorbance
measured for each compound tested reflects a 10 % v/v solution in water injected into the
flow cell. Of the alcohols, the least polar (IPA) provides the greatest change in response,
while methanol (the most polar) shows the least. Note that acetonitrile and acetone
produce smaller sensor responses than ethanol (see text).
132
Figure 4.5a. Typical sensor response (488 rmi) curve to (A) 20 % v/v IPA/water and (B)
pure water, using a peristaltic pump to introduce solution into the flow cell at a rate of 11
ml/min. The forward response time is 63 s, the reverse is 51 s.
134
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Figure 4.5b. Sensor response at 488 nm to (A) 1 % and (B) 0% v/v IP A/water, in a 4.8
ml flow cell using a constant flow of 11 ml/min. The forward and reverse response times
are 43 s and 41 s, respectively. The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is 48, meaning that a
concentration of 0.02 % v/v IPA/water (160 ppm) represents the detection limit.
135
Figure 4.6. Response at 488 nm of the sensor when exposed alternately to (A) 10% v/v
IPA/water and (B) 0% IPA, at a flow rate of 11 ml/min.
137
Figure 4.7a. Response at 488 nm of the sensor when exposed to (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 5, (d) 10,
(e) 20 and (f) 50 % v/v IPA/water. At time A, aqueous IPA of various concentrations is
introduced into the flow cell (flow rate =11 ml/min.), at time B, pure water is allowed to
flush the cell. Response times range from 65 s (a) to 7.7 s (f), while reversal of the sensor
response typically requires ca. 160 s. Individual runs are normalized (with respect to run
/) and the plots stacked so that the relative transmittances after 800 s are identical for all.
For run (c), it is not clear why the reversal after the first exposure to 5 % EPA is faster
138
than for the second exposure.
Figure 4.7b. Calibration curve of absorbance at 488 nm measured as a function of IPA
concentration, derived from data in Figure 4.8a. Error bars represent differences in
duplicate measurements of each concentration. The points can be correlated with a
logarithmic fit (shown above). An apparent limit of detection (LOD) of ca. 0.06 % v/v
EPA/water is derived from the fit, using 0.003 a.u. as the minimum detectable signal. The
fit (X^= 5.8 X 10"^) has an exponential decay constant (first order) of 22.3 ± 2.8 (% v/v),
pre-exponential factor of-0.68 ± 0.01 a.u. and fixed y-intercept of 0.68 a.u.
139
Figure 4.8. Calculated electric field intensity at 488 nm in the TEg mode across the
laminate structure of the planar waveguide sensor. (A) Glass substrate (n = 1.51), (B)
waveguiding layer (n = 1.56, t = 400 nm), (C) indicator layer (n = 1.43, k = 4 x 10"^, t =
40 nm), and (D) water superstratum (n = 1.33).
141
Figure 5.1. Schematic of (A) the repeating sugar unit in amylose and (B) the structure of
the amylose-Ig complex [see Reference 217] and its postulated interaction with water
molecules to produce the blue color of the indicator film.
154
Figure 5.2. Absorbance spectra of a starch-iodine layer (see Experimental) coated on a
fused silica slide (one side). (A) Prior to exposure to humidity (brown film). (B) After
10 second exposiire to water vapor over a beaker containing water at 80°C (blue film).
(C) After aging for 2 hours under ambient conditions (23°C and 34 % RH) (violet film).
The peak in (C) has a maximum at 480 nm (as does the peak in (A)), but also a shoulder
at 551 nm. For the spectrum in (B), the maximum absorbance is located at ca. 587 nm.
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Film (C) is inactive to water vapor exposure.

157

Figure 5J. Response at 632.8 nm of the waveguide sensor coated with a starch-iodine
film when exposed to (A) nitrogen gas and (B) 31% RH in a nitrogen gas stream at 200
ml/min. flow rate. Forward response time = 13 s, reverse response time = 106 s.
Corresponding absorbance is 0.561 (0.003 a.u., S/N = 486). Inset; Sensor response to
0.9% ^ (same indicator film). Note that complete sensor reversibility is slow and
reproducibility difBcuh to achieve with starch-iodine transducer films.
159
Figure 5.4. Calibration curve of absorbance at 632.8 nm measured with a starch-iodine
sensor as a fimction of water vapor concentration in a nitrogen gas stream. The line
represents a logarithmic fit. Absorbance plotted as a function of the logarithm (base 10)
of the the % RH yields a line with R = 0.99 and slope of 0.62 ±0.01 and y-intercept of
Figure 5.5. Response at 632.8 nm of a starch-iodine sensor when exposed alternately to
(A) 40% RH in a nitrogen gas stream, and (B) pure nitrogen. Switching period is 30s.
Flow rates are 2 L/min. and 1 L/min. for (A) and (B), respectively. Response times were
measured to be 9s (forward) and 42s (reverse) for this device.
163
Figure 5.6a. FT-IR spectra of (firom bottom to top): a cured (at 100°C for 15 min.)
amylose film subsequent to spin-coating Solution A (see Experimental), a cured (75°C for
1 hour) amylose film with Ig mtroduced by dip-coating into Solution B, and the amyloseiodine sensing film exposed to moisture. (A) indicates the enhancement of a peak at 1354
cm ', and (B) an increase in intensity of a peak at 669 cm''. See text for a description of
the peaks.
167
Figure 5.6b. FT-IR spectra taken as a fimction of drying time of a wet (blue) amyloseiodine film applied to a silicon wafer. The film was allowed to dry for 1 hour under
ambient conations to form a light brown film. The airows indicate that the peak
intensities at all fi-equencies decrease dramatically with drying time.
168
Figure 5.7. Response of an amylose-iodine coated lOW sensor to (A) ca. 73% RH in
nitrogen gas and (B) pure Nj, at flow rates of 2 L/min. and 1 L/min. for A and B,
respectively. Runs were performed 6 hours apart. Note the slow reversibility (recovery)
and lower S/N than observed for starch-iodine film devices.
170
Figure 6.1. The synthetic scheme used to synthesize the octa-sulfiirpolyetherol
porphyrazine (2), 3:l-siilfiirpolyetherol porphyrazine (3) and trans-sulfiupolyetherol
porphyrazine (4).
180
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Figure 6.2. The UV-visible absorption spectroscopy of (a) compoxmd 2 in ethanol (40
pM, 0.1 cm cuvets); responses to excess (b) Ag*, (c) Pb^", (d) Cd^", (e) Cs* and (f) Ni^"^
ions in solution.
184
Figure 6.3. The UV-visible absorption spectroscopy of (a) compound 3 in ethanol (240
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ABSTRACT

The application of planar integrated optical wavegxiide (lOW) technology to
chemical sensor development results in very sensitive, fast-response devices. The
additional dimension of selectivity that is possible in these devices, through the ability to
select an analytical wavelength of light particular to only a specific interaction, is also a
very attractive feature.
The implementation of sol-gel materials processing in the sensor fabrication
proves beneficial to the device performance in many ways. Sol-gels provide the high
optical quality materials used in both the waveguiding layer and indicator fihn overlayers
of the planar lOW chemical sensors. Since they are chemically prepared, their physical
properties and chemical properties are easily tailored through chemical means or
processing conditions. The fact that sol-gel bulks and films are prepared at room
temperature allows the immobilization of heat labile species such as organic indicators or,
in the case of biosensors, proteins or enzymes.
The feasibility of the laminate planar lOW sensor geometry is demonstrated
through the formation strongly light-absorbing complexes between the analytes and solgel immobilized indicators, detected by the attenuation of totally internally reflected light
guided in the lOW (Part I). The construction of a gas-phase humidity sensor is shown in
Chapter 3, along with a solution-phase sensor for aqueous isopropyl alcohol (IPA) in
Chapter 4. An lOW-based humidity sensor utilizing a completely non-sol-gel based
transducer layer is also reported (Chapter 5). The humidity sensors were found to exhibit
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limits of detection of below 1% RH (down to 50 ppm in nitrogen gas) with response and
recovery times ranging from over one minute down to several seconds. The IPA sensor
had response times under one minute, with an extrapolated detection limit of 0.02 % v/v
(160 ppm) IPA in water.
This work also describes the spectroscopic properties of novel indicator
compounds that are useful in chemical sensing (Part U). In particular. Chapter S
describes the fabrication of unique starch/amylose-iodine composite films which
demonstrate dramatic, humidity-sensitive colorimetric changes. Chapter 6 deals with the
examination of the spectroscopic properties of a novel class of peripherally substituted
porphyrazines that exhibit selective metal ion binding. Finally, Appendix C describes the
use of a naphthalocyanine for the detection of tributylphosphate (TBP) in polar solution
by visible absorbance spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A chemical sensor can be simply defined as a device which can respond
reversibly to an analyte (or analytes) by means of converting a chemical interaction, or a
consequent effect of that interaction, into a quantifiable measurement. Due to the need to
be able to characterize and quantify chemical species in various, often complex, sample
matrices, sensor development continues to be at the forefront of many areas of research.
A sensor which allows a particular analyte or analytes to be quantified in a mixture
avoiding the use of time-consimiing and costly separations, makes chemical sensors
attractive for on-line or real-time monitoring applications. In addition, these sensors can
be made small and can be manufactured inexpensively relative to chromatographic
equipment.
There are four main classes of chemical sensors, defined by the method of
transduction used in each. These include optical, conductometric, potentiometric and
gravimetric based devices. Since there are apparent advantages and disadvantages for
each type of transduction platform, the selected method of detection should be suited to
the target analyte. For instance, an intrinsically absorbing or fluorescent compound can
be easily detected by an optical scheme, while redox active species lend themselves to be
monitored electrochemically.
Optical means of detection offer advantages over other, more widespread methods
(e.g. conductometric devices) in terms of both speed and selectivity. Optical detection
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can be extremely fast, the sensor response usually being dictated only by the kinetics of
interaction of the analyte with the sensing film, or the ensuing electronics used for signal
processing. Optical detection also has an inherent advantage over other techniques in
offering an additional dimension of selectivity. For instance, the analytical wavelength
can often be selected to coincide only with a particular analyte-indicator interaction,
different from the wavelengths of potential interferants. There have recently been
reported many optical sensors for analytes in both liquid and gas phases; ranging from
metal ions [1-7] to anions [8,9] and organic compounds [10-12] in water, to moisture
[13], oxygen [14] and carbon monoxide [15] in the gas phase. This Hst is by no means
intended to be complete; for reviews of all classes of sensors in recent literature, refer to
references such as Reference 16.
The development of small, inexpensive sensors for the detection of particular
analytes is often driven by industry. The detection of water vapor in inert process gases
and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) in water, are just two examples of molecules of interest to the
semiconductor industry. Sensors for these compounds will be discussed in later chapters.
Moisture represents an undesirable source of oxygen [17,18], which can have serious
consequences on such things as film deposition/lithography of materials on silicon wafer
substrates. IPA is used to dehydrate silicon wafers after aqueous (sulfuric acid) cleaning
[19,20]. Current estimates are that it requires ca. 90 gallons of water to clean one square
inch of a wafer. Since IPA ultimately ends up in this waste water, it is advantageous for
the industry to ascertain the quantity of this compound present, in order to address
recycling [21] or treatment issues. Current methods of detecting such contaminants
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include mass spectrometry techniques, which are time consuming, expensive and not on
line methods. Inexpensive sensors with fast response times could potentially be
proliferated in a plant environment to provide the early detection of contaminant species,
pin-pointing the exact location of the problem in a timely fashion.
Of key importance in sensor design, regardless of the method of transduction, is
the construction of the indicator (or transducer) layer. Transducer layers, their
composition and fabrication, useful for the optical detection of compounds that do not
inherently absorb visible light, are a major focus of this work. It is the transducer layer
that is responsible for the actual 'chemical sensing event', and hence must be made not
only very sensitive to a particular analyte, but also selective in its mode of interaction.
The selectivity of a sensor is of great importance, as it eliminates the need for any
separation step(s), and thus results in rapid quantification. The successful development of
chemical sensors can only be achieved as a result of investigations into transducer layer
materials. For instance, the selection of the indicator species that is results in a
quantifiable signal upon interaction with the analyte, as well as optimizing its host
environment in a thin fihn format (see later), prove to be by far the most challenging
aspects of the entire sensor development (often because a single, generic platform can be
used for signal transduction). For this reason, a major portion of this dissertation is
devoted to the study of indicator layers and the chemical interactions of indicator
molecules within them (see Figure 1.1), that ultimately may be probed by absorbance
spectroscopy.
Indicator properties of interest in absorbance-based chemical sensing include high
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Figure 1.1. A generalized view of the polymeric indicator film (a.k.a. transducer layer or
sensing film) of a chemical sensor. Analyte (A) can diffuse into such a porous thin film
(B) provided that (C) the pore is accessible firom the surface. If some analyte-sensitive
indicator species is present in the pore environment that is able to interact chemically
with the analyte (D) to produce a response (denoted by the arrow) that can be converted
into a quantifiable signd by the transducer, a viable chemical sensor can be created.
Note, however, that many pores (E) are simply not accessible by the analyte and/or do not
contain immobilized indicator molecules within them. Indicator immobilization (D) or
entrapment in the transducer layer is important in solution phase chemical sensing, where
the indicator may potentially leach firom the thin film. In order to effect rapid sensor
response and reversibility, die analyte must be able to diffuse out of the indicator film
subsequent to interaction with the indicator molecule (F), and this process not be too
severely hindered by pore tortuosity (G). In addition, sites of chemisorption (H) present
on the siuiace of the transducer layer may compete with analyte interactions with the
indicator moiety.
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sensitivity and selectivity towards a particular analyte, and compatibility (i.e. initial
solubility) with the transducer layer host matrix. In addition, the largest absorbance
change should be matched with an easily accessible laser light wavelength (for reasons to
be discussed in subsequent chapters). In the case of absorbance-based sensors, a strong
interaction (i.e. bond formation) with a highly absorbing indicator species may result in a
large optical change and hence good sensitivity in detection, however, reversibility may
be compromised. Reversibility is an important factor in multiple-exposure, long-term
use, fast-response, on-line chemical sensors.
In this work, the host materials for the indicator species in the transducer layers
were largely selected to be sol-gel matrices (Part I), for reasons discussed more later. In
brief, these materials are optically transparent, low-temperatiu-e glasses that are
chemically and thermally stable, and very porous. In contrast, many organic polymer
films are less stable and not as transparent. The 'generic' polymer host shown in the
cartoon (Figure 1.1) does not accurately depict silicate sol-gel transducer layers in that
sol-gels have a more uniform pore size distribution than illustrated in the figure. This is
because the silicate network can develop as a 'template' around the immobilized indicator
molecules upon gellation (discussed more later). Since each particular sol-gel recipe may
potentially create a film with unique physical or chemical properties, it is necessary to
develop an understanding of the correlation of these properties with
preparation/processing conditions, and what chemical or processing conditions allow for
its preparation. Furthermore, even when dealing with widely known recipes,
investigations into the chemistry inside the sol-gel pore enviroimient continues to be at
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the forefront of much of today's research. One of these more fundamental problems,
discussed in Chapter 2, deals with small molecule indicator leaching from doped sol-gels
in aqueous solution (a problem commonly encountered in solution phase chemical
sensors). Studies aimed at investigating the physical properties of sol-gels and the
spectroscopic behavior of guest molecular probes entrapped within them, are described in
the Appendices.
Typical considerations in the design of a transducer layer are described in general
terms by Figure 1.1. Note that in addition to analyte interactions with the selected
indicator, there may be chemisorption, hydrogen-bonding, etc. of the analyte to the
surface of the host material, which can compete with the desired interaction. Also, pore
size and tortuosity can greatly affect analyte diffusion inside the indicator film.
Fortunately, many of these potential problems can be minimized through careful tailoring
of the polymer matrix through the use of specialized sol-gel precursors, as will be
discussed later. An effective transducer layer host matrix combines desirable physical
properties (transparency, durability, porosity) with chemical properties that aid the
indicator species in transduction (typically by analyte preconcentration within the film).
Finally, the indicator film matrix can be modified to minimise detrimental analyte
interactions with the surface, allowing for less competition for analyte 'binding sites' on
the indicator.
Of the absorbance-based spectroscopic techniques, attenuated total reflection
(AIR) methods (most commonly employed in the infrared) provide the best sensitivity
for optically probing thin films. By decreasing the thickness of an ATR element beyond
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the dimensions that are adequately described by classical ray optics, a giiided mode of
light can be used to probe molecules at the superstrate interface with the waveguide with
high sensitivity. As the dimensions of the guiding layer decrease fiirther (down to a
single mode supporting limit) the number of effective total intemal reflections increases.
This in turn increases the sensitivity of the technique for a spectrometric measurement.
The advantages of performing ATR experiments with planar integrated optical
waveguides (lOWs) include the extremely high density of reflections (thousands per cm)
and the well characterized electric field spatial distributions. In this work, the lOW
platform remains essentially common to all of the sensors described, due to its superior
sensitivity in probing thin films by ATR spectrometry, as will be described in more detail
later.
The high sensitivity of the planar lOW platform, when used to spectroscopically
probe thin indicator films (transducer layers), allows for sensitive and fast response
optical chemical sensors to be developed. lOW-based sensors can have characteristics far
superior to many other sensor technologies, and have the potential to be used in on-line
monitoring schemes.

1.1. OPTICAL CHEMICAL SENSORS AND THE PLANAR lOW

A key application of waveguides in chemistry lies in the development of
optically-based chemical sensors. As mentioned, optical means of detection offer
advantages over other, more widespread methods in terms of both speed and selectivity.

References 22 to 27 describe various examples of waveguide sensors for different
analytes, while References 28 to 38 focus on only those involving planar waveguides.
The planar, single-mode lOW geometry utilizes the optical sensing advantages of speed
and selectivity, yet adds an additional beneficial quality: high sensitivity. The
implementation of these 'slab' waveguides in chemical analyses is discussed in
References 39 to 43.
However, by far the most literature is available on fiber optic sensors [44-66].
The focus on these sensors stems at least partially from their commercial availability and
cost-effectiveness. Also, optical fibers are thought to be especially useful for probing
hazardous or hard-to-reach deposits (with the distal end) [67], such as some radioactive
nuclear waste, since a fiber can be made almost infinitely long (they exhibit very low
losses). A ca. 1 ^im diameter multimode optical fiber equipped with a sensing layer
deposited at the distal end can provide true spectroscopic information on one or more
analytes simultaneously. However, such a distal-type sensor geometry, often called an
optode or optrode, allows for a maximum of two passes of light through the indicator film
in transmission geometry, and hence provides limited sensitivity in an absorbance
measurement.
In terms of evanescent field sensing, fiber optics offer fewer reflections per
centimeter than a planar10W, meaning that a significantly longer fiber must be coated
with the indicator layer to achieve the same sensitivity. In addition, coating a fiber is
non-trivial in comparison to coating (dip- or spin-) a planar substrate. Finally, lOWs
have the ability to be used in 'smart' multi-sensor detection schemes. For instance, ion-
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Figure 1.2. Planar lOW chemical sensor composed of a sol-gel waveguide layer (D)
sandwiched between a glass substrate (C) and superstrate (E) indicator film. Laser light
(A) coupling into the waveguide layer is accomplished using prisms (F), and is allowed to
propagate by total internal reflection down the laminate structure. A detector (B)
measures changes in outcoupled light intensity at the opposite end of the indicator film.
Decreases in outcoupled light intensity can be detected as evanescent light is absorbed
(ATR) by indicator dopants (white boxes in film E) in the presence of analyte (denoted
by 'L' shapes).

exchange [31,68,69] wavegmdes can be fabricated in multiples; several on a single
substrate, in parallel to each other. It is not difficult to envision coating each other one
with a different sensing layer, specific to only a certain analyte. Alternate waveguides on
the same substrate, left uncoated, could serve as reference branches, analogous to a
double-beam UV-visible spectrophotometer. This type of sensor could allow for the
parallel detection of several chemical species simultaneously, or allow for improved
selectivity of the device. The possibility of miniaturization for such an integrated sensor
is very real, especially with the recent advances in diode laser light sources and CCD
detector chips. However, ion-exchange waveguides possess a gradient in refiactive
index, and thus are inherently less sensitive than comparable step-index waveguides
(described in this work), due to the shallowness of the evanescent field profile of the
guided mode(s) of light.
In order to improve the sensitivity of fiber optic sensors, evanescently-excited
fluorescence monitoring can be used [70,71], as a more sensitive alternative to ATR
measurements. However, obtaining a uniform coating of the transducer layer on the fiber
remains non-trivial and the collection optics are more sophisticated for this geometry
versus planar waveguides.
Chemical sensors utilizing the planar lOW platform may be categorized as
absorbance, fluorescence or refi^ctive index change sensitive devices. While absorbance
based sensors rely on ATR measurements of the transducer overlayer [32,72],
fluorescence based devices utilize evanescent light to excite emission from species in the
indicator film [73-75]. Several fluorescence immimosensors using planar waveguide
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geometries have been reported [34,35]. While these devices were found to provide good
sensitivity, a fundamental disadvantage of floiu-escent signal collection remains the lack
of'back collection' optical arrangements: collection of light emanating from the
transducer layer (front) face inherently yields signal containing a bulk volume
contribution (raising background signal), as opposed to ATR.
Lukosz et al. [36-38] and others [76,77] have described a class of integrated
optical chemical sensors that can detect changes in the refractive index (AN) in a
chemically sensitive coating on the waveguide surface. Using grating coupler or
interferometer geometries, sensors for relative-humidity changes and aqueous glucose
have been reported, as well as immunosensors. In addition, protein adsorption can be
monitored in real time with these sensors working as refractometers. These waveguide
sensors generally differ from the ones described in this work because they have a high
refractive index difference between the waveguide and transducer layers, and they
typically operate near the cut-off for single mode propagation. The fact that these sensors
measure only real refractive index changes at the wavegmde surface means that they are
inherently less selective than sensors where changes in the imaginary component (of the
type described in this work) of the refractive index of the transducer layer is monitored.
This is because in extrinsic sensors (defined below), analyte selectivity may be imparted
to the device through careful selection of an indicator species. Refractive index sensors
cannot be used in analyte solutions that have more than one species that can adsorb and
change the refractive index at the surface.

1.2. A PLANAR lOW AS A SENSING PLATFORM FOR DOPED INDICATOR
THIN FILMS

lOW technology can be implemented in the development of optical sensors, in
both solution and gas phases, to create highly sensitive, potentially selective and fast
response sensors. To make such a sensor usually involves the entrapment or
immobilization of an organic indicator or enzyme (for a biosensor) in a polymer film,
which is optically transparent at the analytical wavelength yet sufBciently porous to allow
facile analyte in- and out-diffusion. This is called an extrinsic sensor, as opposed to an
intrinsic sensor where an optical property of the analyte itself (i.e. the absorbance of a
colored analyte) can be monitored. Extrinsic-type lOW sensors are described throughout
this work.
A thick (long pathlength) bulk material with a suflBciently high dopant
concentration can be used as an absorbance-based sensor in transmission geometry, with
good sensitivity. However, the response time of such a device would be very long, due to
the relatively low diffiisivity of molecules in the liquid or gas phase within the polymer
network (at room teniperature), and the large thickness of the doped matrix to be
permeated. A strategy commonly employed today in the construction of fast-response
(on-line) sensors is the use of thin films. Thin films are much more readily permeated by
analyte diffusion in a timely fashion. However, in transmission geometry, the film can be
only optically probed with minimal sensitivity, given the small pathlength of light
through the film. The motivation behind using a waveguide platform is demonstrated by
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Figure 1.3. The major advantage of using thin, indicator-doped sol-gel films in chemical
sensing application is fast response times (B and C). However, to optically probe a thin
film with adequate sensitivity, an lOW platform is required (a simplistic view of which is
shown in C). A monolith (A) geometry offers good sensitivity but slow response to
analyte. A thin film sensor in classical transmission geometry (B) provides fast response
but poor sensitivity.
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the following thought-experiment (Figure 1.3): If one could probe the thin film placed in
a horizontal orientation (the major film axis coinciding with the axis of light
propagation), the light pathlength through the layer would be significantly larger, and
hence good sensitivity achievable. In addition, the fast response characteristics of the
thin film sensor would be retained, as analyte diffusion would occur primarily
perpendicular to the axis of light propagation. Unfortunately, it is physically impossible
to perform such absorbance spectroscopy on very thin films (typically ca. 100 nm thick,
as used in lOW sensors) by direct transmission of light through the horizontal axis.
However, by depositing the fibn on top of a waveguide layer, evanescent light (see later)
can be used to probe the thin, indicator-doped film with good sensitivity. This is the
reason for the interest in the lOW platforms for ATR-based sensors.

1.3. INTEGRATED OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES

A planar lOW consists of an optically transparent fihn composed of a material
that is of higher refiractive index than either the substrate or superstrate layers. It is this
'sandwiched' film that forms the actual waveguide layer. The waveguide film (100 nm 3^m thick) is deposited (sputtered, dip- or spin-coated, or ion-exchanged) onto a
substrate (typically glass) to provide mechanical stability. In addition, the substrate layer
may contain pre-etched gratings for ease of light incoupling or outcoupling from the
waveguide film. The superstrate of the laminate structure can be water or air, or a thin
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film that is to be probed spectroscopically by the evanescent portion of light propagating
down the waveguide layer. In the construction of the lOW chemical sensors described in
this work, the superstrate is a thin (ca. 100 nm), porous, optically transparent sol-gel film
containing a doped indicator dye. The dye responds to the presence of analyte by
changes light absorbmce at the analytical wavelength. Such sensors have been
previously described by Yang et al. [78,79] fi-om this research group, for gas-phase
iodine, pH and lead ion analytes.

1.3.1. WAVEGUIDE THEORY

Light propagation down a waveguide can be described by two conceptually
different but complementary theories. The ray optics theory uses modified Snell's law
argiunents to describe the path of light taken by a single wavelength of light down the
waveguide, while wave theory uses quantum mechanics to describe electric field density
profiles of one or more modes of light in the same.

a. Ray Optics Theory

Snell's law (1.1) governs the dynamics of light traveling between two mediimis of
different densities. If the refiractive indicies of the two materials are nj and n^ the incident
angle is denoted by 6j and the refracted angle 6,.
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iij sin Oj =

sin 0,

(1 I)

If a beam of light traveling from a denser medium is incident on an interface with a less
denser medium, increasing the incident angle will cause the refracted beam to deviate
away from the normal until light propagates along the interface. The incident angle
required to effect this light propagation is called the critical angle. At angles greater than
the critical angle, the light is totally internally reflected back into the more dense
medium. Light propagation inside a planar lOW is described by multiple total internal
reflections (at both the waveguide/substrate and waveguide/superstrate interfaces).
Figure 1.4 shows how light traveling down a planar lOW moves in a 'zig-zag'
path of reflections down the waveguide. The ray optics description of light propagation
in the waveguide structure breaks dovm in a fundamentally important way, however. The
lack of mention of discrete coupling angles that are required to allow light propagation
fails to consider the quantum nature of light. The ray optics model allows for all angles
greater than the critical to create the waveguiding phenomenon, which is inconrect. To
circimivent this deficiency, the discrete nature of the light propagation has been described
by a combination of Snell's law and standing plane wave equations [80,81]. The
relationship between the waveguide thickness, d, and the reflection angle, 6, of the
guided mode is given by [81]:

ldk^.fios 0 - 2 $2, - 2 $23 ~

(1.2)
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Figure 1.4. Propagation of monochromatic light down a planar single mode lOW
laminate structure by total internal reflection (ray optics description). The inset shows a
microscopic view of the evanescent field (dp,) at a single, discrete reflection at the
waveguide-superstrate interface allowing ATR spectrometry to be performed on the
indicator film (refractive of which is denoted by n,) of an lOW sensor. See text for a
complete description of the variables.
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where kg = (o/c is the propagation constant in vacuum, (o is the angular frequency of the
light wave and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. The quantized nature of the
propagating light is described by the integer m, which takes values of 0,1, 2, 3,...; the
mode order. The Goos-Hanchen phase shifts accompanying the total internal reflections
at each interface are given by $21

^23-

b. Wave Theory

Wave theory essentially describes all modes in a laminate lOW structure as
consisting of a sinusoid harmonic standing waves (frequency dependent on mode
number) centered in the waveguide layer, having evanescent tails into both the superstrate
and substrate. The equations for describing plane wave propagation in waveguide
laminate structiu-es are developed by solving Maxwell's equations [82,83]. For
simplification, two types of polarized light are usually considered; transverse electric
(TE) and transverse magnetic (TM). TE light is characterized by having an electric field
in the y-direction (wave propagation along the x-axis), E^, and the perpendicular
magnetic fields

and

(£, = Eg = Hy = 0). TM light has components

and E^

= H^ = Ey = 0). Plowman et aL [84] describe the equations governing the electric
field distribution of TE polarized light propagating in the waveguide laminate structure
(variables shown in Figure 1.4):
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,y EQ-COS

superstrate ,x ^ 0

(1.3)

E2y = Eo COS {k2^ + ^

waveguide -d <, x^O

(1.4)

Esy-En•COS (^2i^ + {^•exp(x/2rfp3 + d)

substrate

(1.5)

E

=

(

^-cxipi-xlldp,)

x ^ -d

where Eg is the maximum value of the electric field in the waveguide, j^is a phase factor
accounting for asymmetry differences in the substrate and superstrate refractive indices,
kjj, is the wavenumber of the electric field in the lOW, d is the waveguide thickness, and x
is the transverse direction with origin at the waveguide/superstrate interface. The
constants dp, and dp^ are the depths of penetration of the evanescent fields into the
superstrate and substrate layers, respectively. The depth of penetration is defined as the
distance firom the waveguide/superstrate or waveguide/substrate interface to the location
where the exponentially-decaying field has reached 1/e of the initial intensity. The depths
of penetration are given by the following equations;

dpi

=

{M7mi)[s]i^02 - {n/n^^Y^

dpi = {AJA7m^){sm^02 -

where n„ rij and

(1.6)

(1.7)

are the refractive indicies of the superstrate, waveguide and substrate

layers, respectively. The wavelength is given by A and ^ is the intemal guiding angle.
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The phase factor is described by:

{^=tan"'(/i74;2af^,cos 0)-^mx

(1.8)

where m is the mode order.
The laminate sensor structure shown in Figure 1.4 can also be described [42] by
an 'effective refractive index', I^^of the waveguide, which is related to

the

propagation constant of guided modes, by:

= AAo = "2 sin e„

where kg and /ij are described as before. Note that the angle

(1.9)

completely specifies the

optical mode m which is allowed to propagate down the structure.
The wave description allows for additional insight into the propagation of distinct,
quantized modes of light down a planar waveguide. It also provides a mathematical
description of the depth of penetration (dp,) of evanescent light into the superstrate to
probe surface chemistry by either attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectroscopy or
excitation of fluorescence emission. The former provides the basis for the chemical
sensing applications that will be discussed in later chapters. Note that the superstrate in
these applications are organically-doped (with absorbing indicators) porous thin sol-gel
films. In order to obtain maximum siirface sensitivity, the waveguide thickness has to be
selected such that only one TE and only one TM mode are allowed to propagate (ca. <500
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nm). This implies the use of single-mode planar lOWs for such applications.

c. Light Absorbance in Planar Waveguide Structures

The absorbance, A, is an important quantity in many spectroscopic measurements.
It is defined as;

A H - log.o il/Io)

where land

(1.10)

Iq represent the input and output light intensities. The inherent absorbance of

a waveguide structure results from the loss of throughput intensity that stems from losses
from surface and volume scattering, light absorption of the waveguide film itself and
light absorption by surface cladding material or an adsorbed layer. In the consideration
of the single-mode lOW sensors, a description of light absorption by the evanescentlyprobed indicator layer bulk is of interest. A reversible loss in outcoupled Ught intensity,
upon exposure of the sensor to analyte, is monitored. This phenomenon is the result of
attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectrometry. The evanescent wave propagates parallel
to the waveguide/superstrate interface and decays exponentially into the cladding layer as
a function of distance x from the interface:

I(x) ^lo Qxgirx/dpi)

(1.11)
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Since the depth of penetration is typically on the order of a hundred nanometers, the
indicator layer is designed to be of similar thickness. The absorption of light (of
appropriate wavelength), at one particular reflection, by the indicator species in the
superstrate, is described by Beer's law (neglecting bulk contribution):

(1.12)

A/N^ebc

where N is the total number of reflections at the indicator film/waveguide interface, 6 is
the molar absorptivity of the dye (a.k.a. extinction coefficient), b is the evanescent
pathlength of the light beam in the film sample and c is the concentration of the absorbing
species in the film. The evanescent pathlength in the film is given by [86]:

b = ac/I.)dp,

where

(1.13)

is the interfacial transmitted intensity per unit incident beam intensity and dp,

is defined as before. Note that for TE and TM polarized light, 1^/1; is given by:

(VIf)iB= [n,|E,|>iCOsej-'

(1.14)

a./y™=[n,(|E.p+ |E,p)](iij COS e,)-'

(i.is)

where E,, By and
evanescent wave.

are the orthogonal components of the electric field vector of the
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The ray optics description, above, defines the effective pathlength of evanescent
Ught through the cladding based on the number of reflections down the waveguide
structure (well defined effective index), while the wave model predicts the indicator
absorbance based on the density of evanescent light and the imaginary part of the
refiractive index (k) of the superstrate layer [87]. The value of k is related to € by the
expression:

k= &:ylOnlO)[4^-'

(1.16)

In a wavegmde absorbance measiu'ement, the decrease in outcoupled Ught intensity from
the 10W, due to absorption in the evanescent region, is monitored. The amount of light
absorbed is dependent not only on the concentration of the absorbing species and its
molar absorptivity, but also the interaction length of the waveguide with the superstrate.
As the ray optics model predicts, increasing the length of the waveguide increases the
number of total internal reflections able to probe the superstrate, and hence the effective
pathlength for the absorbance measurement. The constant, k, is an important parameter in
the modeling of Ught distributions within the laminate lOW sensors, described in later
chapters.

1.4. SOL-GEL MATERIALS

Sol-gels can be loosely defined as a class of materials that resemble more typical

glasses in their optical transparency, yet are able to be prepared under mild conditions
(i.e. at room temperature). The host of literature available on the preparation and uses of
these relatively novel materials is indicative of their importance. Applications of sol-gels
include optical (and electroactive) chemical sensors [88-93], lasers [94,95], nonlinear
optics [96,97], photochromic materials [98,99], electro-optical materials [100],
biomolecular materials [101-103] and catalytic materials [104,105].
In the area of chemical sensors, the low temperature processing of sol-gels allows
for an important property to be realized: the entrapment or immobilization of heat-labile
organic dyes/indicators and proteins. The sol-gel matrix, a three-dimensional porous
network, serves as a host material for the optically active, chemically acitve or
electroactive species. While transparency is an important property for optically probing
chemical interactions inside the sol-gel matrix, porosity is also a necessary quality for
chemical sensing, as analyte is required to diffuse into the sol-gel matrix to effect the
optical change of the indicator dopant. Furthermore, for the sensor to be reversible, the
analyte must also be able to diffuse back out of the pores. The larger the pores, and the
greater the total pore volume inside the sol-gel, the easier the analyte can diffuse in to and
out of the host material; creating faster response times for the sensor. A practical limit
for the pore sizes would appear to be set by potential leaching characteristics of the solgel immobilized guest species, or a compromise of the optical transparency due to
excessive light scattering. Sol-gel processing allows for additional important properties
of the material to be reahzed. These include high purity at the molecular level,
organofunctionalization of the network, and the 'tuning' the refractive index of the
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material, through precursor selection.
To date, many optical chemical sensors have been reported using sol-gel based
transducer layers [for example, 90]. Sol-gel films used in chemical (and biochemical)
sensing [106,107] have the advantage of providing faster response to analytes than
monoliths [14,88,108]. Lately, organically-modified sol-gel (ORMOSIL) percursors
[91,109] have become increasingly important in tailoring transducer layers.

1.4.1. SOL-GEL CHEMISTRY

The preparation of sol-gels involves two fimdamental steps: hydrolysis of a
(metal) alkoxide precursor and subsequent polycondensation of the hydroxides to form a
crosslinked network [110]. A suspension of colloidal particles of the partially crosslinked
condensed metal hydroxides is called a sol. As the amount of interconnection between
the particles increases, so does the viscosity of the sol. Eventually, this may result in the
formation of a solid gel.
While the two basic reactions pertinent to sol-gel processing are common to most
of the work in this area studied to date, there are numerous important consequences of the
reaction conditions themselves. For instance, the hydrolysis and condensation steps often
involve acid or base catalysis [111,112]. In addition to enhancing the rates of these
processes, the type of catalyst has an important influence on the physical properties of the
final lattice. For example, it is known that acid catalysis tends to increase the rate of
hydrolysis and disfavors condensation reactions, whereas base hydrolysis results in rapid

condensation. The result is that acid-catalyzed polycondensation products tend to be
extended networks that are less highly branched, while base-catalysis forms compact,
highly branched species [113]. In general, it would appear that acid-catalysis provides
the best opportunity to form open porous networks that lend themselves to sensing
applications. Furthermore, these networks are more likely to exhibit lower scattering
losses due to the presence of smaller, less compact crosslinked moieties that form the
matrix.
Aging is also an important parameter in sol-gel processing. This is because even
after the gelation point, where a solid amorphous phase is obtained, crosslinking reactions
can still occur inside the gel, provided that the solvent inside the pores is not allowed to
dry [114-116]. Hence the sol-gel environment continues to be dynamic for a period of
time subsequent to the initial formation of the solid. Drying [117,118] of the gel is often
used to expel the porous solvent through evaporation, to produce xerogels. During the
drying, new bonds can be formed through additional polycondensation of the network,
brought about by the contraction of the gel. This results in smaller pores, but more
mechanical strength of the gel. However, the capillary pressures associated with the
solvent loss can result in cracking, which is dependent on the evaporation rate and the
degree of non-uniformity of the pore size distribution. Several groups have investigated
the drying phenomenon of sol-gels, and yet others have suggested methods for preventing
cracking of sol-gel monoliths during drying [119,120].
The flexibility of sol>gels as materials comes from the ability to control their
chemical and physical properties. For instance, the degree of porosity and gel refractive

index can be controlled by varying the precursor composition and processing parameters.
The pore size is affected by the type of catalyst used and the subsequent aging/drying
conditions. Organic indicators may be incorporated (by impregnation techniques or
covalent attachment) into the material, to remain sterically accessible to analytes that
diffuse into the glass. In addition to being optically transparent (into the ultraviolet
spectrum) and highly porous, sol-gel materials have a high surface area. This can provide
a means of analyte concentration by adsorption from a dilute sample. Organically
modified sol-gels (discussed later) are especially useful for such applications.

a. Sol-Gel Monoliths

Monoliths [121,122] of sol-gel derived materials may be prepared using the afore
mentioned techniques of classical sol-gel processing. These three-dimensional
crosslinked networks can serve as host materials for entrapped/encapsulated indicators or
proteins. Since it is relatively easy to make monoliths of substantial thickness (i.e.
pathlength) by selecting an appropriate mold, traditional spectroscopic techniques such as
ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) and fluorescence spectroscopy can be used to probe these
structures or the behavior of the molecules doped within them, usually with greater
sensitivity than allotted to thin films.
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b. Fabrication of Optical Quality Sol-Gel Films

Sols themselves are extremely useful in the manufacture of sol-gel derived films
[123]. Sols can be used to produce films of varying thickness, refiactive index, pore size
and surface area (porosity). In addition, films of very high optical quality can be
produced. Furthermore, the methods used to deposit such fihns are relatively simple and
inexpensive, compared to other means of film preparation such as CVD, evaporation or
sputtering.
As described earlier, the refiractive index, pore size, surface area and sxuface
polarity are largely controlled by chemical means. For example, pore sizes may range
firom <0.4 nm to >5.0 nm, the pore volume may be varied fi^om 0 to 65% and the surface
area from <1 to >250 nm [110]. The fibn thickness can be influenced by the precursor
concentration and stoichiometry, but also by the film deposition method. Methods of
depositing sol-gel fihns involve either dip-coating the substrate into the sol, or spreading
sol onto the substrate surface and spin-coating off the excess. Both of these types of
coaters are commercially available. While in dip-coating substrate speed and sol
viscosity can be used to affect the resulting film thickness, in spin-coating the centrifugal
speed of substrate rotation as well as the sol viscosity are the dominant factors. A
relatively new technique, meniscus coating [124], shows promise for coating large
rectangular surfaces.
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1.4.2. SOL-GEL ORGANIC-INORGANIC COMPOSITES

Recent foci on sol-gel hybrid materials for application in the areas of chemical
sensors and photonic materials, among others, have led to the development of composites
that offer numerous possibilities in the tailoring of properties of these materials.
Composite materials of organic polymer and oxide parents are thermally, chemically and
dimensionally more stable than the organic polymer alone [109,125,126]. Such doped
sol-gel glasses have found uses in electrochemistry, chemical sensing and biosensing as
well as the development of lasers and non-linear optical materials.
Organic modification is often used to reduce the degree of crosslinking, improve
film adhesion to a substrate, reduce the concentration of surface silanol groups (hence
increase the hydrophobicity of the surface / reduce the ion-exchange capacity), or
introduce fimctional groups that can be subsequently used to anchor molecules to preprepared xerogels. Organically modified silicate glasses can be prepared simply by the
incorporation of organochlorosilane or organoalkoxysilane (hydrocarbon chain)
precursors into a classic sol of alkoxysilane monomers. Properties of the organically
modified silica (ORMOSILS) can be tailored by varying the ratios of the
tetraalkoxysilane and organofunctional alkoxysilane (i.e. mono-, di-, or
triorganofunctional) precursors. In addition, an ORMOSEL can be prepared by a
combination of more than one organofimctional alkoxysilane, not necessarily
functionalized in the same manner. A sampling of the kinds of functionalities that can be
foimd on commercially available ORMOSIL precursors include amino-, vinyl-, epoxy-
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and mercapto- groups, which can be subsequently derivatized to covalently anchor
indicator dyes, chelating agents or redox mediators to the porous surfaces within the
ORMOSIL. The immobilization of organic reagents or biological species inside classical
sol-gels and their ORMOSIL relatives is of key importance to flmdamental studies of
chemical processes inside these materials and the development of novel technologies
such as chemical sensors and biosensors. There are two main classes of immobilization
techniques, which are commonly employed to produce organic-inorganic hybrid
materials; these are impregnation and covalent attachment.

a. Sol-gel Impregnation Techniques

The incorporation of biological molecules into sol-gels by means of physical
entrapment has proved useful for doping of proteins and enzymes. Given the large size of
these molecules (typically tens of thousands of daltons), in addition to the possibility of
many weak (i.e. physical adsorption, chemisorption, electrostatic bonding) simultaneous
interactions of the protein with the pore surface of the sol-gel, leaching of these
molecules is rarely observed. Organic reagents can also be impregnated into sol-gels,
using the same weak interactions to keep the molecules from leaching out of the gel.
Since these organic reagents are typically 'small molecules' (less than 1000 Da), there is
usually no possibility of physical immobilization. The organic reagents to be
impregnated can be added to the sol prior to gelation, or the gel can simply be immersed
in a concentrated solution containing the molecule to be impregnated; being allowed to
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diffuse into the material. Due to the weakness of the molecular interactions attaching the
different reagents to the organic/inorganic matricies, the practicality of the devices may
be limited. This can be true for some solution-phase chemical sensors (in continuous
use), where the driving force for leaching exceeds the force keeping the molecule inside
the gel (i.e. a hydrophobic interaction inside an ORMOSIL). For gas-phase chemical
sensors, leaching of impregnated indicators, is, of course, a mute point.

b. Covalent Attachment of Indicators to Sol-Gel Matrices

The prevention of small molecule leaching from sol-gels can be achieved through
the chemical bonding of an organic reagent (indicator) directly to the silica matrix, by
careful selection of the organofunctional group in the ORMOSIL precursor or sometimes
by condensation with surface silanols. This technique is highly specific, however, and
requires different reaction conditions for each kind of precursor. The most interest in this
technique has been generated in the field of chromatography, in the design of stationary
phase supports.
Alternatively, Avnir et al. [127] has demonstrated the technique of
copolymerizing a modified alkoxysilane containing a covalently boimd organic reagent,
with other sol-gel precursors. In this scenario, the organic reagent is modified with an
alkoxysilane to be subsequently used in the sol-gel process. Both techniques offer
superior resistivity to dopant leaching compared with the method of reagent
impregnation. However, impregnation is a simpler and more generic process.
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1.5. METAL ION CHELATORS

The determination of metal ions in solution remains an important application of
analytical chemistry, especially given the increased awareness of growing environmental
problems. Many cations readily form complexes in solution with a variety of substances
(ligands) that have a pair of unshared electrons (e.g. molecules containing N, O and S
atoms), capable of satisfying the metals' coordination number. Ligands that contain
chromophoric (or fluorescent) moieties are especially useful, provided that an optical
change can be observed upon metal binding to the indicator. As noted earlier, optical
spectroscopies provide useful means of probing chemical interactions due to the fast
nature and simplicity of the techniques. In addition, when visible light is involved, the
inherent sensitivity (proportional to the energy associated with the technique) is high,
relative to many other spectroscopies. Unfortunately, many metal ion indicators available
today are largely unselective. This means that they are not very useful in 'real world'
applications, where different metal ions may be present simultaneously in a given sample
solution, which could create potential problems with interferents.

1.5.1. ION-SELECTIVE BINDING AND CROWN ETHERS

Much of the early work focusing on ligating properties of materials that are
specific only to certain metal ions and classes of metal ions (e.g. the alkali or heavy
metals), has dealt with macrocyclic polyethers, or 'crown ethers' [128]. The selectivity
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to metal binding can be tailored to distinguish alkali and alkaline earth metal ions, for
example, solely based on the cavity radius of the crown ether. In addition to the cavity
dimensions, the complexation properties of crown ethers can be altered by changing the
rigidity and electronic properties of the macrocycle by substituting sulfur and nitrogen
atoms for part or all of the crown ether oxygen atoms. Recently, iariat ethers', crown
ethers in which the lariat arms serve as the chelating agents, have been reported
[129,130]. Finally, crown ethers modified with chromogenic/ fluorogenic moities [131133] have been reported, which make the molecules into true metal ion indicators.

1.5.2. PORPHYRAZINES

Porphyrazines (tetraazaporphyrins, Pz's) [134-139] are useful in binding metal
ions at the periphery of the macrocycle, in addition to the central cavity, as would be
expected for porphyrins. The peripheral binding properties of these compounds can be
affected through functionalization of the Pz at the periphery. The ability to fimctionalize
porphyrazines with crowns of different coordinating abilities (S vs. O vs. N) can allow
molecules to be synthesized that preferentially bind alkali metal, heavy metal or transition
metal ions. For instance, crowned derivatives of dithiomaleonitrile with an enhanced
affinity for transition metals may be prepared using crowns containing only sulfur, and
then converted to porphyrazines with the same property.
Due to the extended 7i-orbital conjugation and the presence of lone pair electrons
on heteroatoms, porphyrazines have the ability to absorb light and fluoresce throughout
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much of the ultra-violet and visible regions of the spectrum. Peripheral fimctionalization
affects not only chelation properties and solubility of the compounds, but the
spectroscopic characteristics; side-groups can alter the geometry and electronic nature of
the molecule. Since the electronic properties of these molecules in solution are
selectively perturbed in the presence of metal ions, these chelators also readily serve as
metal ion indicators.

1.6. SUMMARY AND RESEARCH GOALS

As industrial and manufacturing technologies continue to advance, sensor
technology continues to develop in a parallel fashion. Chemical sensors are required in
many applications including waste regulation and recycling, the detection of
contaminants and the monitoring of reaction intermediates. Of the four fundamental
classes of sensors (thermal, mass, electrochemical and optical), the field of optical
chemical sensors continues to grow most rapidly. Optical waveguide sensing, mainly
based on multimode fiber optics, is emerging as a very popular and promising field.
Since planar waveguides are in several regards advantageous to fibers, especially in terms
of ease of fabrication and sensitivity per unit length, this platform deserves more
attention. When a planar single mode waveguide is used to probe spectroscopic changes
(in particular, the absorbance of Ught in AIR) in thin, porous indicator-doped sol-gel
films, effective chemical sensors can be developed. The characteristics that make these
sensors especially attractive include their ease of fabrication, versatility in materials
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selection and processing, tailorability of chemical and physical properties of the
component sol-gel layers, and overall cost-effectiveness. In addition, this technology can
be miniaturized and integrated into 'real-world' process streams. Qiallenges exist in the
preparation of selective and sensitive indicator films which optically respond to an
analyte in the visible region, and can be probed using readily-available laser Ught
wavelengths. Furthermore, a degree of simplicity for the film preparation is warranted, to
be attractive for mass production. Other challenges lay in optimizing the fibn index,
thickness, porosity, chemical environment and dopant levels.
The goals of the first part of this research include the development of novel solgel transducer layers, able to be probed with planar lOWs, to create sensors for both gas
phase and solution analytes (Part I). The analytes were selected to coincide with presentday target chemicals for the semiconductor industry, namely, water vapor and aqueous
isopropyl alcohol (IPA). The design of transducer layers for these target molecules
represent advancements in terms of both the selection and optimization of the properties
of extrinsic indicators, relative to the transducer layers described previously by L. Y'ang,
designed for more readily quantified analytes (using intrinsic properties of the analyte,
i.e. the pink color in the case of Ij sensing, or commercially available indicators designed
for the detection of certain analytes, e.g. the use of xylenol orange to bind lead ions).
Both IPA and water do not absorb visible light and interact with other molecules
relatively weakly (both are moderately strong Lewis bases). Referring back to the
cartoon in Figure 1.2, in the design of a sol-gel based transducer layer for water vapor
(Chapter 3), it is required that a very porous film be used in conjunction with an indicator
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that can reversibly interact with the analyte, yet create a substantial change in absorbance
in the visible region upon binding. In the gas phase, indicator leaching is not an issue,
hence sol-gel modifications for indicator retention are not required. The desired features
of an indicator fikn designed to detect isopropyl alcohol in water (Chapter 4) also include
porosity and an optical responsiveness (absorbance change) in the visible, however dye
leaching can pose a significant obstacle. In addition, since water is a stronger Lewis base
than IPA, an indicator able to distinguish the analyte from the solvent based solely on
hydrophobicity (a weaker interaction than donor-acceptor), must be found. Finally, due
to the slower diffusion of molecules in the liquid phase relative to the gas phase, it may
be necessary to decrease the thickness of the transducer layer to retain fast response
characteristics.
Since significant obstacles in the field of lOW chemical sensing lay in the
selection of appropriate indicators (often novel compounds or materials), the second part
(Part II) of this work is dedicated to the study of new transducer materials. Chapter 5
deals with a novel starch-iodine based indicator material for the detection of water vapor,
and its implementation in sensors with the aid of single-mode planar waveguide
platforms to probe the analyte-indicator interactions. Chapter 6 describes the synthesis
and characterization of a new class of substituted porphyrazines for use as optical
indicators for metal ions. Finally, the preparation and characterization of sol-gel bulks
(Appendix B), as well as additional, spectroscopically characterized analyte-indicator
interactions (eg. for tributyl phosphate (TBP), a compoimd of importance to the nuclear
industry. Appendix C) are presented for potential application in future optical sensors.
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and to provide additional insight into the nature of sol-gels and chemical interactions
useful in sensing.
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PARTI:
Sol-Gel Based Transducer Layers and
Their Implementation in Planar lOW
Sensors
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CHAPTER 2
REDUCTION OF INDICATOR LEACHING FROM DOPED SOL-GELS BY
ATTACHMENT OF MACROMOLECULAR CARRIERS

2.1. INTRODUCTION

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the sol-gel process is a low temperature route for
production of optically transparent, microporous (typically ~ 100 A in diameter) glasses
[113]. Heat-labile species, such as organic chromophores and proteins, can be entrapped
merely by addition to the sol prior to gelation [125,129,145-148]. These features have
spawned extensive research on the use of these materials as spectroscopic hosts for
chromophoric indicators. A principal motivation for this work has been development of
chemical and biochemical sensing devices based on organically-doped sol-gels [56,62,
79, 95,98,99,129,149-152]. Absorbance- and fluorescence-based sensors for both
gaseous and dissolved analytes have been reported.
Facile diffusion of an analyte species into a sol-gel based host and reaction with
an entrapped indicator is essential for the device to respond rapidly [151,152]. However,
the high porosity of a gel can also be detrimental. The problem arises because a low
molecular weight indicator (MW < 1000) that is soluble in the liquid that fills the pores
can readily diffuse out from the gel, just as analyte can enter into the gel. Decreasing the
average pore size, through adjustment of sol composition and gelation/aging conditions,
may help to reduce the extent of leaching [153,154]. However, analyte diffiision maybe
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hindered as well, resulting in a longer response time.
One strategy for circumventing indicator leaching from doped sol-gels is
preparation of a (silicon) alkoxide derivative of the indicator which becomes covalently
incorporated into the polycondensed network [128, 155-157]. An alternate strategy is to
increase the size of the indicator by attaching it to a macromolecular carrier [158]. (The
term carrier is used here to refer to a water-soluble, chemically inert macromolecule to
which an indicator dye can be conjugated). This approach is based on the observation
that proteins do not leach significantly from sol-gels [125,146-148]; this stability is
presumably due to the size of the biomolecule relative to the average pore diameter in the
gel.
Plaschke etal. [158] showed that 70,000 MW dextran carrier, labeled with
fluorescein and entrapped in a dried sol-gel fihn, underwent much slower leaching into
aqueous buffer than unconjugated fluorescein. Many sensor applications do not require
that an indicator-doped sol-gel be dried, which can shrink the pores and may alter the
reactivity of the entrapped molecules to analytes [159,160]. In this study, we have
examined the effect of modifying various 'model' dyes with macromolecular carriers
(polyethylene glycol or dextran) of varying size on the extent of leaching from hydrated
(i.e. not dried) sol-gel monoliths. We show that although attachment of side chains
having a mass of only several kD can significantly decrease the degree of leaching, even
the use of 70 kD dextran as a macromolecular carrier is insufficient to prevent some loss
of dye.
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2.2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.2.1. LABELING OF NICKEL (II) PHTHALOCYANINE WITH
POLY(ETHYLENE)GLYCOL

ED2001, a 2000 MW, ammo-terminated, linear poly(ethylene glycol) was
obtained from Huntsman Corp. ED2001 was used to covalently modify
nickel(II)phthalocyaninetetrasulfonic acid, tetrasodium salt (NiPc, Aldrich; structure
shown in Fig. 2.1). The product, a mixture of NiPc molecules bearing one to four
ED2001 side chains attached via sulfonamide linkages, is denoted NiPc2k. The
tetrasulfonic acid of NiPc was first converted to a sulfonyl chloride to render it reactive
toward the amino termini of ED2001, using the procedure described by Shepard et al.
[161]. NiPc2k was prepared by mixing the sulfonyl chloride (0.10 g dissolved in 5 ml of
DMF) with ED2001 (0.046 g dissolved in 50 mL of O.IM bicarbonate buffer, pH 9). The
molar ratio of dye to PEG was ca. 4.4:1 (although it is recognized that using a larger
excess of PEG would have been preferred to ensure complete derivatization and thus
limit the polydispersity of the product). After stirring the mixture for one hour at room
temperature, the reaction was quenched by adding 5 mL of hydroxylamine hydrochloride
solution (0.071 g/ml, pH 8.5) followed by stirring for one hour. Purification of the
reaction product was performed by solid-phase extraction using a C-2 column (Isolute).
The unreacted dye was eluted from the colimm using phosphate buffer (pH 6.2), while

Figure 2.1. (A) Malachite Green (MG) oxalate and (B) nickel (II)
phthalocyaninetetrasulfonic acid, tetrasodium salt (NiPc).
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NiPc2k was eluted with water-ethanol mixtures. Solvent was removed by rotary
evaporation and the purified NiPc2k was redissolved in phosphate buffer prior to sol-gel
entrapment.

2.2.2. FLUORESCEIN-LABELED DEXTRAN

Anionic, fluorescein-modified dextrans were obtained from Molecular Probes.
(Dextran is a naturally occurring polysaccharide synthesized in yeast and bacteria. It is
primarily a linear polymer of a-1,6 glucose units linked via glycosidic bonds; occasional
branch points occur as a-1,2, a-l,3, and a-1,4 linkages) [162]. The 3000 MW, 10,000
MW, 40,000 MW and 70,000 MW variants, containing 0.7,2.2, 6.0 and 8.3 moles of dye
per mole of dextran, respectively, are denoted below as FD3k, FDlOk, FD40k, and
FD70k. Malachite green isothiocyanate (Molecular Probes) was conjugated with 70,000
MW amino-modified dextran (Molecular Probes; containing 17.5 moles primary amine
per mole dextran) via standard procedures [163]. Purification of the product, denoted
MG70k, was performed by dialysis in 6000-8000 MWCO tubing against 0.02 M
phosphate buffer (pH 6.2) four times, with 24 hours between buffer changes. The
labeling ratio was estimated by absorbance spectrometry. Assuming no change in molar
absorptivity upon conjugation, 40% of the available amines were reacted with the dye,
leaving 60% unreacted.
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2.2.3. SOL-GEL MONOLITHS AND ABSORBANCE SPECTRA

Tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS, 99.9+%, Aldrich) sols were prepared and
allowed to gel inside disposable acrylate cuvets (Fisher), as described previously [125].
The sols were prepared from volumetric percentages of the following reagents: 32%
silicon alkoxide, 6.6% Type 1 Reagent Grade water (Bamstead Nanopure, 18.2 MQ/cm),
3.4% 0.05 M aqueous HCl, and 58% 0.2 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.2). When a dye was
incorporated into a gel, the dye solution was prepared in 0.2 M phosphate buffer and was
added as a portion of the 58% (v/v) phosphate buffer. The total volume of the
components per cuvet was 3.1 ml (assuming no change upon mixing and gelation).
To prepare a gel, the alkoxide was added to a premixed solution of the water and
dilute acid. Hydrolysis was allowed to proceed without mechanical mixing for 30
minutes, followed by sonication for 5 minutes in ice water to yield a single phase sol.
The buffer solution (containing the dissolved dye to be entrapped) was then added with
mixing. The cuvet was covered with Parafilm and the sols allowed to sit undisturbed to
gel, which required a few minutes at 4°C .
Absorbance spectra of the gels were measured using a Hitachi U-2000 (at 1 run
resolution), and were used to quantify the extent of dye leaching. Background spectra
were obtained using blank (dye-free) gels. Backgroimd spectra were found to drift
somewhat during gel aging, which required that absorbance values measured for dyecontaining gels be corrected for aging effects.
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2.2.4. INFINITE VOLUME LEACHING EXPERIMENTS ON NiPc AND NiPc2k

NiPc and NiPc2k were entrapped in TMOS sol-gel monoliths in quadruplicate.
The concentration of NiPc in the phosphate buffer added to the TMOS/water/HCl mixture
was 43 mM. The absorbance of NiPc2k dissolved in the phosphate buffer prior to
entrapment was 1.334 at 616 nm. Gels were aged in covered cuvets at 4°C for 48 hours
prior to initiating leaching studies.
Leaching experiments were performed using an "infinite" volume of leaching
solution, which was pure water. To promote faster leaching, gel monoliths were removed
from cuvets and paced directly in the leaching solution. Periodically the monoliths were
withdrawn and placed in cuvets to record absorbance spectra. The 50 ml volume of
solution was replaced each time a spectrum was acquired, which provided a driving force
for complete removal of the "leachable fraction" of the incorporated dye. Since the
volume of water was relatively large, and hence the concentration of leached dye was
relatively low, acquiring spectra of the leaching solutions was not feasible.

2.2.5. FIXED VOLUME LEACHING EXPERIMENTS

Fluorescein-modified dextrans were entrapped in TMOS monoliths in
quadruplicate. After gelation, cuvets containing monoliths were capped with Parafilm
and the gels were aged for twelve hours at 4°C prior to initiating leaching experiments.
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The dopant concentration in the sol-gels was 13 mM, 4.3 mM, 1.6 mM, and 1.1 mM for
FD3k, FDlOk, FD40k, and FD70k, respectively. This yielded an effective chromophore
concentration of approximately 8.6 mM in each gel. For comparison, unconjugated
fluorescein (disodium salt, Aldrich) was entrapped at a concentration of 8.6 mM in four
replicate gels that were prepared and aged under identical conditions.
Fixed volume leaching experiments were performed by immersing each gel (after
removing it from the cuvet) into 100 ml of 0.1 M pH 8.5 phosphate buffer. Periodically
the monolith was withdrawn, placed into a cuvet, and the visible absorbance spectrum
was measured. A spectrum of an aliquot of the respective leaching solution was acquired
at the same time. Both the monolith and the aliquot were then retumed to the leaching
vessel in order to maintain a constant volume of leaching solution.
Fixed volume leaching experiments were also performed with gels containing
Malachite Green oxalate (MG; structure shown in Figure 2.1), MG70k, or myoglobin
(horse heart, Sigma). The concentration of MG in the gels was 8.3 mM; the chromophore
concentration in the MG70k-doped gels was 3.5 mM (assuming equivalent molar
absorptivities for the uiunodified and modified dyes); the myoglobin concentration in gels
was 4.4 mM. Leaching into a 100 ml volume of pH 8.5 phosphate buffer was monitored
by recording absorbance spectra of both the gels and the leaching solution. All leaching
studies were performed at room temperature (22 ±1 "C).
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23. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The major objective of this study was to determine if attaching polymers to water
soluble organic dyes could inhibit leaching of the dye-polymer conjugate from a doped
sol-gel monolith. While the dextran modification of fluorescein for incorporation into
dried sol-gels has been previously reported [150], there is no data to support the retention
of this indicator in 'wet' gels, nor is there much information on the use of other indicators
or the study of possible retention mechanisms. Also, there has not been reported in the
literature a systematic study on the effect of molecular weight on dye retention (i.e.
fluorescein) in wet gels, using a single sol-gel recipe. Three different dyes (NiPc,
fluorescein, and MG), either unmodified or conjugated to macromolecular side chains or
carrier molecules of varying mass, were incorporated into TMOS sol-gel monoliths.
Experiments were also performed using myoglobin (a relatively low molecular weight
protein) to assess the effect of a defined tertiary stmcture on leaching behavior. The solgels were not dried, a condition that could be employed in many sensing applications.
The extent of dye leaching into the liquid in which the monolith was immersed was
measured using absorbance spectroscopy.

2.3.1. INFINITE-VOLUME LEACHING OF NiPc AND NiPc2k-DOPED SOLGELS
Experiments were performed with a water soluble phthalocyanine, NiPc, to
explore if attachment of small PEG chains (mass of 2 kD) could significantly affect
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Figure 2.2. Leaching of NiPc (squares) and NiPc2k (circles) into water after entrapment
and aging in TMOS monoliths. The data represent absorbance values at 622 nm (the
maximum for the aggregate band of phthalocyanine in aqueous solution) measiu-ed as a
function of immersion time. The leachate solution (water) was changed each time spectra
were measured. The curves were normalized to the absorbance values measured
immediately prior to the initiation of leaching. Measiurements were performed in
qiiadruplicate. The solid lines represent the best fit of the data to a first order exponential
decay.
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It is well known that sol-gel materials continue to undergo crosslinking after
gelation; the process continues for days and possibly weeks depending on aging
conditions [113,153, 154,158-160,165]. The effect of increasing the aging time to 10
days on the leaching behavior of FD40k was therefore also examined. FD40k was
selected because it exhibited both significant retention and leaching from gels that were
aged for 48 hours. About 52% of FD40k was retained in the gels after soaking them for
4900 minutes in 100 ml of pH 8.5 buffer (data not plotted). In comparison, the retention
of FD40k was about 41% in gels that were aged for 48 houn, then soaked for 4900
minutes. Thus increasing the aging time reduced but did not eliminate the substantial
loss of FD40k shown in Figure 2.3. Furthermore, it required ca. 2000 minutes for the pH
to stabilize in the pores of gels that were aged for 10 days, whereas stabilization occurred
in ca. 1000 minutes in gels aged for only 48 hours. These observations suggest that the
extent of indicator leaching from a sol-gel is inversely correlated with the time required
for the encapsulated indicator to respond to the presence of a dissolved analyte. More
systematic studies are required to thoroughly examine this correlation.

2.3.3. LEACHING OF MYOGLOBIN

Since small proteins encapsulated in TMOS monoliths have been reported to
undergo minimal leaching [125,146-148,165], the leaching behavior of a protein was
measured for comparison with the data presented above. Horse heart myoglobin (mass of
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Figure 2.3. Leaching of fluorescein dyes from TMOS gels into 100 ml of pH 8.5 buffer.
A, B, C, D, and E are plots of absorbance (recorded at the
for each dye in the TMOS
matrix) as a function of immersion time for fluorescein, FDSk, FDlOk, FD40k, and
FD70k, respectively. The
values were 488 ran for fluorescein and 495 nm for the
dextran-modified fluoresceins. Measurements were performed in quadruplicate. For
clarity of presentation, error bars shown only for leaching periods of greater than 1000
minutes.
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fluorescein-modified dextrans to deteimine if a large carrier (comparable in mass to a
small protein) could prevent significant dye leaching fi-om a hydrated TMOS monolith.
Fixed volume leaching experiments were performed on monoliths containing unmodified
fluorescein, FD3k, FDlOk, FD40k and FD70k that were immersed in pH 8.5 buffer after
being aged for 48 hours. The sUghtly basic pH was selected so that the fluorescein
dianion would be the predominant species [164] when a steady-state response was
reached. However, this resulted in biphasic leaching ciurves (see below). The extent of
leaching was monitored at the wavelength of maximum absorbance for dopant in the solgel environment, which was 488 nm for unmodified fluorescein and 495 nm for FD3k,
FDlOk, FD40k, and FD70k. The results are plotted in Figure 2.3.
In all cases, during the initial several hours of soaking, the absorbance of the
monolith increased; thereafter a decline was observed. The initial increase in each curve
is due to deprotonation of the entrapped dye, which resulted from the difference in pH
between the buffer added to the sol before gelation (pH 6.2) and the buffer in which the
leaching experiment was performed (pH 8.5). The absorptivity of the fluorescein
dianion, which predominates at pH 8.5, is greater than that of the protonated forms that
predominate at pH 6.2; this effect is well known [164]. As illustrated in Figure 2.4 for
FD70k, the pH increase in the pores of the sol-gel occurred more rapidly than leaching of
the dye, which caused the absorbance spectrum to increase in magnitude and imdergo a
red shift. After the pH in the pores stabilized, a decline in absorbance occurred, which is
attributed to leaching of the fluorescein-dextran conjugate.
For all conjugates as well as uimiodified fluorescein, the decline in absorbance
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Figure 2.4. Spectra of a TMOS monolith in which FD70k was entrapped at an initial pH
of 6.2, aged, and then immersed in 100 ml of pH 8.5 buffer. The spectra were acquired
as a function immersion time: a, 0 min; b, 30 min; c, 180 min; d, 370 min; e, 1100 min; f,
4000 min. The progressive red shift and increase in absorbance in spectra a-d were due to
the pH increase in the pores of the gel. The slow decline in absorbance thereafter (spectra
e-f) was due to leaching of the dopant.
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attributed to leaching was accompanied by an increase in the absorbance of the buffer
solution in which the monolith was immersed (data not shown). Both changes were
proportionally greater for the lower molecular weight dopants, meaning that the extent of
dye leaching was inversely correlated with the molecular weight of the dextran carrier.
However, as shown in Figures 2.3E and 2.4, conjugation of fluorescein to the largest
dextran carrier (70,000 MW) was insufficient to completely inhibit leaching from a
hydrated TMOS monolith.
Figure 2.3 also shows that the rate of leaching was dependent on molecular weight
of the dye. With the exception of FD70k, the leaching that followed equilibration of each
gel with pH 8.5 buffer could be satisfactorily fit to a first order rate expression. The
leaching rates calculated for fluorescein, FD3k, FDlOk, and FD40k are listed in Table
2.1. Consistent with the trends observed thus far, the diffusion rate decreased as the
molecular weight of the dopant increased.
The degree of dye retention as a function of molecular weight was estimated using
a molar absorptivity of 8.8 x 10^ M*'cm"' [164] for all of the forms of fluorescein for
which data are presented in Figure 2.3. This assumption is reasonable based on the
similarity of the spectral profiles for fluorescein and its dextran conjugates dissolved in
pH 8.5 buffer and entrapped in sol-gels equilibrated in pH 8.5 buffer (spectra not shown).
The results are listed in Table 2.1 for a soaking period of 126 hours (for all of the gels
examined, minimal leaching occurred after this time period). For fluorescein, FD3k and
FDlOk, the retention was < 10%. The retention increased to 33% for FD40k. As noted
above, even FD70k underwent some leaching; the dye retention was 66% after 126 hours.
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Table 2.1. Leaching rates and retention of fluorescein and fluorescein-dextrans
entrapped in TMOS monoliths.

k

fluorescein

(2.0 ± 0.2) X

10'^

8

FD3k

(7.9 ± 0.3) X 10"^

7

FDlOk

(3.6±0.4)xl0-'

10

FD40k

(1.9 ± 0.13) X 10-^

33

FD70k

N/A

66

(hours"') ^

Relative Retention
(%)'

' Analytical wavelengths were 488 nm for flouiescein and 495 nm for all fluoresceindextrans.
^ Rate constants were determined by fitting the absorbance decay data in Figures 2.3A2.3E to a first order rate law (A = A<, e *" + c).
^ Errors in relative retention are within ± 3 %.
•* The observed leaching (Figure 2.3E) was non-exponential.

It is well known that sol-gel materials continue to imdergo crosslinking after
gelation; the process continues for days and possibly weeks depending on aging
conditions [113,153, 154,158-160,165]. The effect of increasing the aging time to 10
days on the leaching behavior of FD40k was therefore also examined. FD40k was
selected because it exhibited both significant retention and leaching from gels that were
aged for 48 hours. About 52% of FD40k was retained in the gels after soaking them for
4900 minutes in 100 ml of pH 8.5 buffer (data not plotted). In comparison, the retention
of FD40k was about 41% in gels that were aged for 48 hours, then soaked for 4900
minutes. Thus increasing the aging time reduced but did not eliminate the substantial
loss of FD40k shown in Figure 2.3. Furthermore, it required ca. 2000 minutes for the pH
to stabilize in the pores of gels that were aged for 10 days, whereas stabilization occurred
in ca. 1000 minutes in gels aged for only 48 hours. These observations suggest that the
extent of indicator leaching from a sol-gel is inversely correlated with the time required
for the encapsulated indicator to respond to the presence of a dissolved analyte. More
systematic studies are required to thoroughly examine this correlation.

2.3.3. LEACHING OF MYOGLOBIN

Since small proteins encapsulated in TMOS monoliths have been reported to
undergo minimal leaching [125,146-148,165], the leaching behavior of a protein was
meastired for comparison with the data presented above. Horse heart myoglobin (mass of
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Figure 2.5. Leaching of horse heart myoglobin from TMOS monoliths (entrapped at an
initial pH of 6.2, aged for 48 hours, then immersed in 100 ml of pH 8.5 buffer).
Absorbance was measured at 408 nm as a function of soaking time for duplicate samples.
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18 kD, pi of 7 [125,166]) was chosen for this study; it was entrapped in TMOS at a pH
of pH 6.2 buffer and aged 48 hours prior to initiating leaching measurements. As shown
in Figure 2.5, myoglobin was completely retained (within experimental error) after more
than five days of soaking in 100 ml of pH 8.5 buffer. The retention cannot be attributed
to an electrostatic interaction with the pores of the gel because the charge on myoglobin
atpH 8.5 is-2 [167].
Under equivalent conditions, fluorescein-dextrans of mass greater than 18 kD
underwent significant leaching (Figure 2.3). The significant difference in behavior can be
attributed to the fact that myoglobin is a globular macromolecule with a organized
secondary and tertiary structure. A significant firaction of this structiire is presimiably
retained upon entrapment in a sol-gel, which results in nearly complete retention. In
contrast, dextrans are primarily linear, conformationally flexible polymers [162]. Their
lack of a highly organized three-dimensional structure in water appears to allow sufficient
diffusion in the pores of a TMOS gel to cause substantial loss via leaching.

2.3.4. FIXED-VOLUME LEACHING EXPERIMENTS: MG AND MG70k

Since fluorescein and its dextran conjugates are anionic, electrostatic repulsion
between the dopant and the negatively charged sol-gel matrix was a likely contributor to
the leaching behavior described above. To compare this behavior with a situation in
which electrostatic attraction should be present, additional experiments were performed
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with malachite green (MG) and 70,000 MW dextran labeled with MG (MG70k). At
neutral pH, MG has a charge of+1. MG70k was produced by labeling aminodextran
with MG isothiocyanate; since the residual, unreacted amine groups were not capped,
MG70k is a polycation.
Leaching of MG and MG70k from TMOS monoliths was investigated in the
manner described above for the fluorescein-doped gels. The results are plotted in Figure
2.6. In both cases, the absorbance increased during the initial several hours of soaking.
As noted for the fluorescein dyes, this change was due to the pH increase in the pores of
the gel that occurred upon immersion in pH 8.5 buffer coupled with greater absorptivity
of MG at pH 8.5 relative to pH 6.2.
After the pH in the pores stabilized, a small decline in absorbance attributed to
leaching was observed for both MG and MG70k. However, this decline was minimal in
comparison to the fluorescein dopants examined previously. In other words, the leaching
of both dyes was insignificant during ca. 140 hours of soaking in pH 8.5 buffer. Neither
dye could be detected by absorbance measurements on the buffer solutions in which the
monoliths were immersed. Using a molar absorptivity of 1.3 x 10^ M 'cm"' (measured for
MG in pH 8.5 buffer), retention of both dyes was estimated to be in excess of 95% after
140 hours of soaking.
The data plotted in Figure 2.6 show that it is not necessary to attach MG to a
macromolecular carrier to prevent leaching of the dye from a TMOS gel into a slightly
basic buffer. Since the mass of MG (927 g/mol) is similar to that of fluorescein (412
g/mol) and NiPc (979 g/mol), the retention of MG must be ascribed to an energetically
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favorable interaction in the sol-gel matrix. The most probable cause is an electrostatic
attraction between the positively charged dye and the negatively charged pore surface of
the gel. To investigate this possibility, MG-doped gels were soaked in pH 8.5 buffer
containing 1 M NaCl. Minimal additional leaching beyond that which occurred in the
absence of added salt was observed. However, soaking MG-doped gels in acetonitrile
resulted in extraction of nearly 70% of the dye over the course of 5 days. This suggests
that dye aggregation in the pores of the gels may be a cause of the minimal leaching into
aqueous solutions. However, the spectra of MG dissolved in buffer and MG-doped gels
(not shown) are quite similar. We assume that aggregation would be accompanied by a
spectral shift; thus it appears that encapsulation does not induce aggregation.
Consequently, the exact nature of MG retention in TMOS gels is not clear at this time.
Future work to determine if MG aggregates in aqueous solution and the conditions under
which it partitions into a TMOS monolith is warranted.
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2.5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The use of organically doped sol-gels materials in chemical sensing does not
necessarily require that the gel be dried, which may lead to decreased analyte
accessibility resulting from shrinkage of the pores. However, maintaining the gel in a
hydrated state exacerbates the problem of small molecule leaching. The leaching
problem can be substantially lessened by attaching water soluble, macromolecular sidechains or carrier species to the dye prior to entrapment, as demonstrated here for NiPc
and fluorescein. For many classes of indicators, this approach is technically simpler than
derivatizing the dye with reactive groups that covalently bond it to the sol-gel matrix
[128, 155-157]. However, as shown by the results obtained with FD70k, even a 70 kD
carrier may not be large enough to prevent some loss of dye.
Finally, it is important to note that the leaching behavior of an organic dopant
entrapped in a sol-gel can be strongly influenced by the properties of the molecule. For
example, both fluorescein and FD3k are more than 90% leached from TMOS, whereas
the retention of NiPc is 37% under similar conditions. Similarly, NiPc2k is 63%
retained, which is significantly greater than the retention of both FDlOk and FD40k. In
contrast, myoglobin is quantitatively retained. A more dramatic example is malachite
green, which is nearly quantitatively retained without being attached to a macromolecular
carrier. Clearly high molecular weight is not the only criterion for dye retention; other
factors such as charge, degree of aggregation, surface activity, solubility, and tertiary
structure must be considered. In the case of NiPc and NiPc2k, aggregation is a probable
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explanation for enhanced retention relative to fluorescein. The tendency of
phthalocyanines to aggregate in solution and at interfaces is well known [168,169] and
phthalocyanine aggregation in sol-gel matrices has been reported previously [170]. For
myoglobin, the existence of a defined teritary structure before (and likely after)
entrapment appears to prevent the protein molecules from migrating out of the pores. In
the case of malachite green, electrostatic attraction between the dye and the pore walls is
the most likely cause for the absence of significant leaching. However, the significant
retention of MG in the presence of a high salt concentration suggest that additional forces
stabilize the dye in the monolith.
Referring back to Figure 1.2 of the Introduction, this work can be regarded as an
attempt to address indicator immobilization issues (D, in the figiu-e) in sol-gel transducer
matrices. As stated, PEG-modification is a relatively simple technique and has a wide
range of applications. It is believed that the predominant factor in retention is a steric
one, whereby the large effective size of the modified dye fills much of the volume of the
pore (the hydrophobic moieties on the PEG chains are believed to aggregate in aqueous
solution). In addition, there may be some interpenetration of the sol-gel matrix by the
PEG chains, since it is known that the sol-gel pores are interconnected by a series of
tormous 'bottlenecks' [110]. The chemical interactions that may be responsible for
secondary retention mechanisms include physisorption (of the ethylene oxide units onto
sol-gel surfaces containing non-hydrolzed methoxide groups), hydrogen bonding (of
oxygen atoms with stirface silanols), and, as in the case of malachite green, electrostatic
interactions (of the positively charged dye Avith the negatively charged surface of the sol-
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gel pore walls).
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CHAPTERS

SOL-GEL BASED, PLANAR WAVEGUTOE SENSOR FOR WATER VAPOR

3.1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid and reversible detection of water vapor in otherwise inert process gas
streams (e.g. Ar, Nj) and low pressxire environments is an economically significant
problem, particularly in industrial processes such as semiconductor manufacturing where
water represents an unwanted source of oxygen [17,18]. Currently, mass spectrometry
techniques are used widely for trace water vapor detection in process gas streams [17].
Although these techniques have the desired ppb sensitivity under the appropriate
conditions, they are costly to implement at multiple sites over several process streams.
Low cost sensors which respond rapidly and reversibly to changes in trace water vapor
concentration in process gas streams are clearly needed.
Conductometric and capacitive sensors for water have been reported by several
research groups [162-168]. For example, a class of conductometric humidity detectors
based on higher valence manganese oxide thin films have been developed [165]. These
devices showed good reversibility at 80 % RH, with response times of approximately 2
minutes. Saab et al. [168] recently reported that a film derived firom oxidation of KjC^,
produced a conductometric response to water vapor over a range of 0.1 % to 100 % RH,
with a response time of less than two minutes. (Note that \% RH corresponds to
approximately 195 ppmHjO at STP).
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Surface acoustic wave devices coated with hygroscopic polymer fibns of
polyimide and polystyrene sulfonate have also been employed for moisture sensing [169171]. Nomura et al. [171] observed a linear response for their device between 45% and
90% RH, with a velocity change of 1 m/s for a 1% change in RH. Optical humidity
sensors have also been reported [172-176]. Ballantine and Wohltjen [174] constructed a
sensor using a glass capillary waveguide coated with a polymer fihn containing C0CI2.
This device responded to % RH levels between 60% and 100%, with response times
ranging from 47 to 170 seconds. Morisawa et al. [175] used a phenol red-doped,
multilayer Langmuir-Blodgett fihn as the transducer in an absorbance sensor that
responded in less than a minute to % RH values between 15% and 60%. Surface plasmon
resonance [176] and planar waveguide devices [172,173] for sensing refractive index
changes caused by water adsorption on the respective transducer surface have been
described.
Organically-doped sol-gel glasses are useful indicator materials for optical
sensing of gaseous analytes, as demonstrated by a number of recent papers
[78,106,120,144,177-179]. Sol-gel derived materials [88,110,120,125,180] have several
properties that make them attractive for use in optical chemical sensing applicatioas,
including: i) They are chemically and thermally stable, highly porous, and optical
transparent (into the ultraviolet spectrum), ii) They can be prepared and cured at room
temperature, which makes it feasible to incorporate thermally labile organic dopants via
physical entrapment or covalent bonding, iii) The dopants are sterically accessible to
analytes that can diifrjse into the pores of the material, iv) The physical and chemical

properties of sol-gel materials can be tailored over a wide range simply by varying
precursor composition and/or processing conditions.
To achieve rapid response characteristics in a sol-gel based sensor, the use of a
thin indicator layer is preferable to a monolith [79,107]. However, the smaller optical
pathlength characteristic of a thin film geometry may compromise sensitivity. The trade
off between sensitivity and response time can be circumvented by using a planar
integrated optical waveguide (10W) as the sensing platform, as reported in previous
studies from this group [78,79]. Since the evanescent field of the guided mode that is
used to probe an lOW-supported indicator film has a penetration depth on the order of
100 mn, the indicator film should be similarly thin, which means that a rapid response
can be obtained. High sensitivity is a consequence of the relatively large optical
pathlength for attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectrometry characteristic of the lOW
geometry [78,79,84,181,182].
A sol-gel derived lOW sensor for water vapor is described in this chapter. The
indicator material, a porous sol-gel layer doped with erythrosin B, is coated on a single
mode, planar lOW. With respect to Figure 1.2 of the Introduction, depicting a generic,
extrinsic, sol-gel based transducer layer, the indicator film described here is a very porous
(i.e. less crosslinked) fihn. Leaching is not a problem in the gas phase, hence porosity
can be high and no means of dye immobilization is required. The indicator erythrosin B
was selected since it exhibits a distinct increase in absorbance at S14.S nm in the presence
of water vapor, which is detected as a decrease in the intensity of the light guided in the

low.

The detection limit is estimated to be below 1% RH for the sensor. The response

and reversal times are less than a minute, which may make this approach attractive for
real time monitoring applications.

3.2. EXPERIMENTAL

3.2.1. WAVEGUIDE FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

Glass microscope slides (Gold Seal, #3010) were scrubbed lightly with a cotton
pad in aqueous non-ionic surfactant (2% PCC-54, Pierce), then sonicated for 15 minutes
in Type 1 Reagent Grade water (Bamstead Nanopure, 18.2 MQ/cm). After rinsing with
water, the substrates were immersed into a heated (80 °C) chromic acid bath for 20
minutes. Finally, the slides were rinsed copiously with Type 1 Reagent Grade water,
dried at 100 °C for 30 minutes, and allowed to cool to room temperature. The
waveguiding layer was fabricated using a dip coating process as described in previous
papers [78,79,181].
Briefly, the sol was composed of ethanol (100%, Quantum Chemical Company),
methyltriethoxysilane (MTES, 99%, Aldrich), titanium (IV) butoxide (99%, Aldrich), and
silicon tetrachloride (99%, Aldrich) in a volimietric ratio of200:150:75:14.5.
Waveguides were cured in a tube furnace for 20 minutes at 500° C in air, yielding a
thickness of ca. 560 nm and a refractive index of ca. 1.6. These parameters were
determined by measuring the TEq and TMq incoupling angles, assuming a step profile for
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the refractive index of the guiding layer and a refractive index of 1.51 for the glass
substrate [183]. Waveguide propagation loss was analyzed by imaging the scattered light
(CCD, Princeton Instruments) of a prism coupled, TE polarized 514,5 nm beam from an
At* laser (Coherent Innova 70), as described previously [181], Loss coefficients were in
the range of 0.1 to 0.2 dB/cm.

3.2.2. SENSOR INDICATOR LAYER

Erythrosin B (spirit soluble, 95+%, Aldrich), dissolved in 50.0 ml of ethanol at a
concentration of 0.1 mg/ml, was combined with 15.0 ml of the following volumetric ratio
of reagents: 7:5:1:2 of dimethyldiethoxysilane (DMES, 97%, Aldrich), MTES,
tetraethoxysilane (TEGS, 99.999%, Aldrich), and HNO3. The solution was mechanically
mixed for 15 minutes, followed by sonication for 1 minute, and then allowed to age
quiescently for 48 hours at 4°C.
The sol-gel indicator layer was coated over a ca. 2.2 cm long area in the center of
the ca. 7.5 cm waveguide. The ends were left uncoated so that efficient light coupling
could be achieved by clamping the coupling prisms directly to the upper siuiace of the
wavegmde. The coating was restricted to the center region by masking the ends of the
waveguide with a black strippable paint (Universal Photonics). The indicator sol was
then dip coated over the exposed center region at a draw rate of 12 cm/min. After
stripping the paint from the ends, the sensor was cured in air at 75°C for 12 hours.

Finally, the sensor was immersed in ethanol for 1 hour to leach out loosely bound dye
from the indicator layer.

3.2^. CHARACTERIZATION OF INDICATOR LAYERS

The interference fringe pattem in the visible transmission spectrum of a glass
substrate that was coated with an indicator layer on one side was measured using a Gary
5-G spectrophotometer. The refractive index and thickness of the indicator layer was
determined from the fringe pattem as described by Manifacier et al. [184]. FT-IR
transmission spectra of oxidized Si wafers coated with one indicator layer on each side
were collected on a Nicolet 550 at 4 cm"' resolution [181].
Thicker films (ca. 0.4 mm) of erythrosin B-doped sol-gel were prepared to enable
transmission UV-visible spectra to be measured with adequate sensitivity. These films
were prepared by mixing 0.3 ml of hydrolyzed tetramethylorthosilicate (prepared by
combining TMOS (TMOS, 99+%, Aldrich), water, and 0.048M HCl in the volume ratios
71:10:1) with an equivalent voliune of 26 mM erythrosin B in ethanol, and the mixture
allowed to gel (2 days at room temperature) on the wall of a horizontally placed acrylate
cuvet. The response of thick sol-gel films to water vapor, ammonia, and carbon dioxide
was measured in a transmission geometry using a Hitachi U2000 UV-visible
spectrophotometer.
The wettability of both indicator and waveguide sol-gel layers was examined by
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measuring the contact angle of a stagnant water drop (ca. 30 ml) deposited by a syringe.
Images were taken within 30 seconds of drop deposition using a charge coupled device
camera (TE/CCD-512TK/1, Princeton Instruments, Inc.) and analyzed using IPLAB
software (Spectrum, Inc.). Contact angles of 39° ± 3° were measured for both the
waveguiding and indicator layers, meaning that the films are of intermediate
hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity. Note that while the wettability of the densified
waveguiding layer is probably more meaningful than the measurement performed on the
porous siuface.

3.2.4. SENSOR RESPONSE TO WATER VAPOR

The optical arrangement was similar to that used by Yang et al. [78] for gaseous
iodine sensing. The linearly polarized S14.S rmi line from an argon ion laser (Ion Laser
Technology, Model 5500AWC) was mechanically chopped at 923 Hz (Palo Alto
Research, Model 300) and focused into a gas tight flow cell (dimensions: 9 cm x 5 cm x 5
cm) mounted on a rotary stage. A coupling prism (SF6, Karl Lambrecht) was clamped to
each end of the waveguide sensor, which was mounted in the flow cell. Rotating the cell
with respect to the stationary laser beam allowed it to be prism coupled into the TEq
waveguide mode. The beam intensity at the incoupling prism was 4-5 mW. After
propagating through the section of the waveguide coated with the indicator layer, the light
was outcoupled at the second prism and directed through an iris and a lens to a
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photodiode detector (Liconix, Model 40D). The distance between the prisms was ca. 5
cm (although the interaction length of the beam with indicator film was about 2.2 cm see above). The photodiode output was directed to a signal preamplifier (Oriel, Model
70710) and a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, Model SR830) referenced to
the chopper frequency. The lock-in amplifier signal was sampled at 1-3 points per second
using an A/D board (National Instruments ATMIO 16L) installed in a PC miming Lab
Windows software (National histruments).
Various concentrations of water vapor in a nitrogen stream were generated by
bubbling dry Nj (passed over Drierite) through a liquid water reservoir using a gas
disperser. The reservoir was placed in a thermostatted bath (Precision, Model 181);
control of the temperature over the range of 0.1 to 22.3°C generated water vapor
concentrations ranging from 3800 to 16,500 ppm. Concentrations of water vapor lower
than that in equilibrium with liquid water near 0 °C (ca. 3800 ppm at STP) were obtained
by diluting the himiidified Nj stream with a second, dry Nj stream in a gas mixing
manifold. The flow rate into the flow cell in which the sensor was housed was 120
ml/min. The water vapor concentration exiting the flow cell was also measured with a
commercial humidity detector (Electrotech Systems, Model 514); the measxired % RH
values were found to agree with the calculated values within 5% over a percent relative
humidity range of 1% - 80% RH. The sensor response to water vapor was measured
along with response and reversal times. The response time was defined as the period
required for the output signal to reach 90% of the total signal change. All measurements
were made at room temperature under ambient atmospheric pressure (ca. 702 mm Hg).
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3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.3.1. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SOL-GEL INDICATOR
HLMS

The ratio of precursors used to fabricate the indicator layer was selected based on
a previous study [78] which showed that a relatively durable (mechanically hard) yet
porous sol-gel film that responds rapidly to analyte can be produced by adjusting the
extent of crosslinking in the gel. Here the extent of crossUnking was controlled by the
ratio of bifunctional (DMES), trifunctional (MTES), and tetrafunctional (TEOS)
precursors.
Prior to any use, indicator fihns were soaked for 1 hour in ethanol (in which
erythrosin B is very soluble) to remove loosely bound dye. A previous study [79]
showed that this time period was sufficient to extract ahnost all of the "leachable
fi-action" of bromocresol purple firom a doped sol-gel film prepared using a procedure
similar to that used in this work. After the ethanol soak, indicator films were used only in
gas-phase environments, so additional indicator leaching did not occur. Absorbance
spectrometry of a ca. 0.4 mm thick sol-gel layer, doped with erythrosin B and cast on the
wall of an acrylate cuvet, showed that during the ethanol soak, about 20% of the dye was
removed. Based on a retention of 80% and a layer thickness of 96 nm (for the waveguide
sensing layer - see below), the concentration of erythrosin B in the indicator layer of the
sensor was approximately 74 nM (4.5 x lO'® molecules/cm^).
UV-vis absorbance spectra of erythrosin B dissolved in ethanol containing
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varying amounts of water are shown in Figure 3.1. In 100% ethanol, the absorbance
maximum occurs at 541 nm. Upon addition of water, the absorbance increases and the
spectral bands undergo a blue shift. In pure water, the absorbance maximum occurs at
526 nm (spectrum not shown). Similar behavior was observed for a ca. 0.4 mm thick solgel layer doped with erythrosin B that was cast in an acrylate cuvet. Spectra recorded
prior to and following exposure of the layer to water vapor are shown in Figure 3.2.
After the cuvet was uncapped and the water vapor allowed to escape, the spectrum
reverted to its pre-exposure appearance. The difference spectrum (inset to Figure 3.2)
showed that the absorbance increase was centered in the 450-550 nm range, which
represents a blue shift of about 20 nm from the spectral shift observed for the dissolved
dye (Figxire 3.1). A possible mechanism for the observed spectral changes upon
introduction of water is an ionization (proton abstraction) reaction between erythrosin B
and water. This mechanism, illustrated in Figure 3.3, is similar to that postulated for
phenol red and Reichardt's dye in the presence of water vapor [175,185]. Ionization of
the dye leads to a blue-shift in the absorbance spectrum because the groimd state of the
dye (polar) presumably becomes destabilized in the less polar environment of the dried
sol-gel transducer layer. The interaction of these dyes with water is weak and hence
easily reversible, which is attractive for the design of a chemical sensor that responds
rapidly and reversibly.
The stability of the thick indicator films was assessed by storing them in a
laboratory enviromnent, at room temperature, ambient humidity, and exposed to room
light, for a period of 9 months. Following this storage period, UV-visible spectra (not
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.1. Effect of water on the absorbance spectrum of erythrosin B (0.06 mg/ml)
dissolved in ethanol. Spectra were measiired for water concentrations of 0,0.5, 1.0,1.5,
2.0,2.4 and 4.8% (v/v). The arrow corresponds to increasing water content.
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Figure 3.2. Absorbance spectra of a ca. 0.4 mm thick sol-gel indicator layer doped with
erythrosin B that was cast on one wall of an acrylate cuvet. (A) Prior to exposure to
water vapor. (B) After placing a few drops of near-boiling water in the bottom of the
cuvet. The spectral changes are qualitative, since water vapor was slowly evaporating
during acquisition of spectrum B. Plotted in the inset is the difference spectrum (B minus
A, with the arrow indicating the wavelength of maximum change in absorbance, 522 imi).
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Figure 3.3. A possible mechanism for interaction of water vapor with an erythrosin Bdoped, porous sol-gel is ionization of the dye in the presence of adsorbed water (A),
which shifts the visible absorbance band of the dye. Water molecules hydrogen bonded
to dye molecules and surface silanols are also present.
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shown) showed that the films retained only about 26% of the absorbance measured within
a week of after preparation. Furthermore, the

of the visible absorption band was blue

shifted ca. 35 nm to 455 nm. The long-term stability of the indicator is thus questionable
over long periods of time under these conditions.
The thickness and refractive index of an indicator film coated on a glass substrate
were 96 nm and 1.43, respectively, as determined using the interference fringe method
described by Manifacier et. al [184]. Modeling indicates that this thickness is appropriate
for the planar waveguide sensor described in this study. Plotted in Figure 3.4 is the
electric field intensity in the TEq mode across the layers of the waveguide sensor,
calculated using a full-wave model [186]. The following parameters were used in the
calculation: wavelength = 514.5 nm, substrate refractive index =1.51, waveguide
thickness = 560 nm, waveguide refractive index = 1.585, indicator layer thickness and
refractive index as given above, attenuation index of the indicator layer (k) = 6.8 x 10 ^
and refractive index of the gaseous superstrate = 1.0. The attenuation index was
calculated using 9x10'' M''cm'' for the molar absorptivity of the dye [187] and 80
for dye concentration. Under these conditions, the ratio of the integrated evanescent
intensity in the indicator layer to that in the entire superstrate (indicator layer plus
gaseous superstrate) was determined to be 0.91. This means that the practical limit for
the indicator layer thickness is 100 nm, since the amount of light present in the
evanescent field beyond a distance of 100 nm from the waveguiding layer is predicted to
be negligible.
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Figure 3.4. Calculated electric field intensity at 514.5 nm in the TEq mode across the
laminate structure of the planar waveguide sensor. (A) Glass substrate (n = 1.51), (B)
waveguiding layer (n = 1.585, t = 560 nm), (c) indicator layer (n = 1.43, k = 6.8 x 10-5, t
= 96 nm), and
air superstrate (n = 1.00).
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3.3.2. SENSOR RESPONSE TO HUMIDITY

The sensor response was assessed using the 514.5 nm output from an Ar laser
owing to the ease with which a collimated laser beam can be prism coupled into a planar
row. The sensor response to alternating exposures of pure nitrogen and 1230 ppm water
vapor in nitrogen is shown in Figure 3.5a. At this concentration, the response was rapid
(16 seconds) and fiilly reversible (52 seconds). The response of a sensor to several lower
concentrations of water vapor is shown in Figure 3.5b. Note that it is not known how
much water is present in the sol-gel transducer layer prior to exposure of the sensor to the
analyte stream, however, since the response is fully reversible, the surface bound water
concentration remains fixed and does not affect sensor preformance.
A calibration curve of absorbance measured as a function of ppm water vapor is
plotted in Figure 3.6a. Over the range of 170 ppm to approximately 1200 ppm, the
response was linear, as shown in Figure 3.6b. The linear region corresponds to a
humidity range of approximately 1-6% RH. At concentrations greater than 1200 ppm,
the response became nonlinear, reaching an asymptote at about 5,000 ppm (ca. 25% RH).
(In this concentration regime, the indicator layer was apparently saturated, given that the
measured absorbance of ca. 0.5 was well below the stray light limit of the optical
arrangement).
When the sensor was exposed to 170 ppm (Figure 3.5b), the decrease in
outcoupled light intensity was 17.5 times greater than the noise in the signal. By
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Figure 3.5a. Response at 514.5 nm of the sensor when exposed alternately to (A) 1230
ppm water in a nitrogen gas stream and (B) pure nitrogen.
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Figure 3.5b. Response at 514.5 nm of the sensor when exposed to (A) water at
concentrations of (a) 170, (b) 290, and (c) 420 ppm in a nitrogen gas stream, and (B) pure
nitrogen.
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Figure 3.6. Calibration curve of absorbance at 514.5 nm measured with the sensor as a
fimction of water concentration in a nitrogen gas stream. The line used in the fit is a
logarithmic function; it was employed solely to generate a curve to aid the viewer in
visually linking the data points. The error bars represent standard deviations calculated
from the noise in the steady-state sensor response (see examples shown in Figure 5b).
Inset The linear portion of the calibration ciurve shown in Figure 3.6a extends from 170
to 1230 ppm (slope = 1.42 x 10-4, y-intercept = -1.34 x 10-2, correlation coefficient =
0.998).
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extrapolation, the minimum detectable water concentration is predicted to be ca. 30 ppm.
Alternately, from the error in the slope of the calibration curve plotted in Figure 3.6b, the
minimum detectable water concentration is predicted to be ca. 95 ppm. A more
conservative estimate is 115 ppm, which corresponds to a predicted absorbance of
3x10'^ a.u.. To our knowledge, these values are far lower than any optical humidity
sensor reported to date, the lower end typically extending down to the percent RH level.
However, it is important to note that this sensor has not yet been refined for detection of
low water concentrations. Several modifications could be implemented to make the
device more sensitive: i) The optical pathlength could be increased by coating the
indicator layer over a longer region of the waveguide, ii) The measurement could be
performed at a wavelength below 500 nm, where the absorbance change in the presence
of water is greater than at 514.5 nm. iii) The indicator layer could be prepared using a
dye that exhibits a greater change in molar absorptivity than erythrosin B when exposed
to water vapor. Some possible candidates are Reichardt's dye [188] and Nile Red [189].
iv) To compensate for sources of low frequency drift, both temperature control and
intensity referencing could be implemented.
Optical humidity detection can provide faster response times than other
approaches (i.e. conductometric methods), with limits of detection rivaling the best of
these. Of the optical techniques described in recent literature, the planar lOW platform is
by far more sensitive than others described (e.g. fiber optics, capillary waveguides, etc.).
Further optimization of the sensor described in this work is feasible, with a focus on new,
more sensitive, indicator dyes being of primary interest.
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3.3.3. SENSOR RESPONSE IN THE ABSENCE OF INDICATOR

An alternate explanation for the sensor response discussed above is that
adsorption of water vapor on the walls of the porous indicator layer [190] produces a
change in the effective refractive index of TEq waveguide mode. In theory, this change
would shift the incoupling angle of the TEq mode, which would be detected as an
apparent absorbance. Thus the device would not require the presence of a dye in the
indicator layer to generate a response to water vapor. Sensors for gaseous analytes based
on this principle have been reported by Lukosz and others [172,173,191].
To explore this possibility, a planar waveguide sensor was fabricated as described
above, except that the indicator layer was not doped with erythrosin B. When this device
was exposed to water vapor concentrations < 6000 ppm, no measurable decrease in
outcoupled light intensity was observed. (The response to concentrations above 6000
ppm was not tested). The lack of a response in the absence of the indicator dye is not
surprising. To measure effective index changes with high sensitivity, a planar lOW must
have a high index contrast between the waveguiding and cladding materials and it must
be operated near the cutoff condition for single mode propagation [172,173,191]. The
planar waveguide device described here does not meet these conditions. Altematively,
note that the porosity of the undoped film can be expected to be diminished relative to the
doped sol-gel, due to the lack of introduction of 'templating centers' in the sol. The
lower porosity of the film would also decrease its sensitivity.
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3.3.4. SENSOR RESPONSE TO POTENTIAL INTERFERANTS

The interactions of ammonia and carbon dioxide with dissolved and sol-gel
entrapped erythrosin B were investigated to ascertain potential interferences for the
humidity sensor. Introduction of ca. 1% (v/v) of concentrated ammoniimi hydroxide to a
26 mM solution of erythrosin B dissolved in ethanol resulted in a 2.5-fold increase in
absorbance (Figure 3.7). Note that this response was even greater than the increase
observed for 1% water (a ca. 2.2-foId increase. Figure 3.1). The inset to Figure 3.7 shows
the response of a ca. 0.4 mm thick sol-gel film, doped with erythrosin B, to a 4 min
exposure to vapor from concentrated ammonium hydroxide at room temperature. The
absorbance maximum red-shifted from 485 nm to 538 run, corresponding to an orange-topink change in the color of the film. This change of the indicator was accompanied by
clouding of the gel. Both changes were irreversible. Exposiure of ca. 0.4 mm thick
indicator film to COj (prepared by addition of concentrated HCl to an aqueous solution of
Na2C03) was also examined. In contrast to the results observed with ammonia, no
significant change in the visible spectrum (not shown) of the film was observed. This
observation suggests that only Lewis bases stronger than water are likely to be significant
interferants for the erythrosin B-based hiunidity sensor. This argument is consistent with
the reaction mechanism shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.7. Response of erythrosin B solution (26 mM in 100% ethanol; spectrum A) to
the presence ofl%v/v of ammonium hydroxide (spectrum B). Inset: Response of a ca.
0.4 mm thick sol-gel film, doped with erythrosin B (spectrum C), to ammonia vapor (4
min at room temperature) (spectrum D). The absorbance maxima occur at 485 nm and
538 nm, respectively. Due to clouding of the sol-gel upon exposure to ammonia,
spectrum D was background corrected and normalized to spectrum C for clarity of
presentation.
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3.4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A planar lOW coated with a dye-doped, porous indicator layer, fabricated using
the sol-gel method, can be used to detect water vapor concentrations in the low ppm
range. The combination of sensitivity, response time, and reversibility represent a
significant improvement over previous optical humidity sensors. The high sensitivity is
characteristic of the single mode, planar lOW platform. The rapid response and
reversibility can be attributed to relatively weak interactions between water molecules
and the dye-doped indicator layer, as well as the porosity and sub-micron thickness of the
layer. However, strong Lewis bases such as ammonia vapor are potential interferants.
Furthermore, the chemical stability of the indicator over a period of several months
appears to be problematic. Several modifications (listed above) could be implemented to
yield a substantially more sensitive device than the first-generation sensor described here.
However, while ppb sensitivity is desirable for applications in the semiconductor
processing industry, ppm sensitivity is adequate for numerous other analytical
applications.
Finally, we note that although prism coupling was used to launch light into the
sensor in this work, this method is not practical for waveguide-based chemical sensing
due to inherent reproducibility problems. The lise of grating couplers is a better option
since they are an integral and permanent part of the waveguide structure, and thus provide
much better reproducibility and durability. As shown previously by Yang et al. [78],
grating couplers can be readily fabricated in a planar lOW sensing platform of the type
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described here, and should be implemented in any practical application of a planar lOW
water vapor sensor. Furthermore, the development of an achromatic grating incoupler for
a single mode, planar lOW by Mendes et. al [192]: i) considerably lessens the need to
maintain precise alignment between a source and a waveguide grating coupler, and ii)
makes it feasible to use an inexpensive lamp as the source in a waveguide-based
absorbance sensor (rather than the laser used in this study).
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CHAPTER 4
INTEGRATED OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE SENSOR FOR ISOPROPYL
ALCOHOL (IPA) IN WATER

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The detection of alcohols, such as isopropyl alcohol (IPA), at low concentrations
in water, represents an extremely challenging chemical sensor problem, in as much as the
key chemical and physical differences between the analyte and water are not large, and
because IPA is fully miscible with water. The detection of alcohols in water, for process
stream situations, is critical for both the semiconductor industries, which use IPA as a
cleaning/drying solvent [193], and for industries which need to monitor the
concentrations of alcohols on a continuous basis (e.g. beverages).
The major current methods of detecting organic compounds in water rely mostly
on mass-spectrometry techniques, however. The volatile organic pollutants found in
ground water or in industrial efQuents have generally been analyzed by headspace gas
chromatography [194a]. While these techniques can provide ppb levels of detection
under appropriate conditions, they are costly to proliferate and largely inadequate for
polar, water-soluble organics with low vapor pressures. In addition, the inherently
troublesome and time-consuming sample preparation steps associated with headspace
GC-MS have led to recent investigations into alternative technologies. For instance,
fiber-optic sensors have been reported by many groups [195-202]. Optical methods of
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detection are simple and easy to implement at multiple sites over several process streams.
In addition to being inexpensive and non-destructive to the sample, they are capable of in
situ continuous measurements, often with rapid and reversible response characteristics.
For instance, fiber optic sensors have been used to quantify ethanol [194b] and other
organics [194a] in aqueous solution by monitoring the reflective index changes brought
about by differential swelling of the cladding. In the case of alcohol, response times of
about 1 minute were reported, with a linear calibration range extending up to 60 % v/v
ethanol in water.
In addition to IP A, sensors for other organic solvents in water are of commercial
interest. Ethyl alcohol is among these. Ethanol is a common target analyte in the
production of alcohol-reduced beverages, where real-time monitoring is of interest. A
recent amperometric technique [203] allows the monitoring of ethanol in beer with 0.1%
(v/v) accuracy, with measurement times of less than one minute. This technique is
superior to presently available off-line enzymatic or chromatographic methods that take
up to 1 hour.
Recent literature describes an amperometric sensor for ethanol developed by Pal
et al. [204] that relies on measiurements of current produced by alcohol dehydrogenase
enzyme (ADH) immobilized in a Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) film of stearic acid. Though
the response time (30 s) was found to be very fast, and the calibration curves exhibited
linearity up to 40 or 500 uM (depending on device construction), the stability of the ADH
was found to be problematic. Williams et al. [205] reported a sensor for alcohols and
aldehydes using the fluorescence of the cofactor nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
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(NADH) coentrapped with ADH in sol-gel monoliths. The sol-gel matrix afforded
enzyme stabiUty in inherently denaturing sample environments, such as organic liquids
and the vapor phase. While aqueous ethanol concentrations from 10 -1000 mM were
evaluated, limitations of the sol-gel monolith approach included very long (on the order
of 1000 s) response times.
From the above accounts, it is evident that in the detection of alcohols there are
limited options for transduction of an analyte response into a readable analytical signal.
The interactions of alcohols through hydrogen-bonding or donor-acceptor pairs with other
molecules, which might produce a change in color, conductivity, redox potential, etc. are
weak, and hence these modes of interaction is not promising. Since they are readily
miscible with water, it is difficult to separate them from water without excessive surface
area of interaction (i.e. chromatographic methods). Indirect methods of detection,
involving, for example, enzymes which oxidize the alcohol, are promising, but not simple
to implement. Certain common organic dyes, however, will significantly alter their
absorbance spectra in low dielectric constant solvents versus water, and it is this property
which has been exploited here, to address the issue of alternate optical means of
detection.
Optical sensors for the reversible, on-line determination of organics (including
ethanol) in water, based on polarity sensitive absorbance [195,206] and fluorescence
[10,200,207] changes of the immobilized indicator, have been reported. While
fluorescent ketocyanine dyes [200] were found to show poor sensitivity in the low (<20%
v/v) ethanol range, Seiler et al. [195] realized a dynantiic range of 0.5 to 35 % (v/v)
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ethanol/water using a PVC doped film (4 ^m thick) containing lipophilic
trifluoroacetophenone dye, probed using an optode geometry. This film allowed response
times of xmder 1 minute. However, while the other primary alcohols were found to have
comparable selectivities, isopropanol (IPA) was rejected by a factor of about 10. Dickert
et al. [197] demonstrated the use of a fiber-optic dipping sensor for organic solvents in
wastewater with very fast (as low as 10 s) response times. While the triphenylmethane
dyes used showed good sensitivity to compounds such as tetrahydrofuran (THF) in water,
the response to alcohols was considerably smaller (> 0.3 % v/v limit of detection, LOD).
Simon et al. [208] describe the use of commercially available amino-Nmethylphthalimide and malachite green fluorescent indicators (with polarity sensitive
emission properties) for the detection of ethanol. Using thick porous sol-gel films doped
with these dyes, response times to 50% (v/v) ethanol in water were measiired (flow rate
of 30 ml/min., cell volume = 1.5 ml) at less than one minute.
To our knowledge there is no mention in the literature of a fast-responding optical
sensor for IPA in water, with high sensitivity (< 1 % LOD). We have adopted a strategy
in which a polarity-sensitive dye, methyl red, is entrapped in a sol-gel-derived thin film,
in such a way as to allow for rapid diffiision in and out of this transducer layer, deposited
atop an integrated optical waveguide (lOW) platfonn. A polarity-sensitive dye is
warranted for the determination of IPA in water, to distinguish the two compounds on the
basis of differences in degree of hydrophobicity (utilizing a very weak interaction). lOW
technology generally provides sufficient sensitivity in response so that very thin and
porous transducer layers can be used, with low concentrations of non-leachable entrapped
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dye, such that rapid, reversible responses can be obtained over a wide range of
concentrations.
Figure 4.1 shows a proposed schematic, at the nanometer distance scale, of a solgel matrix where methyl red is entrapped in such a way as not to be leached completely
while in contact with water solutions, but which still provides for ready access of IPA and
related alcohols to the microenvironment of the dye, causing a readily detectable
absorbance change. This material is believed to fonn the transducer layer of the IPA
sensor described in this work. As will be shown, the methyltriethoxysilane (MTES)
precursor leads to a sol-gel with sufficient porosity in thin fikns as to provide rapid access
to the dye, while potentially providing a more nonpolar environment than sol-gels based
on tetrafunctional alkoxide precursors. This allows for the chemical sensing event to take
place; a 'competitive binding' of water and IPA to regions around the dye. Small pores
are clearly formed which allow for the entrapment of a dye like methyl red, but still
provide sufficient access by IPA as to produce an overall change in polarity in these
regions, causing detectable absorbance changes in the dye. While this type of chemical
sensor demonstrates a response to IPA in water doAvn to 0.02 % v/v concentrations, with
further optimization it appears possible to extend this level of detection into the low
parts-per-million (ppm) regime. In addition, the absorbance changes seen here for methyl
red in contact with both IPA and ethanol suggest additional ways of determining the
polarity of the sol-gel environment during the initial formation of the sol, and during
curing events associated with the formation of either bulk materials or thin films.
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4.2. EXPERIMENTAL

4.2.1. WAVEGUIDE FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

The waveguides used in this work were supplied by Sergio B. Mendes, of the
University of Arizona. The fabrication of grating couplers on glass substrates (Gold Seal,
#3010 microscope slides) has been described previously [78]. To summarize, pre-cleaned
glass slides were spin coated with photoresist (Shipley 1805 photoresist diluted 1:1 (v/v)
with type P photoresist thinner). Cleaning consisted of light scrubbing with a cotton pad
in aqueous non-ionic surfactant (PCC-54,2%), followed by sonication for 15 minutes in
Type 1 Reagent Grade water (Bamstead Nanopure, 18.2 MQ/cm). After rinsing with
water, the substrates were placed into a heated (SO'C) chromic acid bath for 20 minutes.
Finally, the slides were rinsed again with Type 1 water, oven dried at 100°C for 30
minutes, and allowed to cool to room temperature. The diluted photoresist was applied to
the substrates through a 0.2 ^m filter and then spun at 4000 rpm for 30s. The coated
glass supporting ca. 180 nm thick photoresist layers were baked for 30 min. at 92°C.
Holographic exposures were made of the photoresist layer using expanded and spatially
filtered heliimi-cadmium laser (ICimmon Electric IK 5651 R-G) light. Using a beam
diameter of ca. 5 cm (0.3 mW/cm^), two interfering 441.6 nm plane waves separated by
an angle of 90° in a Lloyd's mirror arrangement [209], and an incident angle of 33.7°
from the surface normal, a periodicity of ca. 400 nm was imparted to the gratings.
Development of the photoresist layer was performed in a 1:4 (v/v) solution of Shipley
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351 developer and water, monitoring the progress by measuring the negative first-order
diffraction efSciency [209]. Washing for 1 minute in deionized water stopped the
development. After air-drying, the grating patterns in the photoresist layer were used as a
mask for the reactive ion etching of the upper surface of the glass. Milling was
performed employing a 2 min. exposure to CjFg at a pressure of 5 x 10"^ torr. This
resulted in a groove depth of ca. 80 nm, as measured previously by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) [78]. Removal of the remaining photoresist mask was accomplished
through sonication in acetone for 30 min. at room temperature. Two gratings, spaced ca.
1.5 cm apart, were etched onto each substrate.
The Coming 7059 waveguide layer was sputter deposited onto the glass substrates
containing the etched gratings, as described elsewhere [210]. A Perkin-Elmer 2400 RF
diode-sputtering system was used, with a bias voltage of 1150 V and power of250W on
the Coming 7059 target. The chamber pressure was 3.9 x 10"^ Torr, while for
predeposition in a reactive atmosphere of Ar (70%) and Oj (30%) the pressure was 2 x
10"® Torr. At an average deposition rate of 49.5 A/min, 400 ± 2 nm thick waveguide
films were created, with refiractive index of 1.56. Typical loss was 2 dB/cm at A = 633
nm.

4.2.2. INDICATOR LAYER

Methyltriethoxysilane (MTES, 2.0 ml) was allowed to hydrolyze with the addition
of concentrated nitric acid (0.20 ml), stirring continuously for 15 minutes. After this time
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period, the warm sol (exothermic reaction) returned to room temperature. Methyl red
(Aldrich), dissolved in 50.0 ml of200 proof ethanol at a concentration of 0.46 mg/ml,
was then combined with the pre-mixed sol and the mixture was stirred for an additional 2
hours at room temperature. The sol was aged qiiiescently for 48 hours at 4°C, prior to
film deposition.
The sol-gel indicator layer was coated over the surface of a Coming 7059
waveguide by dip-coating (Velmex Inc. UniSlide Assemblies Model MB2512K2J-S2.5)
at a speed of 8.0 cm/min. The coating was restricted to the waveguide side of the
laminate structure by masking the substrate side with black strippable paint (Universal
Photonics). After removing the paint, the sensor was ciffed in air at 80°C for 5 hours in
air. Finally the sensor was immersed successively in water, a SO-SO mixture of ethanol
and water, and pure ethanol for periods of 1 hour, 1.5 hours and 1 day, respectively. This
'pre-leaching' of the sensor transducer layer was performed to extract excess dye (the
leachable fraction) from the indicator film prior to use.

4.2.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF INDICATOR LAYERS

The thickness and refi^ctive index of indicator films were determined using a
Gaermer Scientific Model LI 16C ellipsometer to measure the amplitude ratio (ip) and
phase change (({>) of 633 tmi light reflected at 70*^. Iterative computations yielded index
and thickness parameters, the latter value being constrained to ^ 200 nm. This is a
reasonable assumption based on the low viscosity of the coating sol.
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Thicker sol-gel films (ca. 400 pm) containing methyl red and other indicators
were prepared to enable UV-visible spectra to be measured with adequate sensitivity.
These 'thick' films were used to evaluate indicator performance of entrapped dyes in
terms of both leaching resistivity and colorimetric response to the presence of IPA in
water. In order to prepare the thick films, first tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS 99+%,
Aldrich) was hydrolyzed using the volumetric ratios of 71.4:4.7 : 1 of the reagents
TMOS, water and 0.048 M HCl, respectively, which required ca. 50 minutes to obtain a
single phase solution. Then to a 0.200 ml of (a 6.0 x 10"* M solution of methyl red in)
ethanol was added 0.300 ml of the hydrolyzed TMOS sol and 0.200 ml of 0.02 M pH 6.2
phosphate buffer. The solutions were added in the order as written above; first the
ethanol solution was combined with the sol, followed by the addition of buffer solution.
The mixture gelled on one wall of a disposable acrylate cuvet turned on its side and
covered with Parafihn. The gels formed in 20 minutes at room temperature. Following
gelling, the films were aged for 18 hours at 25°C prior to the introduction of test solutions
to the cuvets. Absorbance spectra of the doped films were acquired following 24 hour
periods of soaking in water and, subsequently, IPA. UV-visible spectra of the thick solgel fihns were obtained using a Hitachi U-2000 double beam spectrophotometer
(resolution of 1 nm), using a 'blank' film (dye-fi-ee) in the reference beam.

4.2.4. SENSOR RESPONSE TO IPA IN WATER

The optical train used was similar to that used by Yang et al. [78] for gaseous
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iodine sensing. The linearly polarized 488 nm line from an argon ion laser (Ion Laser
Technology, Model 5SOOAWC) was modulated at l.S kHz using a chopper (Palo Alto
Research, Model 300) and focused into a liquid tight flow cell (internal volume of 4.8 ml)
mounted on a rotary stage. Laser light (incident power ca. 5 mW) was coupled into the
waveguide through the incoupling grating of the sensor with the incident angle (ca. 17.9°
in water) selected to support the TEq guiding mode. After propagating through the region
of waveguide coated with the indicator layer, the light was outcoupled by a second
grating coupler. The distance between the gratings (the sensor interaction length) was 15
mm. The outcoupled light intensity was directed through an iris and a lens to a
photodiode detector (Liconix, Model 40D). The photodiode output was sampled by a
lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, Model SR830) referenced to the chopper
frequency, after passing through a signal pre-amplifier (Oriel, Model 70710). The lock-in
amplifier signal was sampled at 1 to 3 points per second using an A/D board (National
Instruments ATMIO 16L) installed in a PC running Lab Windows software (National
Instruments).
Solutions of various concentrations of IPA (99.9%, Aldrich) in water were
prepared and injected manually into the flow cell using a syringe, or introduced
continuously (11.0 ml/min.) through the cell using a peristaltic pump (VWR, Speed n
Variable Flow Tubing Pump). A calibration curve for the device was constructed and
response and reversal times were measured. The response time was defined as the period
required for the output signal to reach 90% of the total signal change. All measurements
were made at room temperature.
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4.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.3.1. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SOL-GEL INDICATOR
FILMS

Potential indicator dyes were first evaluated in an attempt to find a dye with a
significant absorbance change in response to the introduction of IPA into an aqueous
environment, preferably at a wavelength of light corresponding to an easily accessible
laser line. In addition, the dye had to be retained in the sol-gel host material when
immersed in water and IPA. The decision to use the polarity sensitive dye methyl red as
the indicator in this work resulted firom a study in which more than 20 indicators were
tested for their colorimetric response to IPA. Thick TMOS sol-gel films doped with ca.
j dye were soaked in water and IPA for 24 hours each, as described above. The
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qualitative results are siunmarized in Table 4.1. Many of the dyes leached dramatically
(almost to completion) in either or both solvents. Of the dyes that were sufficiently
retained, only methyl red and Nile red exhibited significant optical changes in the
presence of IPA, at a wavelength easily probed by conventional argon-ion laser light.
Methyl red was selected over Nile red due to the larger (1.5 times greater than for Nile
red) maximal change in absorbance observed in the spectra between pure IPA and water.
In addition, this methyl red absorbance change is centered at 491 nm meaning it can be
readily probed by 488 nm Ar"" ion laser light (preferable), while the maximal Nile red
color change occurs at 546 nm.
Indicator films were soaked in water and ethanol (methyl red is soluble in both)
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Table 4.1 Colorimetric changes associated with the soaking of indicator-doped sol-gel
thick fihns in water (24 hours) followed by soaking in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for an
additional 24 hours.
INDICATOR (~ lOOfiM)

24 HOURS IN WATER

24 HOURS IN IPA

Erythrosin B

orange

pink

Nickel (II) Phthalocyanine

blue

blue *

Bromocresol Green

dark green

light green*

•Nile Red

light violet

pink

Rhodamine B

pink

pink

Bromocresol Purple

dark green

light green*

Phenol Red

yellow

yellow

o-CresoIphthalein

colorless

colorless

Astra Blue

blue

blue

Mordant Blue

pink

pink

Rhodamine 6G

orange

orange

Acridine Yellow G

lime green

lime green

Aluminum Naphthalocyanine

brown

brown

Pyrocatechol Violet

golden yellow

golden yellow

Mordant Orange 1

light yellow

yellow*

Malachite Green

blue-green

blue-green

Cresol Red

yellow

light yellow

Mordant Yellow 12

light yellow

light yellow*

Chromotrope 2B

pink

pinkish red

Eriochrome Black T

violet

pinkish violet*

•Methyl Red

red

orange

Ferrocenedicarboxylic Acid

colorless

colorless

* leaches out too extensively
4 viable indicator
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for 2 days prior to use in order to remove loosely bound dye. This should be a
sufficiently long time period since, for instance, solvent exchange in 1 cm thick TMOS
monoliths (Chapter 2) typically requires less than 12 hours and small molecule leaching
is accompUshed within 2 or 3 days. Using UV-visible absorbance spectroscopy on thick
(~ 400 nm) TMOS films, the dye retention was observed to be ca. 30% of the original
entrapped concentration. The 'leachable fraction' was therefore estimated to be 70%.
Based on this value, the effective molar concentration of methyl red in the indicator layer
of the sensor was approximately 490 pM, corresponding to 3 x 10'^ molecules per cubic
centimeter.
Referring to Figure 4.1, it is believed that the major interaction responsible for
indicator retention is an electrostatic attraction between the positive charges on the
methyl red molecules and the negative charges on the hydrolyzed silica surface. The pH
inside the pores is believed to be ca. 6 upon soaking of the sol-gel films in water, as can
be predicted from the shapes of the absorbance spectra of methyl red obtained at various
pHs [211a]. It is generally known that the pH inside sol-gels is typically 4 to 6 [110].
The pKa for the acidic dissociation of the dye is ca. 5 [21lb], in aqueous solution. These
factors support the idea of the electrostatic retention mechanism. Note that the extent of
leaching of methyl red from doped sol-gels, as a function of pH or ionic strength, could
be investigated to quantify the degree of this electrostatic retention. Other possible
contributions to the dye retention include steric immobilization of the impregnated
indicator by the tortuous sol-gel network, hydrophobic interactions between the indicator
and surface methyl groups, and hydrogen bonding of the dye to the surface silanols. Dye
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Figure 4.1. Possible scheme for the interaction of aqueous IPA with a methyl red
molecule in a doped porous sol-gel. The indicator is likely retained in the pores by
electrostatic (major, A) or H-bonding interactions and hydrophobic interactions (minor,
B. Note that stronger hydrophobic interactions would arise from the phenyl ring
interacting with surface methyl groups, not shown). The IPA molecules change the
electronic properties of the polarity sensitive indicator (C), blue-shifting the visible
absorbance band. Analyte and solvent can difiuse in and out of the pores to effect sensor
response and reversal. Water and alcohol molecules hydrogen bonded to dye molecules
and surface silanols (not shown for clarity) are also present.
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retention could also occur as a result of any combination of the four above mechanisms.
UV-visible absorbance spectra of methyl red-doped thick (~ 400 |Jm) sol-gel films
that had been soaked in excess water for a period of 48 hours were acquired (Figure 4.2).
After this time period, the water was replaced with pure IP A and soaked for an additional
24 hours. The change in appearance of the spectra between the water-equilibrated (A)
and the IPA-equilibrated (B) entrapped indicator is shown in the figure. The spectrum of
the dye in water is red-shifted relative to that in IPA due to the enhanced ability of the
more polar solvent (water) to stabilize the excited electronic state of the dye, which is
expected to have a large dipole along the molecular axis [212a]. Because IPA molecules
can surround the indicator in an orientation favoring hydrophobic interactions (a
'preferential solvation', see Figure 4.1), the excited state is less stabilized (i.e. in a less
polar environment) relative to the presence of pure water, which has a much larger
dielectric constant than IPA. Note that the absorptivity of the dye in IPA is greater than
that in water.
The chemical species responsible for the various absorbance bands present in
Figiu-e 4.2 are described by Jirasova et al. [211b]. In water, at a pH of approximately 6
(as is found inside the sol-gel pores), the two major species present are isomers of HX*
(where X represents the forms of methyl red existing at pHs in excess of 7, and

the

forms of the dye found in 2 M sulfuric acid), one isomer of which is illustrated in Figure
4.1. These isomers have absorbance maxima at 522 and 558 nm (in aqueous solution),
and give rise to the 'double humped' appearance of the spectrum in Figure 4.2 (A). The
molar absorptivities of the two forms are 4.71x10'* and 1.47x10'' M'cm"', respectively.
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Figure 4.2. Effect of EPA on the absorbance spectrum of methyl red (1.7 x lO"' M)
immobilized in a TMOS-derived sol-gel monolith (0.4 mm thick). To a pre-leached gel
equilibrated with water (A), 100% IPA was introduced and equilibrated for 24 hours (B).
While the absorbance peak in B is located at 500 nm, the difference spectrum (B-A)
(inset) shows that the maximum (almost 2-fold) increase in absorbance occurs at 491 mn
(arrow).
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After soaking methyl red-doped sol-gels in pure IPA, however, the

form is

predominantly generated, as characterized by the slightly blue-shifted absorbance peak,
which occurs at ca. 515 nm (e = 4.90x 10'' M 'cm"') in solution (or ca. 500 ran in the solgel, Figure 4.2 (B)). This is because in IPA solution, the methyl red (and very possibly,
much of the surface silanol groups) is a stronger base than the solvent, which is not the
case in aqueous solution.
The use of a thin sol-gel indicator film that uses the trifimctional precursor MTES
is thought to provide a compromise between film durability (mechanically hard) and
porosity, which is a function of the extent of crosslinking in the gel. Using ellipsometry,
the refi^ctive index and thickness of the indicator film were measured to be 1.43 and 40
nm, respectively. Although previous work [78] has shown that the evanescent field
typically probes at least 100 nm into the superstrate, the thinner film used here was
designed to provide faster response in the solution phase where diffusion rates are
significantly slower than in gases. A thin, porous sol-gel film can potentially respond
rapidly to analyte, yet excessive porosity can compromise the film's mecahnical stability
or optical quality (i.e. larger particles can scatter light). In addition, an MTES-derived
sol-gel (Figure 4.1) will be less polar (relative to a gel made fiom a tetrafunctional
alkoxide), having an affinity for both the neutral moieties of methyl red (potentially
aiding retention) and the analyte alcohol(s) (allowing for preconcentration inside the
transducer layer and hence better detection).
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4.3.2. SENSOR RESPONSE TO IPA

The sensor response was assessed using the 488 nm output of an Ar"^ laser due to
the ease with which such a collimated beam can be coupled into a planar lOW. Figure
4.3a shows the changes in outcoupled light intensity as a function of time as increasing
concentrations of IPA (aqueous) were introduced into the flow cell. Injections were made
manually using a syringe; a total of 18 ml of solution was introduced into the 4.8 ml cell
with each change in concentration. Note that the reversal of the response upon reintroduction of pure water following an injection of 100% IPA was not complete;
complete reversal was achieved after an additional 10 ml of water was flushed through
the cell, however. Figure 4.3b shows a calibration curve derived from the data in Figure
4.3a. The trend follows a logarithmic fit (not shown). Using an estimated absorbance of
0.003 a.u. as the minimum detectable, a limit of detection (LOD) of 0.7 % v/v IPA in
water can be estimated. The curve shows that maximum sensitivity is achieved at lower
alcohol concentrations, but the dynamic range of the sensor spans the entire range of
concentrations from < 1 % to 100 % IPA.
The sensor response to organic solvents other than IPA was also investigated, in
an effort to identify potential classes of interferents. The smaller optical response (Figure
4.4) to the more hydrophilic methanol and ethanol (relative to IPA) is an expected result,
given the polarity sensitive nature of methyl red. Acetone and acetonitrile did not
produce as large an optical change as IPA. These results are reasonable given that
acetonitrile is more polar than IPA (based on dielectric constants), and acetone has an
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Figure 4.3a. Response at 488 nm of the sensor when exposed successively to (A) 1, (B)
5, (C) 10, (D) 20, (E) 50,
75, (G) 100 and (H) 0 % v/v IPA/water. Each solution
change was effected by injecting a total of 18 ml into the flow cell (volume = 4.8 ml).
Note that the last injection (H) of pure water was not sufScient to remove all EPA in the
flow cell, leaving just under 1% v/v IPA in the flow cell. Complete reversal was
achieved with the additional injection of 10 ml of water.
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Figure 4.3b. Calibration curve of absorbance at 488 mn measured as a function of EPA
concentration, derived &om data in Figure 4.3a. Error bars (representing noise in single
measurements of each concentration) are usually not much larger than the data points
(one shown). The points can be correlated with a logarithmic fit (not shown). An
apparent limit of detection (LOD) of ca. 0.7 % v/v IPA/water is derived firom the plot.
The fit (X^= 6.7 x 10"^) has an exponential decay constant of 27.2 ± 1.8 (% v/v), preexponential factor of -0.78 ± 0.01 a.u. and fixed y-intercept of 0.77 a.u.
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Figure 4.4. Effect of organic compounds on sensor response at 488 nm. The absorbance
measured for each compound tested reflects a 10 % v/v solution in water injected into the
flow cell. Of the alcohols, the least polar (IPA) provides the greatest change in response,
while methanol (the most polar) shows the least. Note that acetonitrile and acetone
produce smaller sensor responses than ethanol (see text).
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overall less 'hydrophobic alkane character' than IPA. The dielectric constants for water,
acetonitrile, methanol, ethanol, acetone and EPA are 80,36, 33,24, 21 and 18,
respectively [212]. The trend with the alcohols studied is that as the dielectric constant
decreases, the intensity of the sensor response increases. Butanol was found not to be
miscible with water at the 10 % v/v level, hence was not investigated. Performing these
experiments proved detrimental, however, as the gasket material (medical grade organic
polymer) was foimd to partially dissolve and coat the sensor surface, so a new sensor had
to be fabricated.
The new sensor, however, was found to be even more sensitive than the previous
one. This new sensor was fabricated in a fashion identical to the first, however the solgel coating that provided the indicator layer was aged longer (2 weeks) before dipcoating. Variances in individual sensor performance are thought to be attributable to
changes in preparation conditions (i.e. humidity during dip-coating of the sol-gel fikn can
affect its thickness). Figure 4.5a shows the reversible response of the sensor (at 488 nm)
to exposiu-e to 20 % IPA in water, using a peristaltic pump providing a continuous flow
of 1Iml/min through the cell. The forward and reverse response times (uncorrected for
the flow rate) are approximately 1 minute, which make the sensor competitive with the
fastest devices reported in recent literature [e.g. 203]. In Figure 4.5b, the situation
reflects the introduction of 1 % IPA to an aqueous solution. Using the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) of 48 estimated from the plot, and S/N = 3 being the minimum detectable, the
LOD is calculated to be 0.02 % (160 ppm) IPA. The response times (forward and
reverse) at the flow rate of 11 ml/min are seen to decrease to ca. 40 s, at this
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Figure 4.5a. Typical sensor response (488 nm) curve to (A) 20 % v/v IP A/water and (B)
pure water, using a peristaltic pump to introduce solution into the flow cell at a rate of 11
ml/min. The forward response time is 63 s, the reverse is 51 s.
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Figure 4.5b. Sensor response at 488 nm to (A) 1 % and (B) 0% v/v IPA/water, in a 4.8
ml flow cell using a constant flow of 11 ml/min. The forward and reverse response times
are 43 s and 41 s, respectively. The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is 48, meaning that a
concentration of 0.02 % v/v IPA/water (160 ppm) represents the detection limit.
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concentration.
The sensor's response reproducibility was investigated using multiple exposures
to 10 % IPA solution (Figure 4.6), and foimd to be within 5 %. Laser drift is believed to
be the cause of the systematic 'up-slope' of the response curves. Correcting for the laser
beam intensity during data acquisition could circumvent this problem. Multiple runs at
each IPA concentration were performed with each sensor during the test period. From the
flow rate and the combined amount of time required to perform the experiments over the
trial period (nearly 2 months), it is estimated that each sensor was exposed to over 60
liters of solution. Given the stability of the response, it was found that neither indicator
leaching or sol-gel durability were significant in limiting sensor longevity. The largest
drawback to the use of methyl red as an indicator, however, is that it is believed to be
easily oxidized, losing its color [213]. This was not found to be a significant problem for
the sensors that were tested.
Figure 4.7a demonstrates the long term feasibility of use of the second sensor.
After being dormant for over six months (stored in the dark), the sensor was found to
respond relatively quickly and reversibly to various concentrations of EPA. The forward
response times ranged firom 65 s (in the case of 1 % IPA) to 7.7 s (for 50 % IPA),
however the sensor reversal times, typically ranging fi-om 160 to 170 s, were found to lag
significantly. From the data in the figure, a calibration curve (Figure 4.8b) was
constructed. Using the logarithmic fit in the plot (see figure caption), and a minimum
detectable absorbance of 0.003 a.u., a limit of detection of 0.06 % v/v IPA in water was
determined. Hence, in addition to lowering the response time, device sensitivity was also
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Figure 4.6. Response at 488 nm of the sensor when exposed alternately to (A) 10% v/v
IPA/water and (B) 0% EPA, at a flow rate of 11 ml/min.
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Figure 4.7a. Response at 488 nm of the sensor when exposed to (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 5, (d) 10,
(e) 20 and (f) 50 % v/v IPA/water. At time A, aqueous IPA of various concentrations is
introduced into the flow cell (flow rate = 11 ml/min.), at time B, pure water is allowed to
flush the cell. Response times range from 65 s (a) to 7.7 s (f), while reversal of the sensor
response typically requires ca. 160 s. Individual runs are normalized (with respect to run
J) and the plots stacked so that the relative transmittances after 800 s are identical for all.
For run (c), it is not clear why the reversal after the first exposure to 5 % IPA is faster
than for the second exposure.
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Figure 4.7b. Calibration curve of absorbance at 488 nm measured as a function of IPA
concentration, derived from data in Figure 4.7a. Error bars represent differences in
duplicate measurements of each concentration. The points can be correlated with a
logarithmic fit (shown above). An apparent limit of detection (LOD) of ca. 0.06 % v/v
IPA/water is derived from the fit, using 0.003 a.u. as the minimum detectable signal. The
fit (X^= 5.8 X 10"^) has an exponential decay constant (first order) of 22.3 ± 2.8 (% v/v),
pre-exponential factor of-0.68 ± 0.01 a.u. and fixed y-intercept of 0.68 a.u.
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found to be decreased slightly by sensor aging (presumably a reflection of the amount of
sol-gel crosslinking of the transducer layer, potentially decreasing the number of analyteaccessible dye molecules).
Due to the fast response, reversibility and good stability exhibited by the sensor,
on-line applications of similar devices for determining organic materials in aqueous
solution can be foreseen. It is important to note that while the sensitivity of our device is
better than most optical alcohol sensors reported in recent literature, it is not yet refined
for detection of low IPA concentrations. Several modifications could be implemented to
increase the detection capability of the sensor. These include: I) Increasing the optical
pathlength (interaction length) by increasing the separation between the incoupling and
outcoupling gratings. On a microscope slide substrate, a grating separation of 5 cm can
be easily achieved, improving the sensitivity by more than a factor of 3. II) A thicker (ca.
200 nm) indicator film could be deposited over the waveguide layer. This would slow
the sensor response (longer diffusion pathlength for analyte), but would allow a larger
percentage of the evanescent light to probe the indicator layer. A plot of the electric field
intensity in the TEq mode across the layers of the waveguide sensor, using a full-wave
model [87,214] and the following parameters: wavelength = 488 nm, substrate refi-active
index = 1.51, waveguide thickness = 400 nm, waveguide refractive index = 1.56,
indicator layer thickness = 40 nm, indicator layer reflective index =1.43, is shown in
Figure 4.8. The attenuation index of the indicator layer (k) = 4 x 10"^, using a molar
absorptivity of 1 x 10^ M*'cm ' (estimated flrom our data) and 490 pM for the dye
concentration in the film. Only 34% of the evanescent field density probes the 40 nm

Figure 4.8. Calculated electric field intensity at 488 nm in the TEq mode across the
laminate structure of the planar waveguide sensor. (A) Glass substrate (n = 1.51), (B)
waveguiding layer (n = 1.56, t = 400 nm), (C) indicator layer (n = 1.43, k = 4 x 10"*, t
40 imi), and (D) water superstratum (n = 1.33).
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thick film, implying that a ca. 200 nm thick film could improve the sensitivity 3-fold. Ill)
Performing similar modeling (not shown), we have also determined that for the given
parameters of the laminate sensor structure (above), using TMo-polarized light as opposed
to TEo, can alone enhance the sensitivity by 2-fold. IV) Finally, a dye with an even larger
solvatochromic response than methyl red could likewise substantially improve the
sensitivity of the sensor. When all of these factors are taken into account, it is predicted
that at least a one-order-of-magnitude decrease in the LOD is achievable with this
technology.

4.4. CONCLUSIONS

The planar lOW platform described in this report, coupled with an indicatordoped, porous sol-gel (transducer) overlayer has been demonstrated to produce sensors
that provide fast responses to IPA concentrations in water, with detection capabilities in
the sub-1 % (v/v) range. The high sensitivity is a characteristic of the single-mode,
planar lOW platform. The fast response in solution phase of the sensor arises from the
ability to use very thin indicator films, which are fabricated by the sol-gel method for
their porosity, optical transparency and ease of processability. While lower detection
limits are required for application in the semiconductor industry, the broad dynamic range
of this sensor may make it useful for appUcations elsewhere (eg. the food and beverage
industry). More importantly, this work describes how an optical indicator, immobilized
in a sol-gel network, can be used for the transduction of alcohols in aqueous solution, a
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very challenging problem for reasons discussed in the Introduction. While the
absorbance response (to IPA in water) of the polarity sensitive methyl red can be
explained by a blue-shift of the TC-Tt* transition in the competitive solvation of the dye
(on the timescale of light absorption, there is expected to be negligible solvent
reorientation around the excited state), there is still much imknown about the transducer
layer. For instance, the porosity, the degree of 'templating' or 'imprinting' of the pore
structure around the indicator during gellation, the optimal Si:0:catalyst ratio, and the
role of the hydrophobic groups on the ORMOSIL precursor in analyte preconcentration
inside the film, remain of interest.
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PART II:
Non-Sol-Gel Based Transducer Layer lOW
Sensors and the Characterization of Novel
Metal Ion Indicators in Solution
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CHAPTERS

INTEGRATED OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE HUMIDITY SENSOR USING A
STARCH-IODINE COMPLEX FILM

5.L INTRODUCTION

In addition to the sensor described in Chapter 3, using a commercially available
dye in a sol-gel transducer layer, the properties of a water vapor sensor which utilizes a
novel, non-sol-gel colorimetric indicator film deposited on a planar sol-gel waveguide,
were investigated. The work described in this chapter represents an attempt to construct a
humidity sensor with superior sensitivity relative to the previous devices of Chapter 3.
The sensitivity enhancement was based on this new composite indicator layer, which
exhibits a very distinct colorimetric response to water vapor.
Different colorimetric devices based on CoCl, films were constructed by
Ballantine and WohlQ'en [174] and Kharaz and Jones [215]. In the former, a glass
capillary was coated with a polymer film containing the indicator. Responses to humidity
levels between 60 and 100% RH with response times between 47 and 170 seconds were
obtained. Kharaz and Jones immobilized cobalt chloride on the surface of the core of a
multimode optical fiber with the aid of a gelatin film. Responses in the range of 20-80 %
RH were obtained, with a time constant of about one second.
Alternative dyes such as phenol red [175] and Reichardt's betain [185] have also
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been investigated as absorption indicators in LB/polymer thin film coatings with good
success. Reichardt's dye is known to exhibit one of the largest polarity-sensitive
solvatochromic effects of any known molecule. However, it suffers from poor solubility
in some liquids and is susceptible to the hydrogen bonding power of the solvent as well
as the polarity. Deye et al. [189] describe the properties of Nile Red as an alternative
polarity sensitive dye to Reichardt's dye (with potential for use in humidity sensing).
While many of these indicators have been shown to respond to changes in water
vapor concentration (i.e. increase in absorbance, see Chapter 3), it is evident that an
indicator that combines a color change (large spectral shift) in addition to an absorbance
change would be ideal for use in single mode lOW sensors. This is because the strength
of the interaction of water with the indicator molecule is usually weak (and hence
reversible), hence the absorbance change correlated with an increase in water
concentration is usually not very large. If, for instance, a shift in the position of the
absorbance maximum is associated with a slight increase in absorptivity of the dye, an
analytical wavelength may be selected to provide a much larger optical change than if no
shift was observed. In the case of cobalt chloride (where a color change from blue to
pink is observed upon binding water), such a spectral shift is observed. However, due to
the low molar absorptivity (~ 5 M''cm"' [216]) of the d-d transition responsible for the
pink color of the resultant complex (Co(H20)6

the sensitivity of this indicator to

moisture is not very high. In addition, a relatively concentrated indicator film would be
required in the constmction of a sensor.
In this paper, the properties of a charge transfer complex of starch-iodine are
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investigated for the purposes of humidity detection. This complex exhibits both a large
spectral shift and absorptivity enhancement upon interaction with water vapor. A planar
integrated optical waveguide (10W) humidity sensor is described in which a starch-iodine
film is deposited on the surface of the sol-gel waveguiding layer. A blue color is
observed when the dried indicator film is exposed to water vapor. The greatest optical
change to water vapor occurs at ca. 607 nm (an increase in absorbance), and due to the
broadness of the peak, is able to be probed with good sensitivity by HeNe laser light, A
decrease in the intensity of light guided in the lOW is observed in response to sensor
exposure to humidity. The detection limit was found to be below 0.2% RH, with
response and reversal times under one minute. Also, the sensor response to ethanol,
acetone and toluene was ascertained for potential interference effects. Sensor longevity
was assessed and found to be generally poor, however. To correct the problem, amyloseiodine fihns were studied. They were found to be stable and responsive to moisture over
a period of at least eight weeks. Unfortunately, these films were not as sensitive as the
starch-iodine fibns.

5.2. EXPERIMENTAL
5.2.1. WAVEGUIDE FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

Glass microscope slides (Gold Seal, # 3010) were lightly scrubbed with a cotton
pad in aqueous non-ionic siufactant (PCC-54,2%) then sonicated for 15 minutes in Type
1 Reagent Grade water (Bamstead Nanopure, 18.2 MQ/cm). After rinsing with water, the
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substrates were immersed into a heated (80''C) chromic acid bath for 20 minutes. The
slides were subsequently rinsed copiously with Type 1 Reagent Grade water, dried at
lOO^C for 30 minutes and allowed to cool to room temperature. Finally, sonicating for 15
min. in IM HNO3

made the slide surfaces hydrophilic. The waveguiding layer was

fabricated using a dip coating process described in previous papers [78,79,181,183].
Briefly, the sol was composed of ethanol (200 proof, Quantum Chemical Company),
methyltriethoxysilane (MTES, 99%, Aldrich), titanium (TV) butoxide (TiBU, 99%,
Aldrich), and silicon tetrachloride (99%, Aldrich) in the volume ratios of200: 150: 75:
14.5 (as per Chapter 3). Waveguides were cured for 20 minutes at 500°C, yielding a
thickness of ca. 560 nm and a refractive index of ca. 1.6. (These parameters were
determined by measuring the TEq and TMq incoupling angles, assuming a step profile for
the refractive index and a refractive index of n = 1.51 for the glass substrate [84,182].)

5.2.2. STARCH-IODINE SOLUTION PREPARATION

This indicator solution was prepared by dissolving 1.97g of starch (Aldrich) and
0.27g of KI (Fisher Scientific) in 50 ml of water (Type 1, Bamstead Nanopure). The
cloudy white mixture was heated with stirring at 75° C for 15 minutes until a colloidal
suspension was obtained. After allowing time to cool, 1.00 ml of concentrated HNO3 was
added to this mixture, turning it dark blue. After stirring for one hour at room
temperature, 0.023g of HgClj (Aldrich) was added as a preservative. The mixture was
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stored at

for 2 hours prior to application to the waveguide film surface (see later).

This recipe is original, and is not in any way optimized.

5.2.3. AMYLOSE-IODINE SOLUTIONS

Solution A\ 0.27g of amylose (Aldrich) was combined with 0.100ml of
poly(ethylene glycol) (Average M„ ca. 400, d = 1.128, Aldrich) in 10.0 ml of DMSO and
sonicated for 25 minutes to obtain a colorless viscous solution.
Solution B: 0.46g of KI and 0.012g of HgClj were dissolved in 50 ml of water.
Then 0.500 ml of concentrated HNO3 was added, turning the solution yellow.
The use of Solutions A and B in the preparation of amylose-iodine transducer
layers is described later.

5.2.4. SENSOR CONSTRUCTION

a. STARCH-IODINE INDICATOR FILM
To deposit the indicator layer, the lOW was first moimted with prism (refiractive
index 1.8, Karl Lembrecht Corporation) coupling at both ends and HeNe laser light
propagated down the device in a guiding mode. Light was outcoupled by the second
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prism placed at the opposite end of the waveguiding layer, both being clamped directly
onto the sol-gel waveguide layer. The blue solution was deposited over the middle ca.
2.0 cm of the waveguide in even strokes with a cotton swab. While doing so, the
outcoupled light intensity was monitored so that the absorbance of the film could be
monitored in situ. The most successful indicator coating used here diminished the
outcoupled light intensity by a factor of ca. 14.3, when wet, relative to the uncoated
waveguide. This change in intensity corresponds to 1.16 a.u., for the sensor. Note that
the film is easily removed with water and hence the waveguide is reusable almost
indefinitely. It was observed that more uniform films are obtainable by spin-coating (at
1000 RPM) or dip-coating (draw speed of 12 cm/min.) although this does not allow as
easy control of the amount of indicator deposited.
After application of the indicator film, the prism-coupled waveguide was mounted
in a flow cell and the film dried at room temperature by passing dried nitrogen gas
through the cell at 2 liters per minute for 30 minutes (the outcoupled light intensity was
observed to increase to a maximum and then stabilize, during the drying period, as the
film became golden brown).

b. AMYLOSE-IODINE INDICATOR FILM

A waveguide sonicated in IM HNO3 for 20 minutes, then rinsed copiously with
water and oven-dried, was masked at both ends with black strippable paint. A ca. 2.0 cm
region at the center of the waveguide was left unmasked. Depositing the amylose-iodine
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sensing layer was performed by, first, applying ca. 1.0 ml of Solution A (using a filter
Pasteur pipet containing glass wool) to the exposed waveguide surface and spinning at
1000 R.P.M. for 10 s with a spin-coater (Integrated Technologies P-6000). The film was
then cured at 100°C for 15 minutes, and let cool to room temperature before dip-coating
(draw rate of 7.0 cm/min.) into Solution B. Upon contact with the solution, the colorless
film turned blue almost immediately. The blue film was cured at 75''C for one hour,
turning it golden brown.
The subsequent removal of the painted portions allowed prism coupling at both
ends of the laminate structure; prisms clamped directly onto the waveguide layer. Note
that this procedure does not allow for as much variation in deposited fihns as does the
starch-iodine application method.

5.2.5. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE STARCH-IODINE INDICATOR
MATERIAL

A UV-visible absorbance spectrum of the 50-fold diluted stock aqueous starchiodine solution (described above) used for the fihn preparation, was obtained on a Hitachi
U-2000 double-beam spectrophotometer (at 1 nm resolution) using 0.100 cm pathlength
quartz cuvets. The starch-iodine composite dye exhibits a maximum absorbance at 595
nm (not shown). The mixture prepared for purposes of film deposition had an absorbance
estimated at 112.5 a.u. at this wavelength.
Absorbance spectra of the starch-iodine films on glass microscope slides were
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also obtained using the same instrument prior to and following exposure of the films to
high levels of moistiure (over a beaker of hot water at 80°C) until the pronounced blue
color was observed.

5.2.6. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE AMYLOSE-IODINE INDICATOR
MATERIAL

UV-visible spectra of the responses to water vapor of the amylose-iodine films
were obtained as above. In addition, films were deposited on IR-transparent silicon
wafers (111 orientation, p-type, 0.016-0.018 mm thickness) and infirared absorption
spectra obtained after (a) curing the colorless film obtained by spin-coating Solution A,
(b) curing of the fihn (brown) obtained by dip-coating into Solution B, and (c) after
exposure of the composite sensing film (a+b) to moisture (blue film). Films deposited on
fused silica substrates allowed for the collection of spectral (absorbance) information
down to 180 nm.

5.2.7. SENSOR RESPONSES TO WATER VAPOR

The optical train was similar to that used by Yang et al. [78] in studies of iodine
sensing and was also described in Chapter 3. The main differences firom Chapter 3
include the light source (a linearly polarized 632.8 nm line fix)m a helium-neon laser with
a 13-14 mW, polarized head, MWK Industries) and modulation firequency (1.5 kHz). In
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all cases prism coupling (at both ends of the transducer film) was used to launch and
sample light in the TEq waveguide mode. The beam intensity at the incoupling prism was
ca. 10 mW. The distance between the prisms was ca. 5 cm (although the interaction
length of the beam with the indicator film was about 2.0 cm- see above).
Various concentrations of water vapor in a nitrogen stream were generated by
bubbling dry N2 (passed over Drierite) through a liquid water reservoir using a gas
disperser, as before. The flow rate into the flow cell in which the sensor was housed was
varied from 0.2 to 2.0 L/min.. Calibration curves for the sensor responses were
constructed with the aid of a commercial humidity sensor (part of a H-37700-00 humidity
controller, Cole Parmer Instrument Co.) placed in the gas outflow from the flow cell to
simultaneously monitor changes in water vapor concentration. Response and reversal
times were also measiired for the sensors. The response time was defined as before; the
period required for the output signal to reach 90% of the total signal change. All
measurements were made at room temperature under ambient atmospheric pressure (ca.
702 mm Hg).

5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The so-called blue starch-iodine complex is actually composed of long chains of
Ig occupying the center of the amylose helix (see Figure 5.1) [217,218]. The amyloseiodine chromophore has been identified as having six iodine atoms (inter-iodine distance
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H
HO
OH

B
Figure 5.1. Schematic of (A) the repeating sugar unit in amylose and (B) the structure of
the amylose-Ig complex [see Reference 217] and its postulated interaction with water
molecules to produce the blue color in the indicator fihn.
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of 3.0 A) lying inside the cavity of the amylose helix containing about 17 anhydroglucose
residues. Note that polyiodide ions like Ij", Ij", etc., which may form in solution in the
presence of I" ions, cannot get involved with the amylose-iodine helix, and hence the
iodide ions in solution merely help the dissolution of iodine in water. The helixpolyiodine interaction increases the I-I distance from around 2.7 A in Ij to 3.0 A in the
complex. Starch only contains 10-20% amylose, the other 80-90% being amylopectin
[219]. While the blue complex of iodine with amylose has been extensively studied [220224], more recently amylopectin-iodine complexes (red in color) have also been
investigated [225,226]. The amylose-iodine indicator is most commonly used today in
redox titrations with Ij, but has been around for over 180 years [227]. To our knowledge,
the humidity-detecting capabilities of this indicator as a film have never been realized.
Given the structure of the blue amylose-iodine complex (Figure 5.1) in solution, a
possible mechanism for the observed spectral changes of the film, upon interaction with
water in the gas phase, is believed to occur at the terminal iodine atoms of the
which occupy the core of the amylose helix. It is well known that

chains,

and its relatives

(such as the electron deficient I5 [228a]) are good electron acceptors and form chargetransfer complexes with a vast array of donor molecules (including many solvents such as
alcohols, ethers, aromatic hydrocarbons, etc.). The charge-transfer band usually occurs in
the near ulatraviolet, however a visible absorbance band is usually also observed. The
stronger the donor molecule, the more the optical transition energy is altered, blueshifting the visible absorbance band. This visible electronic transition arises firom the
excitation of an electron in the HOMO (the antibonding 7Ug level) to the LUMO (the
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antibonding

level) [228b]. In the presence of an electron donor (such as water), the

antibonding

orbital of the Ij serves to accept an electron, thus weakening the I-I bond.

The brown color of the dehydrated fihn is thought to originate from the
interactions of the iodine chains solely with the oxygen donor atoms of the amylose helix,
in the absence of water vapor donors. Note that the electronic transitions occur within the
iodine units themselves, and involve -O- and -OH groups minimally [225]. This is
because iodine has weakly boimd d-electrons which can be readily excited ui the Ig
complex. The donor moieties (i.e. water molecules) have a profound impact on the
energy of the transitions (spectral peak positions), however. Note that since films of this
indicator complex have never been prepared (to our knowledge), these color changes
have not been reported previously.

5.3.1. SPECTROSCOPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF STARCH-IODINE
INDICATOR FILMS

Transmission UV-visible spectra of starch-iodine films deposited on glass
substrates were recorded prior to, and immediately following, exposure to water vapor
(see Experimental section). Figure 5.2 shows the response of such a film to water vapor
for an exposure time of 10 seconds. In a humid environment the brown film (Figure 5.2
A) becomes blue (Figure 5.2 B), hence the dramatic red-shift in wavelength of the
absorbance maximum of ca. 108 nm. Upon exposure to water vapor (water being a
relatively strong electron donor), the 'charge transfer' between the water and iodine
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Figure 5.2. Absorbance spectra of a starch-iodine layer (see Experimental) coated on a
fused silica slide (one side). (A) Prior to exposure to himiidity (brown film). (B) After 10
second exposure to water vapor over a beaker containing water at 80°C (blue film). (C)
After aging for 2 hours under ambient conditions (23°C and 34 % RH) (violet fihn). The
peak in (C) has a maximum at 480 nm (as does the peak in (A)), but also a shoulder at 551
nm. For the spectrum in (B), the maximum absorbance is located at ca. 587 nm. Film (C)
is inactive to water vapor exposure.
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dominates the absorbance spectrum in the visible region. Note that the absorptivity is
enhanced by a factor of almost 1.4 when comparing the peak absorbances. However, due
to the peak shift, at 633 rmi the increase in absorbance resulting from the exposure of the
film to water approaches 3-fold. During the spectral acquisition, water vapor was
continuously evaporating from the film surface, hence these reported magnitudes in
absorbance changes are approximate. Complete reversal of the color change requires less
than 1 minute under the ambient conditions (23°C, 34 % RH), at which Spectrum A was
obtained. The difference spectrum (not shown) demonstrates that the maximum increase
in absorbance is centered at 607 nm, but the 632.8 nm line of the HeNe laser (selected to
be the analytical wavelength for all of the waveguide experiments) probes the color
change with good sensitivity.

5.3.2. SENSOR RESPONSE TO HUMIDITY

a. STARCH-IODINE INDICATOR FILM

Although the maximum optical change of the indicator film occurs near 607 nm
(Figure 5.2), sensor response was assessed using the 632.8 nm output from a HeNe laser
owing to the ease with which a collimated laser beam can be coupled into a planar lOW.
Note that the absorbance at 475 run of the dried indicator film deposited on the
waveguide sensor itself was measured to be 0.028 a.u. (in transmission geometry), which
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Figure 5.3. Response at 632.8 nm of the waveguide sensor coated with a starch-iodine
film when exposed to (A) 31% RH in a nitrogen gas stream and (B) dry Nj at 200
ml/min. flow rate. Forward response time = 13 s, reverse response time = 106 s.
Corresponding absorbance is 0.561 (0.003 a.u., S/N =486). Inset: Sensor response to
0.9% ^ (different indicator film). Note that complete sensor reversibility is slow and
longevity (see text) a problem with starch-iodine transducer films.
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is only ca. 9% of the intensity of the film characterized in Figure 5.2. The sensor
response to exposures of pure nitrogen and 31% RH in the nitrogen stream is shown in
Figure 5.3. The absorbance corresponding to this concentration of water was measured to
be 0.561 ± 0.003 a.u.. The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio (calculated by dividing the timeaveraged, stabilized, outcoupled light intensities prior to and following exposure of the
sensor to water vapor) was found to be 468, at this humidity level. It was also found that
at a flow rate of200 ml/min., the response time is rapid (13 seconds) and reversible (106
seconds). Note that the transducer layer used was found to maximally extinguish the
outcoupled light intensity by a factor of ca. 7.5, during application of the wet fihn. This
corresponds to 0.87 a.u.. However, later, a more sensitive film deposited on the same
waveguide was found to have a maximum outcoupled light attenuation of 14.3-fold
(corresponding to 1.16 a.u.; the fihn mentioned earlier). For this indicator film, an
absorbance of 0.92 a.u. was observed for a water vapor concentration of 87 % RH. The
detection limit was estimated firom its response to 0.9% RH, 0.0075 a.u. (Figure 5.3
inset), to be less than 0.2 % RH. This was calculated using the signal-to-noise ratio of 19
for the measurement, and assimiing an S/N of 3 represents the minimum detectable
signal. Note that the data points on the plot represent single measurements at various
humidity levels.
A calibration curve of the absorbance measured as a function of % RH water
vapor is plotted in Figure 5.4 for a waveguide sensor coated with a starch-iodine film.
Over the range of 0.6 to 74 % RH, the response of this sensor fits a logarithmic equation
(see figure caption) with an

value of0.0005. It is not certain why the relationship is
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Figure 5.4. Calibration curve for a starch-iodine sensor: absorbance at 632.8 nm as a
function of water vapor concentration, in a nitrogen gas stream. The line represents a
logarithmic fit (best-fit). Absorbance plotted as a function of the logarithm (base 10) of
the % RH yields a line with R = 0.99 and slope of 0.62 ±0.01 and y-intercept of -0.52
±0.01.
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not linear (or why it appears to correlate with a logarithmic fit), but this is dependent on
the mechanism of the interaction of the complex with water. Nevertheless, using this
equation, an absorbance of 0.73 is expected for a concentration of 100% RH , which is
not near the stray light limit for the device but is closer to (but less than) the absorbance
of 0.87 a.u. measured during application of the wet starch-iodine film onto the
waveguide. At least a partial explanation for the difference lies in the fact that longevity
of the sensing film was found to be questionable when stored under ambient conditions
(see below), so the sensor response deteriorates quite rapidly following fihn application.
Note that the flow cell cover (mounted following application of the transducer layer)
reflects and scatters some of the light entering and exiting the flow cell, but since the
transducer layer absorbance is a ratio of two light intensities, its presence is not expected
to affect the sensor response significantly.
This sensor's responses to possible interferents such as ethanol, acetone and
toluene vapors were also determined. The gas-mixing set-up used for the generation of
various concentrations of water vapor in a nitrogen stream, is described in detail in
Chapter 3. For all of the 'interferents' selected, the temperature of the solvent in the
reservoir was maintained at 22°C imder 702 torr atmospheric pressure. A flow rate of 200
ml/min. of dry N2 was pushed through the reservoir to collect vapor equihbrated with the
bath, for delivery to the flow cell. Note that the vapor pressures of acetone and ethanol
are considerably higher than that of water, meaning the corresponding responses are to
larger relative concentrations (not calculated). It was discovered that only toluene
produced a positive absorbance change in the sensor response (0.16 a.u. at 22''C and 702
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Figure 5.5. Response at 632.8 nm of a starch-iodine lOW sensor when exposed
alternately to (A) 40% RH in a nitrogen gas stream, and (B) pure nitrogen. Switching
period is 30s. Flow rates are 2 L/min. and IL/min. for (A) and (B), respectively.
Response times were measured to be 9s (forward) and 42s (reverse) for this device.
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torr ambient), similar to water vapor, but much weaker. In contrast, -0.02 and -0.05 a.u.
changes were recorded for the acetone and ethanol exposures, respectively (at the same T,
P and flow rate). It is not clear why acetone and ethanol do not produce any substantial
change in the sensor response, since it is known that these compounds can form
complexes with iodine [229,230]. It is hypothesized that the charge transfer bands for
these 'interferents' is very dissimilar to the analytical wavelength used to probe water
vapor, which can easily be checked by measuring spectra in transmission mode.
In order to decrease the response times of the sensor, the 'flushing' flow rate of
pure nitrogen gas was increased to 2 L/min., while the humidity caiiying stream was
maintained at 1 L/min.. Using a gas switching period of 30 seconds, the sensor response
to alternate exposures of piu:e nitrogen and a 40% RH humidity water concentration is
shown in Figure 5.5. The sensor does not quite reach complete reversal between
successive exposures at this switching rate, but does so using a period of 1 minute (not
shown). The fastest forward and reversal times measured were 3 s and 27 s, respectively,
using a typical starch-iodine film, though in the figure the corresponding response times
are 9 s and 42 s.
Note that in Figure 5.5 the sensor reversal shows apparent 'biphasic' behavior.
This is indicative of (at least) two distinct sites of interaction of the water molecules with
the amylose-Ig complex transducer layer, which is supported by the illustration in Figure
5.1. In the cartoon, there is shown two water molecules interacting with each (accessible)
indicator complex in the transducer layer. It is believed that the interaction of each I^
chain with the first water molecule to bind is stronger than that with the subsequent
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bound H2O, since the electron donation of the first water molecule decreases the electron
accepting abilities of the in the formation the second interaction. Therefore, upon
sensor reversal, it is expected that half of the interacting water molecules would get
flushed out of the transducer layer faster than the second half This phenomenon could be
further investigated by preforming the runs in Figure 5.5 at lower pressures/flow rates (as
well as obtaining spectroscopic data on transducer layers at lower H2O partial pressures),
in order to help elucidate the exact number of distinct states being populated and
potentially their relative abundances and their relative strengths of interaction.
The reproducibility of the sensor response (in terms of longevity) to changes in
humidity was assessed over a two day period. It was found that simple exposure of the
starch-iodine film to ambient temperature and humidity conditions for less than 2 hours
was sufficient to render the indicator fihn useless for moisture detection. Figure 5.2 (line
C) shows a UV-visible absorbance spectrum of the 'aged' film relative to the humidityactive brown and blue versions of the same film. The inactive film is violet in color and
is not able to be regenerated through simple heating.
In an attempt to better understand the nature of the interaction responsible for the
dramatic color change, amylose-based films were also investigated. An amylose-iodine
film could potentially improve sensor response characteristics by removing the 'inert'
amylopectin component (the major constituent) fi-om the indicator layer. Furthermore, it
was hypothesized that since the starch required heating for dissolution and liberation of
the iodine-active amylose component, the problems with fihn degredation could be due to
a re-association of the amylose with the amylopectin.
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b. AMYLOSE-IODINE INDICATOR FILM

Amylose was found to have limited solubility in water and most common organic
solvents. Starch is much more soluble in aqueous solution, though this requires heating.
The undissolved particles of aqueous amylose, ui a recipe equivalent to that for starchiodine (see Experimental Section 5.2.2.), resulted in the application of very non-uniform
'particulate' films. Such poor films led to limited sensitivities for the sensors where
lOWs were coated with this scattering indicator layer. In solvents such as THF, in which
amylose is more soluble, the blue amylose-iodine complex could not be successfully
produced.
For the above reasons, the amylose was first dissolved in DMSO and spin-coated
onto the waveguide prior to introduction of the I^ by 'intercalation' of aqueous ions, such
as I3", Ij", etc., in the subsequent dip-coating process (see Experimental). This allowed for
the application of a more uniform film that retained the brown-blue color response of the
previous starch-iodine fibns.
A UV-visible absorbance spectrum of the amylose-iodine film deposited on a
fused silica substrate was obtained. In response to water vapor, the peak of maximum
absorbance shifts ca. 99 nm from 494 nm to 593 nm, accompanied by a slight increase in
absorptivity. This is similar to the starch-iodine film data shown in Figure 5.2.
FT-IR spectra of an amylose film obtained on a silicon wafers is shown in
Figure 5.6a. In going from bottom to top, a peak at 1354 cm*' (apparent I-O stretch of
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Frequency (cm )

Figure 5.6a. FT-IR spectra of (from bottom to top): a cured (at 100°C for 15 min.)
amylose film subsequent to spin-coating Solution A (see Experimental), a cured (75°C for
1 hour) amylose film with Ij introduced by dip-coating into Solution B, and the amyloseiodine sensing film exposed to moisture. (A) indicates the enhancement of a peak at 1354
cm', and (B) an increase in intensity of a peak at 669 cm"'. See text for a description of
the peaks.
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Figure 5.6b. FT-IR spectra taken as a function of drying time of a wet (blue) amyloseiodine film applied to a silicon wafer. The film was allowed to dry for 1 hour under
ambient conditions to form a light brown film. The arrows indicate that the peak
intensities at all frequencies decrease dramatically with drying time
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amylose-Ij complex) is seen to grow in (A) upon introduction of Ij" (to form Ij) to the
amylose layer. When ±e resulting dried indicator film is exposed to moisture, a peak at
669 cm ' (B) (apparent I-O stretch of the water molecule interacting with I^: a donoracceptor bond) shows an enhancement. Figure 5.6b shows that a moist amylose-iodine
film (blue) has huge absorbance bands in the infrared, as opposed to the dried (brown)
film. The IR absorbance bands were assigned with the aid of a general reference [231].
Waveguides coated with this amylose-iodine film recipe showed fast forward
responses (see Figiu-e 5.7), but reversibility was found to lag significantly. This is
thought to be caused by the reduced porosity of the densified (cured at elevated
temperature) film stemming fi-om its preparation (see Experimental Section 5.2.3.).
Furthermore, the sensitivity of this recipe was not nearly as high that of the starch-iodine
films. A key factor in the limited sensitivity was imperfections (scattering centers) on the
film, which could not be entirely eliminated. On the other hand, the amylose-iodine films
exhibited improved stability over time; the brown-blue color change was still observable
on films exposed over 2 months to ambient conditions. Hence, the irreversibility brought
about by aging of the starch-iodine films was identifiable as a direct result of the
presence of amylopectin in the films.
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Figure 5.7. Response of an amylose-iodine coated lOW sensor to (A) ca. 73% RH in
nitrogen gas and (B) pure N2, at flow rates of 2L/inin. and IL/min. for A and B,
respectively. Runs were performed 6 hours apart. Note the slow reversibility (recovery)
and lower S/N than observed for starch-iodine film devices.
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5.4. CONCLUSIONS

Optical humidity detection has long relied on indicators such as cobalt (II)
chloride, which have a low molar absorptivity and hence inherently poor sensitivity.
Using the moisture-sensitive starch-iodine transfer complex film developed here, in
conjimction with optical waveguide technology allowed a sensitive and fast-response
sensor to be constructed.
A planar lOW coated with a dried starch-iodine indicator solution can be used to
detect water vapor over a wide range of humidity concentrations. The combination of
sensitivity and fast responses is characteristic of the single-mode, planar lOW platform.
The starch-iodine indicator provides a dramatic colorometric change in response to water
vapor. When compared to existing absorbance indicators used for detecting water vapor,
the combination of a > 100 nm wavelength red-shift in peak maximum and increase in
absorptivity at the resulting wavelength, make starch-iodine very attractive for this
apphcation. In addition, the largest optical change corresponds well with the emission
wavelength of an inexpensive HeNe laser. The rapid response is attributable to the weak
interactions of water molecules with the indicator, as well as the thinness of the film that
is able to be probed by the lOW platform. Furthermore, the sensor was found to exhibit
limited responses to a small, select group of volatile organic compounds; indicating that
these compounds do not pose significant interference problems for these indicator films.
Although the starch-iodine indicator is known to degrade over time and its
insolubility in alcohol make it not readily sol-gel compatible for many preparations, the
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film is very inexpensive and easy to apply and remove (repeatedly) fi-om the surface of
the waveguide. The lOW itself may therefore be used indefinitely. In order to fabricate a
more 'permanent' structure on the waveguide, we prepared porous, sol-gel thin films
(containing tetraethylorthosilicate, TEOS) with immobilized amylose-iodine indicator on
glass substrates by spin-coating. Unfortunately, these films exhibited a 'permanent' blue
color, even upon prolonged heating at

hence they were not usefiil for humidity

detection. The blue color is thought to be the result of interactions of the complex with
the surface silanols or silica-adsorbed water molecules.
Amylose-iodine fihns (see Experimental) were successfully prepared in a more
durable manner, but lacked the response and sensitivity characteristics of the starchiodine films. Hence, fiiture work lies in combining the sensitivity and reversibility
characteristics of the starch-iodine coated lOWs with the durability and longevity of the
amylose fihn. Note that neither the starch-iodine or amylose-iodine film thicknesses
were measured. The films' absorbance throughout the UV and visible regions make such
characterizations (i.e. by ellipsometry or the 'envelope method' developed by Manifacier
[184]) difficult.
Finally, it should be noted that while prism coupling was used to laimch laser
light into the sensor in this work, this is not practical for 'real-world' waveguide sensing
due to inherent reproducibility difficulties. Grating couplers are a permanent part of the
sensor structure and are readily fabricated in a planar lOW as previously shown by Yang
etal. [78].
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CHAPTER 6
SELECTIVE METAL ION BINDING OF POLYETHEROL-APPENDED
SULFUR PORPHYRAZINES IN POLAR SOLUTIONS

6.L INRODUCTION

This chapter deals with the preparation and characterization of novel metal ion
chelators that exhibit selective absorbance and fluorescence responses throughout the
visible region. These indicators may, in the future, be useful in transducer layers as
described in Chapter 1. While the syntheses of these compounds were performed by L.
Erlich of the Hofi&nan group at Northwestern University, the spectroscopic
characterization of the interactions, performed by the author, remain highly relevant to
optical chemical sensing.
Achieving true selectivity of analyte interaction in chemical sensors continues to
be an elusive goal for many applications. The presence of interferants at high
concentrations often does not allow an accurate direct quantification of the species of
interest without sample pretreatment, which can significantly slow down or otherwise
hinder the measurement. This is especially true for sensors that rely upon weak
interactions with the analyte, affording reversible responses. There is a clear need for the
development of new molecules which can be incorporated into the transducer layers of
chemical sensors which provide multiple modes of detection, for more than one
analyte/interferant combination, and thus enhance the overall selectivity of the sensor.
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This rqjort describes our first generation studies into new molecules which bind metal
ions and produce unique optical responses for certain heavy metal cations.
There exist many commercially available metal ion indicators that allow the
quantification of metals in solution by colorimetric means or through monitoring the
fluorescence emission. Chelators with large molar absorptivities are especially useful (in
the former case) to help lower the limit of detection. Fluorescence measiirements have
the distinct advantage of being even more sensitive than absorbance spectroscopy, so
chelator emission is often a property of interest. However, the problem of selectivity
remains a concern for the majority of both of these types of ligand dyes. For instance,
investigations into the selective and sensitive determination of toxic chromium (VI) ions
in waster water have focused on commercial indicators [232]. Another example
demonstrates a fiber optic sensor for heavy metal ions using immobilized Xylenol Orange
[233].
Recently, there has been a focus on crown ethers [128] and macrocyclic
ionophores [234] to provide the transduction elements for metal ion detection. Crown
ethers have had success in achieving selectivity for some metal ion classes, based on
cavity size and type/position of heteroatoms. Crown ethers with only neutral oxygen
donor atoms bind alkali, alkaline earth and some post-transition metal ions. Sulfiir atoms
placed in the crown have afBnity toward soft acid metals such as Hg^\ Pd^* and some
borderline acids like Cu^". Lariat ethers that contain many different types of ligating
groups on the lariat aims are effective cation binders and can also serve to facilitate
transport of the ions through bulk liquid membrane systems. Some of these compoimds
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may exhibit a high degree of cation selectivity [129,130]. Note that these materials alone
do not allow for optical transduction in the visible region without the attachment of a
fluorescent chromophore.
Crown ether-based indicator dyes have been recently synthesized [131] for the
determination of cadmium ions in water, utilizing a mixed micellar solution.
Chromogenic and fluorogenic crown ether compounds for the extraction and
quantification of Hg(n) have also been developed [132] by the same group. Finally,
optical sensors for metal ions using other crown ether dyes doped in polymer membranes
have been constructed by Tunoglu et al. [133].
To date, synthetic work in the Hoffinan group [134-138] and others [139] has
focussed on the development of functionalized porphyrazines that bind metal ions at their
periphery, as well as the core. Porphyrazines (tetraazaporphyrins) are related to
porphyrins by the isoelectronic replacement of the meso CH units in the latter with the
meso N atoms in the former. Due to the in-plane lone-pair electrons of the meso N atoms
being directed away from macrocycle, this replacement allows porphyrazines the
potential to coordinate metal ions at the macrocycle's periphery in addition to the center
cavity. Functionalization of the porphyrazine at the periphery with substituents
containing additional heteroatoms (S, N, O), such as crown ethers, create the additional
sites on the periphery of the molecule for metal binding. Since the types of heteroatoms
and the sizes of these peripheral cavities can be synthetically varied, tailoring of these
metal chelators for particular metal ions (or classes of ions) can be achieved through
synthetic intuition. Such studies have led to the development of star [134,135,138] and
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solitaire [136] porphyrazines, which bind four and one peripheral metal ion, respectively.
Recent work has even demonstrated the ability to synthesize a metal-linked trinuclear
porphyrazine dimer [235].
Previously it was shown that the optical spectra of M[Pz(A4)], where A represents
a peripheral S2O3 crown system, are sensitive to metal binding in these coordination sites
[137]. In addition, we have reported a method to preferentially prepare M[Pz(A„:B4.J]
with n = 4, 3 and 2 (in a trans conformation) where A is widely variable and B is a fused
a,oc'- diisopropyloxy fused benzo ring by using 4,7-diisopropoxy-l,3-diiminoisoindoline
as a 'trans-director' [236]. The porphyrazines corresponding to each value of n show
unique absorption/emission characteristics that, in part, reflect the symmetry of the
molecule, in agreement with theoretical models [237]. Furthermore, the alkoxy
substituents at the a-positions of the fused benzo rings in the 3:1 and trans Pz cause a Qband absorbance shift toward longer wavelengths [238].
Here the spectroscopic characterization of a new family of unsymmetrical
porphyrazines with thioethoxy(ethoxy)ethanol groups appended to the periphery of the
macrocycle, is reported. These compounds, depicted in Figure 1, are of formula
2H[Pz(A„:B4.n)] with n = 4,3 and 2, where A = bis{2-[2-(2hydroxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethylthio} and B = a,a'-diisopropyloxy fused benzo. The
polyetherol arms not only serve to chelate metal ions, but also greatly enhance the
solubilities of these molecules in more polar organic solvents such as alcohols, and even
water. This property makes these neutral macrocycles more compatible with aqueous
enviroimients where they are more likely to be used for metal ion detection. Changing
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the symmetry of the molecules alters the spectral properties in a manner analogous to the
absorbance data previously reported [236]. Varying the molecular symmetry allows one
to keep many of the chemical binding properties inherent in this class of macrocycles, but
shifts the spectral position of the absorbance (and/or fluorescence) bands to potentially
more desirable locations in the visible spectrum.
Spectroscopic changes resulting from metal ion binding were investigated using
ultraviolet-visible absorption and fluorescence measurements. All three of the metal
indicators successfully bound metal ions in polar solution, with varying degrees of
efficiency and selectivity. Trends were observed correlating the number of polyetherol
arms around the macrocycle with the solubility in water and the strength of interaction
with metal ions. For instance, decreasing the number of sidechains at the periphery
diminished the Pzs' ability to trap metal ions as well as lowering its solubility in water,
but in so doing increased the metal binding selectivity. The fact that these compounds
exhibit high extinction coefficients at long wavelength absorbances, and display selective
changes in both their absorption and emission spectra upon binding of certain metal ions,
makes them potentially attractive for use as metal ion indicators in sensor applications.
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6.2. EXPERIMENTAL

6.2.1. METAL ION BINDING

The effect of metal ions on the native absorbance and emission spectra of
compoimds 2, 2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octakis{2-[2-(2hydroxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethylthio}porphyra2ine or "octa-sulfurpolyetherol porphyrazine",
3 (3:l-sulfurpolyetherol porphyrazine) and 4 (fra/ij-sulfiirpolyethercl porphyrazine) were
monitored using a Hitachi U-2000 double beam absorbance spectrophotometer and an
Instruments S. A. FluoroMax-2 spectrofluorometer. All spectra were obtained using
100% ethanol (Quantum Chemical Co.) as the solvent. To gauge the maximum change in
spectra (both absorbance and emission), enough metal ion salts were added to each Pzcontaining solution to create essentially saturated solutions. The test salts used (obtained
from Aldrich) as sources of cations included AgNOj, Pb(N03)2, Cd(N03)2*4H20, CsCl,
and NiCl2-6H20, and were used as purchased. Note that the solubility of these salts in
ethanol varies from one to the other. The effect of the presence of water (introduced with
the addition of some of the cations) was ascertained by studying the result of the addition
of 10 % (v/v) water to the Pz solutions on the spectra.
The absorbance measurements (0.1 cm quartz cuvets) were performed on
solutions containing 0.07 mg/ml (40 pM) (compound 2), 0.35 mg/ml (240 pM) (3) and
0.20 mg/ml (150 |JM) (4) of porphyrazine. The absorbance responses of Mg-centered
versions of 2,3 and 4 to the above cations were also investigated to observe the effects of
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occupation of the intetnal macrocyclic cavity on the optical changes caused by peripheral
metal ion binding.
In a separate experiment, using absorbance spectroscopy, the spectra of 2 in water
were recorded as a function of increasing silver ion concentration. Silver ions were added
in increments to a ca. 68 ppm (42 pM) solution of 2 in water, and the progressive changes
in the spectrum monitored. This was done to help ascertain an apparent limit of detection
for this metal ion in solution, as well as to gauge the binding capacity of the molecule for
this metal ion.

A

similar study was conducted using compound 4 (4.1 |jM in ethanol) and

cadmium ions, in ethanol solution.
Fluorescence emission spectra were obtained by exciting at 350 nm (compounds 2
& 3) or 340 nm (4), the Soret bands, and recording emission from 400 to 900 nm. The Pz
concentrations, m ethanol, were 60,33 and 9 ppm (37 (jM, 23 pM and 7 pM) for
compounds 2,3 and 4, respectively. The measurements were perfomied on Pz solutions
containing large stoichiometric excesses of the metal cations, as described above.

6.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reaction of disodium maleonitriledithiolate (NaiMNT) with 2-[2-(2chloroethoxy)ethoxy]ethanol in refluxing acetone with Nal catalyst [236] affords bis{2[2-(2-hydroxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethylthio}maleonitrile (1) in moderate yield. Subsequent
macrocyclization with magnesium butoxide in refluxing butanol [239] produces the new
pigment, (Mg)octakis[(hydroxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethylthio porphyrazine. Removal of the
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2,3,4

Figure 6.1. The synthetic scheme used to synthesize the octa-sulfurpolyetherol porphyrazine
(2), 3:l-sulfurpolyetherol porphyrazine (3) and trans-sulfiirpolyetherol porphyrazine (4).
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Mg is accomplished by treatment with trifluoroacetic acid, and the free-base porphyrazine
(2) can be purified by column chromatography. Compound 1 can also be cocyclized with
the 4,7-diisopropyloxy-l,3-diiminoisoindoline in a 2:3 stoichiometry to give the
unsymmetrical poiphyrazines 3 and 4, in addition to 2 (as shown in the synthetic scheme;
Figure 6.1). The crude mixture of Mg[Pz(A„:B4.J] is treated with trifluoroacetic acid to
form the free base Pz's, 2H[Pz(A„:B4.J], which are then separated by column
chromatography.
The appended polyetherol moieties on these Pz's greatly enhances their solubility.
All three pigments are freely soluble in common organic solvents including alcohols. As
expected, their solubility in aqueous media increases with the number of peripheral
polyetherol arms. Compoimds 2 and 3, with eight and six polyetherol arms, respectively,
are freely soluble in water. In particular, 2 has the remarkable property of showing a
partition coefficient of ca. 1:5 between water and chloroform. Compound 4, with foiu*
arais, is not water soluble, but is freely soluble in a mixture of 3:7 ethanol/water.
The absorption spectra of the free base pigments 2,3 and 4, are shown in Figures
6.2a, 6.3a and 6.4a, respectively. A 4-fold symmetrical tetraazamacrocycle (such as
Mg[Pz(A4)] with

symmetry) shows a single long-wavelength Q-band transition. The

lower symmetry molecules such as the free-base 2H[Pz(A4)], which has

symmetry,

have split absorption bands because of a loss of the degeneracy of the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals (LUMO's). Compound 2 shows a Q-band absorption with peaks at
648 nm and 716 nm (Figure 6.2a). The absorbance spectra of the unsymmetrical trans
macrocycle (4), also with

symmetry, display a remarkable splitting of the Q-band
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[140] at 656 nm and 794 nm (Figure 6.4a). The Pz in the form 2H[Pz(A3:B)] (3) has
symmetry and the Q-band splitting is not as pronounced, with a strong absorbance band
at 702 nm with shoulders at 656 nm and 743 nm (Figure 6.3a). Finally, the different
macrocycles also show absorption bands between 400 and 550 nm, with intensities that
roughly increase with the number of thioether substituents. These are therefore assigned
to S(n)-TT* transitions.
Although 2 and 3 are freely soluble in water, their absorbance spectra in water
show a red shift and broadening of the Q-band. Pigment 2 in water has a Soret absorption
at 336 nm and a Q-band absorbance band at 680 nm, with lower extinction. The
broadening of the absorbance spectra in water is attributed to aggregation of the
hydrophobic Pz cores.
Phthalocyanines are well known to exhibit fluorescence emission from their first
(S,) and second (Sj) singlet excited states [240]. The observation of Sj emission is
related to the large 8,-82 S^P*

Soret and the Q-bands are separated by about 300 nm,

corresponding to ca. 33 000 cm*'. Pigment 4 shows such dual emission. When excited at
340 nm, it emits strongly from Sj at 424 nm with a second weaker S, emission at 823 nm;
excitation at wavelengths beyond ca. 400 nm gives only S, emission (Figure 6.7).
Interestingly, pigment 2 shows only Sj emission; excitation at 350 nm results only in
emission at 409 nm, and excitation at longer wavelengths gives no emission (Figure 6.5).
The lack of S, emission suggests that the S, excited state rapidly decays through
radiationless transitions of sulfur (n, n*) states, and then to the ground state.
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6.3.1. INTERACTIONS WITH METAL IONS

The response of the UV-visible absorbance spectra of species 2,3 and 4 to the
presence of a variety of metal ions (Ag^, Pb^"^, Cd^"^, Cs"^, Ni^^ is shown in Figures 6.26.4. Ethanol was selected as the solvent for probing these analyte-indicator interactions
because it completely dissolves all of the indicator molecules. However, ethanol provides
only sparing dissolution of the analyte salts CsCl and CdCNOj)!4H2O so small amounts
of water were added for those studies. The presence of small (less than 10% v/v)
amounts of water has no effect on the spectra of any of the macrocycles themselves.
The pigments 2,3 and 4 exhibit distinct spectroscopic changes that vary
significantly with the analyte cation. The selectivity of the analyte-indicator interactions,
as evidenced by the differences between individual spectra, make these molecules appear
to be ideal candidates for use in the transducer layers in optical sensors. Of special
significance is the demonstrated ability to tailor the chemical and electronic properties of
these Pz's via peripheral fimctionalization (for instance, notice that only compound 2
appears to exhibit any significant affinity for the alkali Cs* ion). The polyetherol (A) side
chains incorporate sulfur atoms to aid binding of softer metals. The B moieties alter the
molecular geometry to influence the spectroscopic properties. However, they also lower
the solubility in water and the capacity to bind metal ions (see below). This may not be
detrimental, however, if an additional dimension of selectivity is achieved. In general,
the softer metal ions such as Cd^^ and Ag^ show stronger interactions with the sulfurs
appended to the Pz, which lead to the most distinct optical changes. There is also a
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Figure 6.2. The UV-visible absorption spectroscopy of (a) compound 2 in ethanol (40 |JM, 0.1
cm cuvets); responses to excess (b) Ag* (c) Pb^^, (d) Cd^"*^, (e) Cs"*" and (f) Ni^^ ions in solution.
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Figure 6.3. The UV-visible absorption spectroscopy of (a) compound 3 in ethanol (240 pM, 0.1
cm cuvets); responses to excess (b) Ag*, (c) Pb^"^, (d) Cd^* (e) Cs^ and (f) Ni^* ions in solution.
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Figure 6.4. The UV-visible absorption spectroscopy of (a) compound 4 in ethanol (150 |JM, 0.1
cm cuvets); responses to excess (b) Ag\ (c) Pb^% (d) Cd^% (e) Cs"^ and (f) Ni^" ions in solution.
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notable decrease in the intensities of the n-TT'*' transitions in the presence of these metal
ions. Harder metals such as Cs^ do not interact with the peripheral groups as indicated
by the fact that Cs* causes no optical changes with Pz's 3 and 4, and very little change
with Pz 2.
The fluorescence emission spectra of the porphyrazines also exhibit selectivity
towards metal ions, through changes in intensity. A few metals cause an increase in
emission from the Pz. For example, Pz 2, in the presence of Cd^*, shows an increase in
the intensity of the Sj emission and also exhibits an S, emission, whereas previously it
did not. Presumably, the S, emission increases because the metal ions interact strongly
with the S(n) orbitals, which can then no longer interact with the Pz. In general, emission
increases with the presence of Cd^% Ag"^ and Pb^""; Cs"" produces no change; and Ni^^
quenches the emission.
To estimate the metal ion affinity of macrocycle 2 in aqueous solution, the
binding of silver ions to the Pz was investigated. Figure 6.8 shows the absorbance
spectra of compound 2 while being titrated with increasing concentrations of silver ions.
There are two isosbestic points below 450 nm (one at ca. 445 nm), and a near-isosbestic
at ca. 730 nm, but non-isosbestic behavior is observed in the region of ca. 500 to 700 nm.
This is indicative of multiple metal ions binding to the Pz in a sequential fashion. The
largest optical change occurs at 496 nm: a decrease in absorbance with the addition of
metal ions. The inset shows this decline graphically. Using a 1:1 binding isotherm, a
dissociation constant of Kq ~ 60^M is measured. Note that the pigment concentration
was 42 pM, but a measurable response was observed from below

10 (jM

to over 4 mM
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Figure 6.5. Soret band fluorescence emission spectra of (a) compound 2 in ethanol (37 |jM,
350 nm excitation); spectral responses to excess 0>) Ag^ (c) Pb^% (d) Cd^*, (e) Cs^ and (f) Ni^^
ions in solution. Mset: A (large) Q-band emission (764 nm) is observed only in the presence of
Cd^"^ ions.
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Figure 6.6. Soret band fluorescence emission spectra of (a) compound 3 in ethanol (23 pM,
350 nm excitation); spectral responses to excess ^) Ag*, (c) Pb^% (d) Cd^^ (e) Cs* and (f) Ni^^
ions in solution. Inset; Q-band emissions for the same cations.
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Figure 6.7. Soret band fluorescence emission spectra of (a) compound 4 in ethanol (7 pM, 340
nm excitation); spectral responses to excess (b) Ag^, (c) Pb^^, (d) Cd^"^, (e) Cs" and (f) Ni^^ ions in
solution. Inset: Q-band emissions for the same cations.
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Ag^. This means that while the limit of detection for these cations is not exceptional in
transmission mode measurements of solutions (nearly V*. of the amoimt of analyte cations
as indicator molecules is required to produce an observable response), the dynamic range
(especially at higher silver concentrations) for this indicator is large.
Figure 6.9 demonstrates a similar experiment performed on compound 4 in
ethanol, with the addition of Cd^"*^ ions. The dye concentration used was 4 pM, however
significant changes in the absorbance spectra (at 644 nm) didn't occur until ca. 100 pM
(see inset) cadmium ions were introduced. The afBnity of compound 4 for cadmium ions
is much smaller than the affinity of pigment 2 for silver ions. This is attributable to fewer
peripheral side chains, though molecular geometry may play a role as well. In both
scenarios, the analyte ion loading capacity is well in excess of 1000:1 (analyte.-pigment).
In order to probe the effect of a metal center on the ability of the porphyrazines to
bind metal ions, Mg-centered versions of compounds 2-4 were prepared. The metalated
analogue of 2 was observed to exhibit simpler absorbance spectra, consistent with the
increased symmetry of the Pz, with a Soret absorbance peak at 365 nm and a Q-band
absorbance at 664 nm accompanied by a shoulder at ca. 630 nm. The metalated version
of 3 has peaks at 365 nm and 668 nm, with shoulders on both sides the Q-band at 615 and
700 mn. Mg-4 has peaks at 350, 658 and 751 nm with a single shoulder at 616 nm.
Upon the addition of > 600 pM Cd^^ to a micromolar solution of pigment 2, only a 30 %
decline in absorbance at 668 nm was seen (Figure 6.10). The Mg-containing compounds
3 and 4 showed even smaller changes (Figtures 6.11 and 6.12, respectively); with almost
negligible changes in their absorbance spectra upon the addition of large excesses
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Figure 6.8. Absorbance spectra of compoimd 2 (42 |JM, aqueous) as a function of silver ion
concentration. Spectra represent the addition of0,42, 83, 125,167 and 208 |JM Ag*. Arrows
indicate an overall loss in absorbance with increasing metal ion concentration at the three
selected wavelengths. Inset: Plot of absorbance loss at 496 nm as a function of [Ag*^.
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Figure 6.9. Absorbance spectra of compound 4 (4.1 pM in ethanol) as a fimction of cadmium ion
concentration. Spectra represent the addition of 81, 159,306,630,902, 1136,1338 and 1515
|JM Cd^"^. Arrows indicate trends in peak shape/position with increasing metal ion concentration.
Inset: Plot of absorbance loss at 644 nm as a fimction of [Cd^*^. Maximum changes include a
loss in absorbance of0.374 a.u. at 644 nm, and a gain in absorbance of 0.347 a.u. at 686 nm, over
the metal ion concentration range studied.
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(>1000:1 stoichiometry) of cadmiimi ions. This result demonstrates that the Mg center in
these compounds creates sufGcient symmetry in the molecules to render ineffective (in
altering the absorbance spectra) the interactions of metal ions (such as Cd^^ with the
peripheral groups of the Pzs. It may also be possible that the electron-withdrawing nature
of the central metal reduces the donating ability of the peripheral sulfur atoms, rendering
them ineffective for metal ion binding in solution.
The distinct changes seen in response to the peripheral binding of several metal
cations make compoimds 2-4 useful template molecules for our 'next-generation'
materials that will have more fully optimized metal binding characteristics. The
demonstrated tailorability of the chelation and optical properties of these macrocycles
offer insight into the realm of poryphorazine peripheral modification for the optical
transduction of metal ions. The increased solubility, in addition to the selectivity
exhibited by these indicators, makes them potentially useful in real-world applications.
Only the presence of metals (eg. Mg) at the core of the macrocycles (introduced during
synthesis) appears to have a detrimental effect on the ion-sensitive spectroscopy of these
compounds. For compounds 2-4, the majority of metal ion-pigment binding interactions
are thought to be peripheral; due to the high metal ion concentrations that are able to
cause optical responses in the dyes. These interactions are weak and hence likely to be
reversible, which is a requirement of many kinds of chemical sensors.

6.4. CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 6.10. Spectra of Mg-centered compound 2 (in ethanol) with addition of Cd^*^ (large molar
excess) to solution. Arrow indicates trend observed with increasing [Cd^^.
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Figure 6.11. Spectra of Mg-centered compound 3 (in ethanol) with addition of Cd^^ (large molar
excess) to solution.
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excess) to solution.
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Molecules that show changes in their absorption and/or emission properties upon
metal ion binding may be useful in optical sensors. The optical detection of metal ions is
simple, fast and inexpensive, hence is attractive for many industrial applications. To do
this, a chelating dye is required that interacts reversibly and selectively to a particular
metal ion, or class of ions. These dyes must also be soluble in solvents that the metal
ions are likely to be present in (eg. aqueous), or at least the matrix (sol-gel [90,91] or
organic polymer [7]) in which the indicator is to be entrapped. The latter property aids
the processibility of the compound, in terms of sensor construction.
The peripherally-modified porphyrazines synthesized and spectroscopically
investigated in this work represent a unique class of selective metal ion chelators that
absorb/emit in the visible. Solubility in polar media (alcohols and water) aids the
quantification of the metal-macrocycle interactions in solution. In addition, these
molecules are readily sol-gel compatible. The apparent ease of tailoring of the chemical
and spectroscopic properties of these Pz's through side-group variation allows continuing
studies to focus on the development of a next generation of indicator compounds for the
targeting of particular metal cations with similar selectivity characteristics but greater
sensitivity.
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CHAPTER?
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

7.1. SUMMARY
Novel transducer layer materials, that have been demonstrated to be effective for
the optical detection of the target analytes, water vapor and aqueous isopropyi alcohol,
have been used in conjunction with planar integrated optical waveguide (lOW) platforms
to create sensitive and fast-response ATR-based chemical sensors. Only through detailed
investigations into the properties of various indicators can a chemical sensor be prepared
successfully utilizing this platform. The lOW allows very thin indicator films (ca. 100
nm thick) to be probed with a high degree of sensitivity. Typical considerations for the
construction of a transducer layer are discussed in Chapter 1. In addition, due to the
thinness of the indicator fihns, response times for these sensors are typically on the order
of seconds. These sensors are useful in both solution and gas phase applications, and
show good response reproducibility and stability.
The versatility of sol-gel materials processing allows for the construction of the
high optical quality fihns required for both the waveguiding and indicator layers in an
lOW sensor. The sensing layer is several times thinner, has a lower refi'active index and
is much more porous than the densified waveguiding layer. In addition, the (extrinsic)
sensing layers contain an indicator dopant, which is colorimetrically responsive to the
analyte of interest. ORMOSILs are typically employed as the host material to enhance
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the porosity (lesser degree of crosslinking) and the hydrophobicity (in the case of the IPA
sensor in Chapter 4 and the water vapor sensor in Chapter 3) of the transducer layer. For
the IPA sensor, the organic functionality introduced into the sol-gel matrix may
potentially pre-concentrate the analyte into the transducer layer (note that the same can be
said for the indicator itself, however). In the case of the humidity sensor, the methyl
groups present in the host material decrease the likelihood of analyte hydrogen bonding
with the silanols on the surface; increasing the probability of interaction with the
indicator. It is the combination of sol-gel processing with lOW optics that allows the
fabrication of sensors with superior response, selectivity and sensitivity characteristics
over other current technologies (typically gravimetric or conductometric devices).
To use the lOW sensing platfoim effectively, indicator-analyte interactions must
first be investigated. These interactions can be strongly matrix dependent, hence the
properties must be investigated in both solution and sol-gel. Not only are the strength of
interaction and magnitude of optical change upon interaction of interest, but also the
selectivity of the indicator-analyte interaction. A strong interaction (for example, one
involving the breaking of bonds and the formation of new bonds) can potentially lead to
larger optical perturbations in the indicator absorbance spectrum, however may be
irreversible. Irreversibility is a condition detrimental to on-line, continuous monitoring
sensors. Finally, the selectivity of a particular indicator-analyte interaction can dictate the
likelihood of potential interferent species (see Chapter 6).
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7.1.1. PREVENTION OF INDICATOR LEACHING FROM SOL-GELS

Indicator leaching from doped sol-gels represents a significant obstacle in the use
of these materials for solution phase sensing applications (see Chapter 1). In an effort to
minimize indicator losses from doped sol-gels, small molecular weight (< 1000 Da)
indicators were modified with macromolecular carriers. The extent of leaching of dyes of
varying molecular mass, following encapsulation into hydrated sol-gel monoliths
prepared from tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS), was investigated. Dye modification of a
water soluble phthalocyanine with poly(ethylene glycol) side chains (2000 MW) reduced
leaching relative to the unmodified dye, but significant losses were still observed.
Monoliths doped with fluorescein modified with dextrans of higher molecular weight
were investigated in an attempt to determine the minimum size necessary for dye
retention. In comparison to monoliths doped with unmodified fluorescein, attachment to
a dextran carrier significantly decreased the extent of dye leaching. However, even a
70,000 MW carrier was not sufficient to prevent some loss of dye. In contrast, no
leaching of myoglobin (18,000 MW) occurred, which shoes that when the entrapped
molecule has a organized tertiary structure, diffusion within the pores is eliminated.
Malachite green and its dextran conjugate were used to examine the effect of electrostatic
interactions on leaching. Minimal loss of both the dye and the conjugate was observed,
which indicates that when a favorable interaction between the dye and sol-gel matrix
exists, attachment to a macromolecular carrier may not be necessary to prevent leaching.
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7.1.2. HUMIDITY DETECTION BY OPTICAL MEANS

The rapid and reversible detection of water vapor in otherwise inert process gas
streams (e.g. Ar, Nj) and low pressure environments is an economically significant
problem, particularly in semiconductor manufacturing where water represents an
unwanted source of oxygen. Currently, mass spectrometry techniques are commonly
used for trace water vapor detection in the process gas streams. Although these
techniques have the desired ppb sensitivity under appropriate conditions, they are costly
to proliferate at multiple sites or over several process streams. Inexpensive sensors which
respond rapidly and reversibly to changes in trace water vapor concentration are clearly
needed.
A sol-gel derived lOW platform was successfully used to probe two very different
transducer layers, to form the optical humidity sensors described in Chapters 3 and S.

a. ERYTHROSIN B DOPED SOL-GEL SENSING FILM (Chapter 3)

The indicator erythrosin B was entrapped in a thin sol-gel film (thickness ca. 100
nm) prepared from methyltriethoxysilane, dimethyldiethoxysilane, and tetraethoxysilane.
This dye exhibits an increase in absorbance in the presence of liquid or gaseous water.
The sol-gel layer containing the dye was deposited onto a sol-gel derived, single mode
planar waveguide. Outcoupled light intensity measurements (at 514.5 nm) over a range
of water vapor concentrations (in a nitrogen gas stream) yielded a response over a wide
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range of relative humidity (<1% to ca. 70%) at room temperature. Response and reversal
times were less than a minute, which may make this sensor attractive for real time
monitoring applications.

b. STARCH/AMYLOSE-IODINE INDICATOR FILMS (Chapter 5)

The indicator starch-iodine complex was prepared as a concentrated aqueous
solution (not a sol-gel) and deposited on the surface of an 10W. This indicator film
exhibits a golden-brown color when dry but becomes blue upon exposure to moisture.
This dramatic reaction is fast and reversible. Outcoupled Ught from the waveguide layer
provided intensity measurements (at 632.8 nm) for different concentrations of gaseous
water. A detection limit below 0.2% relative humidity (RH) in nitrogen gas was realized,
with response and reversal times under a minute. A calibration curve extending from
below 1% to over 80% RH at room temperature was constructed, though problems with
sensor response reproducibility were observed over time. Various amylose-iodine film
preparations were investigated in order to enhance sensor longevity. Sol-gel
incompatibility makes these sensing films mechanically less durable, but easily removed
and re-applied to the waveguide surface.

7.1.3. OPTICAL DETECTION OF ISOPROPANOL IN WATER

Isopropanol (IPA) is a commonly used solvent in the semiconductor industry to
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dehydrate wafers after aqueous cleaning operations. There is an urgent need for the
development of sensors for this organic compound in waste water, for which a low-cost,
sensitive, fast-response sensor is required.
The polarity sensitive indicator methyl red was entrapped in a thin sol-gel film
(thickness ca. 40 lun) prepared firom a methyltriethoxysilane precursor. The dye appears
red in aqueous solution but orange in EPA. The solvatochromic change observed upon
exposure of methyl red-doped sol-gels, pre-soaked in water, to EPA is accompanied by a
ca. 2-fold increase in absorbance. A sol-gel layer containing the indicator was deposited
onto a single-mode planar waveguide. Outcoupled intensity measurements (at 488 nm)
over a range of IPA concentrations in water yielded a response curve extending firom 0 to
100 % EPA. An apparent detection limit of 0.02 % v/v IPA/water (160 ppm) was found.
Response and reversal times were less than a minute, which makes this sensor useful for
on-line measurements.

7.1.4. SELECTIVE QUANTIFICATION OF METAL IONS USING
SUBSTITUTED PORPHYRAZINE INDICATORS

In addition to the fabrication of lOW sensors capable of taking advantage of
colorimetric changes of indicator species, more fundamental work was performed
investigating the unique metal binding capabilities of a new class of chelators that are
potentially useful in these sensors. The complete synthesis and characterization of three
novel peripherally-functionalizedporphyrazines (Pz's) was described. These model
compounds of the fonn 2H[Pz(A„:B4.J], where A and B symbolize functional groups
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fused directly to the 3-positions of the pyrroles, exhibit selective interactions with many
different metal ions in solution. The interactions of these compounds with metal ions
were monitored by UV-visible absorption as well as fluorescence spectroscopies. The
modified porphyrazines exhibit dramatic changes in the visible region (both absorbance
and fluorescence) in response to several ionic metal species, which are often particular to
that metal. This property represents a significant development in the optimization of such
metal ion indicators toward truly selective interactions, for application in optical chemical
sensors.

7.2. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The work described in this dissertation shows how the combination of planar
lOW optics and sol-gel materials chemistry can be used to construct gas and solution
phase chemical sensors that have ready application to real world problems; for analytes
that are challenging to optically quantify, requiring extrinsic means. Some of the major
challenges associated with the sensor construction include the design and fabrication of
the transducer layers, both fi'om a materials standpoint and in terms of chemical
interactions within them. To initiate the sensor development, investigations into
indicator-analyte interactions must be performed to discover a viable candidate. The
discovery of suitable indicators for particular applications, the optimization of their
'sensing' properties, as well as their successful implementation into tailored sol-gel
matrices, all represent significant obstacles in the fabrication of these sensors. It is
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intended that the work described in Appendices A, C and D serve as a 'first step' to the
characterization of novel indicators, for potential use in optical sensors. Each work
represents a unique chemical system with investigations that have led to the discovery of
unique properties that have implications in the field of optical chemical sensing. In
addition, fiuther insight into molecular and materials issues of sol-gels is gained through
fimdamental investigations into these host materials (Appendix B) and the molecular
probes within them (Appendices A and D). This knowledge can be extended to other,
similar systems, each with its own avenue of further research. Some of these directions
are described at the end of the chapters in addition to the appendices.
From the sensing platform perspective, the single biggest advancement in
technology would come from the implementation of a broadband planar 10W [32,192],
allowing true spectroscopy to be performed in a very sensitive fashion. This would
permit, for example, one to take fiill advantage of the metal ion-selective spectroscopies
of the porphyrazines discussed in Chapter 6.
Some specific work which should be addressed include studies of the effect of
using various ORMOSIL host materials on the extraction efGciency of organic
compounds fi'om aqueous solution (see Chapter 4). For instance, C-2 versus C-18
modified silica surfaces may not only affect the indicator retention, but also the
preconcentration of analyte inside the transducer layer. In addition, it is believed that a
slower hydrolysis (using less acid catalyst) could improve the properties of the sensor
described in Chapter 4. A slower hydrolysis (and condensation) of the sol-gel can result
in a 'templating' of the network around the indicator, thus establishing an optimal pore
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size for retention. This may, however, decrease the response efiBciency of the indicator
layer.
From the sensors described in Chapter S, it is apparent that starch-iodine is a
potentially useful indicator for the visible detection of water vapor. Further
characterization of this material, and its incorporation (i.e. the amylose-iodine) into a
suitable host polymer matrix (providing chemical stability and durability), could result in
the development of a marketable device.
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APPENDIX A

PREVENTION OF INDICATOR LEACHING BY COVALENT ATTACHMENT
OF FLUORESCEIN TO A FOURTH-GENERATION PAMAM DENDRIMER

A.I. INTRODUCTION

Dendrimers are highly organized nanoscale compounds that consist of a group of
highly branched macromolecules that emanate from a central core and at the periphery
become more dense with increasing generation number. The large size and the
controllable peripheral functionality make dendrimers useful as building blocks for larger
nano- and mesoscopic assemblies in solution [241-243]. So-called Starburst PAMAM
dendrimers consist of branched networks based on the poly(amidoamine) unit. The
fourth generation PAMAM dendrimer has 64 primary amino groups on the periphery,
while the core remains largely hydrophobic. Miklis et al. [243] demonstrated how an
organic indicator, Bengal Rose, could be immobilized inside the core of a peripherally
substitued (with Boc) PAMAM, without covalent bonding. The surface Boc groups were
shown to prevent escape of the dye from the hydrophobic interior of the dendrimer. In
this work is described a method for the covalent attachment of fluorescein (using the
amine-reactive isothiocyanate form, FITC) to the periphery of a fourth generation
PAMAM dendrimer (MW ca. 14,215). The incorporation of the labeled dendrimer
'macromolecule' into TMOS sol-gel monoliths was shown to significantly hinder
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leaching of the dye into aqueous buffer solution (see Chapter 2). This observation has an
important impact on the use of dendrimers, in combination with sol-gel materials, in
chemical sensing applications. Such hybrid organic-inorganic composites, to our
knowledge, have never been reported.
The sol-gel network (usually with a hydrophilic surface) has already been shown
to provide a porous, high optical quality host matrix for organic dopants; suitable for
optical chemical sensor transducer layers. Dendrimers, with indicators covalently
attached at the periphery or immobilized within their cores, and encapsulated in these
polymer matrices, have the potential to be used in aqueous solution for the detection of
organic compounds. The hydrophobic cores [244]of the dendrimers can be thought to
partition and pre-concentrate the organic materials inside the gel, for ready quantification
(through an optical response) by the co-immobilized dye. The first step taken towards
identifying the usefulness of these compounds for solution-phase chemical sensing, was
to test the leaching of the indicator-labeled dendrimers from doped sol-gel monoliths, in a
fashion similar to work described in Chapter 2.

A.2. FITC-LABELED PAMAM

Fluorescein-5-isothiocyanate (FITC, Molecular Probes) was covalently attached
to the periphery of a fourth-generation Starburst (cascade) PAMAM dendrimer (Aldrich)
by standard procedures [154]. To briefly summarize, 0.150 ml of 10 mg/ml solution of
FITC (in DMF) was added to a stirring solution of 10 mg of dendrimer in 1.00 ml of 0.2
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M carbonate buffer, pH 9.0. The mixture (apparent labeling ratio of ca. 5.5:1,
fluorescein:PAMAM,

assuming 100% reaction efficiency) was allowed to stir for 2.5

hours at room temperature, yielding an orange solution. The labeled dendrimer was
collected by gel filtration using Sephadex G-10 (Aldrich) filled column (30 x 300 mm)
equilibrated with 0.2 M phosphate buffer of pH 6.2 (used in subsequent sol-gel
preparation).

A.3. PREPARATION OF TMOS SOL-GEL MONOLITHS / INIFINITE
VOLUME LEACHING

Sol-gel monoliths of TMOS containing immobilized FITC-PAMAM and
fluorescein disodium salt (Eastman) were prepared as described in Chapter 2 (duplicates
of each), and let age for two days at 4°C prior to leaching. Infinite volume leaching (see
Chapter 2) was performed by soaking the monoliths separately in pH 9.0, 0.2 M
carbonate buffer. UV-visible absorbance spectra (Hitachi U-2000) were acquired
periodically by withdrawing the gels fix)m solution, then replacing them following the
measurement.

A.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both the fluorescein and the FITC-Labeled PAMAM dendrimer (labeling ratio ca.
5.5; I) dopants were immobilized in TMOS monoliths at similar dye concentrations, as
shown in Figure A.1 (assuming negligible differences in absorptivities of the free and
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bound fluoresceins). From Figure A.2 it is evident that the fluorescein dye leaches
essentially to completion after only 1500 minutes (25 hours) of monolith soaking.
However, the FITC-PAMAM absorbance simply reaches a plateau after the same amount
of time (Figure A.3), as the pH exchange of porous solution inside the gel with the
leachate buffer is characterized by a solvatochromic change in the fluorescein dye (see
Chapter 2). The pH 9.0 buffer was selected to conduct leaching experiments as the
absorptivity of fluorescein is not fixed below a pH of 8 [155]. This relatively high pH is
not detrimental to the optical transparency of the sol-gels for the duration of the
experiments (ca. eight days), but may be responsible for at least partial deprotonation of
the unconjugated dendrimer primary amine termini. This means that both size and
electrostatic mechanisms could be responsible for the dendrimer retention.
In order to probe the retention mechanism of the PAMAM, 2.0 M NaCl was
introduced to the leachate solution. This addition of salt was accompanied by a loss
(Figure A.3) of ca. 30% of the labeled dopant, over a period of 5.5 days. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the dendrimer (~ 59 positive charges per labeled molecule at neutral
pH) is to some extent electrostatically adsorbed to the porous intemal surfaces of the solgel monolith, but it is the combination of this electrostatic interaction with the sol-gel
surface and the physical size of the PAMAM helps to immobilize it in the gel pores.
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Figure A.I. Absorbance spectra of (A) fluorescein in pH 6.2 buffer
0.654 a.u.) and (B) FITC-labeled PAMAM dendrimer in pH 6.2 buffer
= 0.635 a.u.), prior to entrapment in sol-gel monoliths.
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Figure A.2. Leaching of fluorescein from a TMOS sol-gel monolith into pH 9.0 buffer
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Figure A.3. Leaching of FITC-labeled PAMAM dendrimer (fourth generation, labeling
ratio ca. 5:1) from TMOS monoUth into pH 9.0 buffer solution (0.2 M, carbonate). The
addition of 2.0 M NaCl (A) results in ca. 30 % loss over a 5.5 day period. Note minimal
losses during initial 2000 minute (33 hour) period.
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A.5. CONCLUSIONS

The covalent attachment of FITC to the periphery of a fourth generation PAMAM
dendrimer, followed by its immobilization inside a sol-gel, yields a new type of
organically modified sol-gel material. These organic-inorganic hybrid materials can
potentially find applications in solution phase chemical sensing. For instance, the model
dye used here, fluorescein, is a well characterized pH sensitive fluorophore. The fact
that the leaching of such a small (low molecular weight) indicator molecule can be
significantly reduced through its association with a dendrimer, provides the first
important step towards its use in chemical sensors. More interestingly, the dendrimers
provide the sol-gel composite with additional unique chemical properties that may prove
useful in the extraction of organic or ionic species firom aqueous solution.
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APPENDIX B

COMPARISON OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TEOS AND TMOS SOLGEL DERIYED MONOLITHS

Due to the difTerences in precursor and processing conditions, it is expected that
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS)-derived sol-gel monoliths may have different physical and
chemical properties than their TMOS counterparts, which were described in Chapter 2.
More precisely, it is hypothesized that TEOS sol-gels should have larger pores, a higher
pore volume and greater surface hydrophobicity. The largest contributing factor to these
property differences is expected to be the presence of the unhydrolyzed ethoxy groups in
TEOS gels, as opposed to methoxy groups present on the surfaces of TMOS-derived gels.
These differences may have important repercussions on the use of these materials in
chemical sensor transducer layers. The work described here attempts to address these
issues.

B.L PREPARATION OF TEOS SOL-GEL MONOLITHS

Sol-gel monoliths derived from tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) may be prepared in
a manner analogous to the fabrication of TMOS bulks described in Chapter 2, however,
due to the slow hydrolysis of this precursor, the preparation involves sonication. TEOS,
HjO and 0.048 M HCl andpH 6.2 buffer solution were combined in the volume ratios of
32% siHcon alkoxide, 6.6% Type 1 Reagent Grade water (Bamstead Nanopure, 18.2
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MQ/cm), 3.4% 0.05 M aqueous HCl and 58% 0.2 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.2), as before.
However, after combining the precursor, water and dilute acid, the mixture was sonicated
for 50 minutes with mechanical mixing at 10 minute intervals to achieve hydroysis
(quiescent, this can require several days). After the hydrolysis, the buffer was added and
the sol allowed to gel in 1 cm acrylate cuvets. Note that when a dye is incorporated into a
gel, the dye solution is prepared in 0.2 M phosphate buffer and added as a portion of the
58% (v/v) phosphate buffer. The total volume of the components per cuvet is 3.1 ml
(assimiing no change upon mixing and gelation).

B.2.

PORE SIZE AND TOTAL POROSITY

In order to compare the TMOS and TEGS derived sol-gel host matrices, it was
necessary to compare three main characteristics; the average pore size, the total pore
volume and the chemical nature of the pore interior (eg. hydrophobicity/hydrophylicity),
inside the gels. TEM (S. Seraphin, University of Arizona), SEM and AFM (P. Lee,
University of Arizona) techniques proved inadequate at locating the pores, (estimated at
ca. 10 run in diameter [110], by gas adsorption on the surface of ca. 1 mm thick films
prepared from these same recipes). Figure B.l shows typical AFM and TEM
micrographs of the surface morphology, indicating that they are quite smooth
macroscopically.
To probe the differences in total porosity, the densities of the TMOS and TEGS-
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derived monoliths were compared. The aged (48 hours) monoliths were soaked in pH 7
buffer (0.2 M, phosphate) for a period of 3 days, following which they were withdrawn
from solution and subject to air-drying under ambient conditions (2S°C, 22 % RH) for an
additional period of 2.5 days, to convert the sol-gels into 'xerogels'. Using this slow
drying scheme, the monoliths did not crack. As can be seen from Figure B.2, this drying
period was sufficiently long to allow the final densities to stabilize. Note that this does
not mean that all of the porous water has been removed, in fact it has been shown [110]
that temperatures of several hundreds of degrees Celsius are required to remove surface
bound water from silica. This was confirmed by performing successive DSC scans on
sol-gel samples. Following heating to 600°C, endothemiic water peaks at ca. 130°C were
still observed in all gel samples, though smaller in area (by ca. 3-fold) than in the initial
scan. Here, the data is presented only as a means to compare the two recipes.
It was found that by drying the monoliths in the fashion mentioned above, 77 %
of the total mass was lost in the TMOS case, compared to 81 % for the TEOS monoliths.
In addition, the monoliths contracted to ca. one-eighth of their original (wet) size. The
final densities were 1.61 g/ml for the TMOS case, and 1.57 g/ml for TEOS 'xerogels'.
Note that the densities were calculated from measurements of the final masses and
volumes of the monoliths, volimies being obtained by water-displacement. Upon the reimmersion of the dried gels into water, capillary forces caused the monoliths to break
apart, quite violently. This gel degradation upon water infiision required typically 3

minutes for the TEOS monoliths, but closer to 5 minutes in the case of TMOS. These
observations together allow one to conclude, qualitatively, that both the pore volume and
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Figure B.2. Plots of sol-gel monolith mass as a function of ambient drying for TMOS
(A) and TEOS (B) sol-gels. Final densities are 1.62 g/tnl and 1.57 g/ml, respectively.
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the average pore size in TEOS gels is larger than in TMOS monoliths (or, alternatively,
TEOS gels may have a lower pore tortuosity). This is an expected result, given the larger
size of the ethoxy groups in the TEOS precursor, relative to the methoxy substituents in
TMOS (some of which remain unhydrolyzed in the final gel network). Figure B.3 shows
an FTIR spectrum of a dried TEOS sol-gel (as a KBr pellet), showing a distinct water
peak at 3482 cm ', and residual Si-O-Et peaks.

B.3. PORE ENVIRONMENT AS PROBED BY NiPc

The dye nickel (II) phthalocyanine tetrasulfonic acid, NiPc, is sensitive to solvent
polarity through changes in its aggregation state. In solvents of lower polarity, the
monomer form is predominant. In more polar solvents (such as water), cofacial stacking
(dimers) of the molecules results in a characteristic broad aggregate spectrum [240]. The
absorbance spectra of these two forms are shown in Figure B.4A. Figure B.4B illustrates
the transition from monomer to aggregate form, monitored by additions of water to a
solution of NiPc in DMSO in the concentration range between 20 and 70 % (v/v) water,
where the spectroscopic changes were found to be most pronounced.
NiPc was entrapped into TMOS and TEOS sol-gel monoliths, at a concentration
of approximately 20 jiM in the gel. Following a 2-day aging period, the gels were
submerged in 'infinite-volumes' of water (see Chapter 2). Figure B.5 shows the effect of
dye leaching from the TMOS and TEOS sol-gels on the monolith spectra. Leaching, in
both cases, is essentially to completion. The 'monomer' peak occurs at 662 tmi and the
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Fig B.4. A. Spectra of 5 ppm NiPc in DMSO (A, 671 nm) and water (B, 627 nm). B.
Spectra of 28 ppm NiPc in DMSO with 20-70 % (v/v) water present. Arrows indicate
trends in peak growth/reduction with increasing concentrations of water.
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Figure B.5. Leaching ofNiPc from TEOS monolith into water, absorbance spectra
acquired at 0,2,4,6, 8, 21,45 and 69 hours. Arrow indicates the loss of concentration of
indicator in the sol-gel over time.
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'aggregate' peak at 622 nm in the gels (Figure B.5). In the TMOS case, a predominantly
aggregated NiPc spectrum is observed throughout the entire leaching process (not
shown). This is not the case for the TEOS gels, where a significant monomeric
component is observed in the early stages of the leaching. In the later stages of leaching,
the aggregate form is dominant in both monoliths, however. This observation is
explained by the initial porous solvent environment differences in the TMOS and TEOS
gels. A major component of the porous solution is the hydrolysis product of the
precursor: methanol and ethanol in the cases of TMOS and TEOS, respectively. The
aqueous ethanol, being less polar than methanol, is present at a high enough
concentration to be able to convert some of the aggregates into monomers. Methanol (in
TMOS gels) is not significantly less polar than water to effect this same change. Note
that the solvent exchange (extraction of the alcohol from the sol-gel pores into leachate
solution) occurs significantly faster than the dye leaching. This can be explained not only
on the basis of size differences between the alcohols and the dye (the smaller the
molecule the higher its mobility), but also the higher concentration gradient of the alcohol
relative to the indicator dopant, within the gel. Experiments on phthalocyanine
aggregation inside sol-gels have been performed by Fuqua etaL[\6\]. It can be
concluded that the pore solution has more of an effect on the environment (in terms of
hydrophobicity) of immobilized NiPc, than do the unhydrolyzed surface alkoxide
moieties.
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APPENDIX C

ALUMINUM 23-NAPHTHALOCYANINE CHLORIDE AS AN INDICATOR
FOR TREBUTYL PHOSPHATE

C.l. INTRODUCTION

Tributyl phosphate (TBP) is a lanthanide/actiiiide chelator that is of importance to
the nuclear industry for the enrichment of plutonium and uranium (in the Purex process),
where it is typically found in 10 % (v/v) levels in cyclohexane [245]. The oxygen atom
of the TBP is known to coordinate to these metals to form adducts or solvates, one of the
best characterized being U02(N03)2. The detection of TBP in water finds application in
nuclear nonproliferation investigations.
Due to the low vapor pressure of TBP, ca. 0.007 torr at 25°C (b.p. - 290°C), a
vapor sensor is not feasible for this compound. TBP is only sparingly soluble in water;
where the mole fraction at room temperature is ca. 2.8x10"^ (at 25°C, - 0.4 g of TBP is
soluble in one liter of water). Current methods of analysis for TBP include GC, LC,
TLC, IR, UV-vis and titrimetry (acid saturation method).
Of the spectroscopic techniques, IR is most popular. Carbon tetrachloride (CCI4)
is commonly used to extract the TBP from aqueous nitric acid, to perform the analysis.
The useful bands include the 2950 cm ' (asymmetric CH3 stretch), 1280 cm"' (P=0
stretch, doublet) and 1030 cm*' (C-O stretch in the C-O-P linkage) frequencies.

Of these,

the 1280 cm"' band is suitable in quantifying 15 to 30 % levels of TBP, while the 1030
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cm ' band is used for trace analysis. The v(P=0) frequency of the TBP, for instance,
changes upon interaction of the TBP with U02(N03)2, HjO, HONO, etc. It is also
possible to monitor the decomposition products of TBP; the phosphate ion and its various
conjugate acids.
One of the most popular visible region spectroscopic techniques for the analysis
of TBP involves the analysis of phosphorous, using the formation of the molybdenum
blue complex. TBP is extracted with chloroform and decomposed into phosphate with

HCIO4. To this solution is added Na2Mo04 to produce the phosphomolybdate ion, which
may be extracted due to its association with tri-n-octylamine in chloroform. The
phosphorous may be detemiined spectroscopically in quartz UV-vis cuvets at 310 nm,
down to a level of 1 ppm TBP.
A more direct method involves the formation of the common U02(N03)2'2TBP
adduct, in TBP-paraffin hydrocarbon solutions, by measuring the absorbance of the
uranyl complex at 415 nm. Such an interaction is potentially useful in lOW sensors, but
requires the use of a non-polar analyte solutions.

C.2. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

Figure C.l shows the effect of TBP addition on the absorbance spectrum of a
solution of 7.7 ^g/ml aluminum 2,3-naphthalocyanine chloride (AlnPc, Aldrich, FW =
775.22, dye content ~ 80%) in DMSO. The solvent, DMSO, is in many regards similar to
water, but unlike water, is able to solubilize AlnPc. Furthermore, TBP and DMSO are
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Figure C.l. Addition of TBP (0,11, 19,26,32,38 and 42 % v/v) to a solution of AlnPc
in DMSO (~ 10 nM). A. Initial change upon addition of 11 % TBP is a blue shift of 25
nm of the Q-band, from 791 nm to 766 nm. Subsequent additions of TBP result in peak
growths, for example 766 nm (B) and 684 mn (C). Inset: Peak absorbances at 766 nm
(squares) and 684 mn (circles) as a function of TBP concentration.
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miscible, facilitating the characterization of the interaction of TBP with the AlnPc in
solution, in absence of the sol-gel matrix. The first optical change observed with the
addition of 10 % v/v TBP corresponds to a blue-shift of the major peak at 791 nm, to 766
nm. Subsequent additions of TBP to the AlnPc solution cause the absorbance bands to
increase dramatically in intensity. The inset to Figure C.l shows peak growth at 766 tim
(major band) and 684 nm (minor band) followed by the addition of increasing
concentrations of TBP. However, since the detection of trace levels of TBP is warranted,
the spectral effects of additions of 0-2 % (v/v) TBP were also investigated. In this case,
the peak at 791 nm is shown to increase sharply by ca. 1.9-fold (Figure C.2). The blue
shift of this peak was found to occur only after 3 to 9 % TBP was added to the indicator
solution.
The sensitivity of AlnPc to TBP in polar solution is unlike any other compound
tested. Even the aluminum naphthalocyanine fluoride analogue of AlnPc was foimd to
exhibit limited spctroscopic responses to TBP (it is aggregated and sparingly soluble in
DMSO). Unlike the other visible region absorbance-based techniques available today,
the interaction of TBP with AlnPc results in direct quantification in more polar media
than previously reported. In addition, the analysis does not require the use of a
radioactive material.
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Figure C.2. Addition of TBP (0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0,1.2,1.4,1.6,1.8 and 2.0 % v/v)
to a solution of AlnPc in DMSO. Arrows indicate increases in absorbance at 791 nm (A)
and 704 nm (B).
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APPENDIX D

INVESTIGATIONS OF SOL-GEL IMMOBILIZED PAPAIN FOR BIOSENSING
APPLICATIONS

D.l. INTRODUCTION

To date, there has been extensive literature published on the entrapment of
proteins and enzymes in sol-gel matrices. Sol-gel immobilized enzymes have, for
instance, the ability to be used in biosensing applications [246]. Due to the specificity of
substrate binding to the active site of an enzyme, the selectivity of biosensors remains
unparalleled. It has already been observed that proteins of even a few kilodaltons are
well retained in sol-gels exposed to potentially leaching solution environments (see
Chapter 2). Furthermore, the host material has been found to stabilize the tertiary
structure of these biological molecules, preventing denaturation of the protein-doped solgels during exposure to hostile environments; including organic solvents, strong acids
and the gas phase [247,248]. Of more fundamental interest are studies focused on
characterizing the internal porous environment of the sol-gel host, and the chemical
interactions of this host matrix with the biological guest [88,108,156]. To this end, the
work described here deals with the immobilization of the proteolytic enzyme, papain, in
TMOS sol-gel monoliths.
Papain is an enzyme isolated from papaya fruit with a molecular weight of 23
kDa. It is a cysteine protease where the Cysteine 25 residue is the active site nucleophile.
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It is this thiol in the active site that allows the protein to be labeled with the
environmentally sensitive fluorophore, acrylodan [249,250], a thiol-reactive analogue of
prodan. The labeling of the protein at the active site provides spectroscopic details about
the chemical stability and structural changes associated with the enzyme entrapment in
the sol-gel. The enzyme active site not only serves as the key site of biological activity,
but, in the case of the acrylodan label, can provide a more chemically shielded
environment for the fluorophore (relative to free acrylodan). For this reason, in order to
evaluate differences between the chemical environment probed from within the active site
of the enzyme in a sol-gel, and the porous sol-gel environment as detected by 'free'
acrylodan (in absence of the surrounding protein), acrylodan was entrapped in sol-gel
hosts to serve as a control. However, due to the ability of this indicator to leach from
TMOS sol-gel monoliths, the acrylodan had to be first covalently bound to
poly(ethyleneglycol) (PEG) chains (ca. 3400 Da, terminated with thiol groups), prior to
entrapment in the sol-gels (similar to Chapter 2). Subsequent to the entrapment, the
emission spectroscopies of acrylodan-labeled PEG and papain molecules could be
compared as a function of monolith soaking, in various solution environments.
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D.2. EXPERIMENTAL

D.2.1. LABELING OF PAPAIN AND PEG WITH ACRYLODAN

Prior to labeling, it was necessary to first 'activate' the papain. This was done by
standard procedures [251], using a combination of 2-mercaptoethanol (0.06 M), EDTA
(0.01 M) and cysteine-HCl hydrate (0.05M) in aqueous solution with the papain at a
concentration of 1.0 mg/ml. The protein was stirred in the activating solution for one
hour at 4 "C. A Sephadex G-25 gel size-exclusion colunm (Aldrich, 100-5000 MW
firacticning) of 30 cm length and one inch in diameter was used to purify the product.
To the activated papain, an eight-fold molar excess of acrylodan (dissolved in
acetonitrile) was added, and the solution stirred under N2 for 12 hours at room
temperature. The acrylodan-labeled papain was purified by dialysis using 6000-8000
MWCO tubing (Spectrum) in a solution of 99 % v/v pH 7 buffer (0.02 M, phosphate) and
1% acetonitrile. The acetonitrile was introduced since the unreacted acrylodan is
insoluble in aqueous solution. Aiter three days, the dialysis solution was replaced with
pure buffer. The entire dialysis process required six days, with two solution changes per
day. The theoretical labeling ratio for this procedure is ca. 30 % [251] (This can be
obtained from an absorbance spectrum of the product, for instance prodan (the
predecessor of acrylodan) has a molar absorptivity of 12,800 M"'cm'' at 365 nm, whereas
papain does not have an absorbance band at that wavelength.)
The 3400 MW dithiol PEG (Shearwater Polymers) was labeled with acrylodan
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using a procedure similar to the papain. No activation was necessary, and a two-fold
molar excess of the indicator (dissolved in acetonitrile) was reacted with the polymer in a
degassed aqueous solution, with stirring under Nj at 4 °C. The mixture was dialyzed
against pH 7 (0.02 M) phosphate buffer and acetonitrile (9:1) inside 1000 MWCO tubing
(Spectrum) for two days, before changing to pure buffer for the subsequent four days.
The purification procedure required a total of six days and 12 solution changes.

D.2.2. PREPARATION OF TMOS SOL-GEL MONOLITHS

The preparation of the sol-gel monoliths is described by Edmiston et al. [122]. To
siunmarize, tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS), water and 0.048 M HCl were combined in
the volume ratios 69:15.4:1, and sonicated for IS minutes in an ice bath. After the
hydrolysis, the buffer solution (pH 7,0.02 M phosphate) containing the polymer or
protein to be entrapped was added as part of 46 % (by volume) of the final gelling
mixture in which the remaining 54 % was the above hydrolyzed TMOS sol. The sol was
allowed to gel in disposable acrylate cuvets. The concentrations of both the acrylodanlabeled enzyme and polymer were ca. 0.1 ^M in acrylodan after entrapment. The sol-gel
monoliths were aged at 4 °C for 48 hours prior to soaking in various solutions.

D.2.3. MONOLITH EXPOSURE TO SOLUTION ENVIRONMENTS

Sol-gel monoliths containing the immobilized acrylodan-labeled papain and PEG
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were subject to soaking in solutions of buffer (pH 2, 5, 7, 9 and 11), acetonitrile (100%),
methanol (100%) and guanidine-HCl (1-7 M). These experiments were carried out only
after a two-day aging period followed by a two-day immersion period in pH 7 buffer (to
achieve complete solvent exchange and extract the leachable fraction of protein or
polymer from the sol-gel). Fluorescence emission spectra of the doped monoliths
(prepared in duplicates) were obtained as a function of soaking time, using an Instruments
S. A. FluoroMax-2 spectrofluorometer, by periodically removing the monoliths from
solution and placing them back into cuvets. Upon acquisition of the spectra, the sol-gels
were returned to the solution environments.

D.3. RESULTS AlVD DISCUSSION

It was observed that the acrylodan-labeled polymer is soluble in water, acetonitrile
and methanol. In contrast, the acrylodan-labeled papain is soluble in acetonitrile only at a
concentration not exceeding 36 % v/v acetonitrile in water. In methanol, the solubility
threshold of the protein drops to ca. 20 % v/v methanol in water. However, once
immobilized in the sol-gel matrix, the papain could be subject to exposures to pure
acetonitrile and methanol solutions without evidence of aggregation, and the fluorescence
spectra of the acrylodan emission collected. This observation appears to support the
findings of others [247,248], where the sol-gel host matrix was found able to inhibit
protein denaturation in solution.
Table D.l simimarizes the fluorescence excitation and emission peak wavelengths
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for the acrylodan-Iabeled papain and PEG, as found in solution. From this data, it can be
concluded that the more hydrophobic enviroranent results in a blue shift of the acrylodan
emission.

Table D.l. The effect of solvent on the fluorescence properties of solution-phase
acrylodan-Iabeled PEG and papain.
SOLVENT

PEG-Acrylodan
(excitation/emission')

Papain-Acrylodan
(excitation/emission')

pH 7 buffer

394 nm / 523 nm

acetonitrile

373 nm / 484 nm

2

methanol

380 nm / 504 nm

2

397 nm / 490 nm

' peak wavelengths are ± 2 nm
^ no data available due to insolubility of indicator-labeled species in given solvent

Through soaking the doped TMOS monoliths in acetonitrile, the emission of the
labeled papain is blue-shifted by 7 nm (± 2 nm) to 482 lun, over the course of a 92 hour
soaking period (soaking in pH 7 buffer produces an emission maximum at 489 nm).
However, in methanol, the acrylodan emission of the protein-bound fluorophore is redshifled by ca. 3 nm to 492 nm. In comparison, soaking of PEG-acrylodan doped sol-gels
in acetonitrile and methanol results in a red-shift of 8 nm, from 506 nm (monoUth soaked
in pH 7 buffer) to 514 imi, in both cases. The differences in emission can be explained on
the basis of the 'active site contribution' to the observed spectra, since in both cases the
same indicator is used in the same porous glass matrix. To explain this, we begin with
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the case of the PEG, where the emission peak of the fluorophore in buffer solution is well
red-shifted (by 33 nm) relative to the solution-phase papain band, indicating a less polar
(or more rigid environment) seen by the latter. However, once inside the sol-gel matrix,
the fluorophore emission bands become significantly more similar; 504 nm and 489 nm
for the labeled PEG and papain, respectively. This means that while the sol-gel exerts
little influence on the spectroscopy of the 'active-site-constrained' acrylodan, the effect of
the porous confinement has a dramatic effect on the 'more exposed' acrylodan attached to
the polymer, blue-shifting the emission by 19 nm. Subsequent infusion of the organic
solvents into the monoliths results in a 10 nm red-shift of the emission in the case of the
PEG. This is thought to be the result of additional fireedom of motion gained by the PEG
upon the infusion of the organic solvent molecules, which can help solvate ethylene oxide
backbone of the polymer. The fact that the immobilized papain shows spectroscopic
shifts (in emission) in opposite directions for methanol and acetonitrile solutions, remains
unclear, but results in an apparent degree of selectivity of the immobilized papainacrylodan system for these two solvents. This result has interesting implications in terms
of biosensing. Note that since the active site is quite well protected fi:om the external
solution and sol-gel enviroimients, these spectroscopic changes are quite small.

D.3.1. EFFECT OF PH ON SOL-GEL IMMOBILIZED PEO AND PAPAINACRYLODAN

A comparison of the effects on the emission band wavelength of exposing
acrylodan-labeled papain and PEG (doped in TMOS sol-gel matrices) to various pHs is
summarized in Table D.2. Note that soaking in excess of SO hours in buffers higher than
pH 9 results in degradation of the sol-gel, which represents a loss in optical quality of the
monolith and is observed as a drift in the background of the fluorescence spectra. This
can make peak location below 450 nm difBcult. In contrast, monolith soaking in buffer
solutions of pH levels down to 2 has negligible effect on the optical transparency of the
sol-gel. However, at low pH, the emission intensity of the acrylodan is severely
compromised. Note that 'blank' (non-doped) TMOS sol-gel monoliths exhibit a distinct
excitation band at 332 nm, and an emission band at 552 nm, hence the dopant fluorophore
concentration must be sufficiently high so as not to be masked by these background
peaks.
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Table D.2. The effect of pH on fluorescence emission from sol-gel immobilized,
acrylodan-labeled PEG and papain. Monolith soaking was performed for a time period of
44 hours.

Buffer Solution pH

Papain-acrylodan

PEG-acrylodan emission'

emission'
2

2

462 nm

3

468 nm

513 nm

5

486 nm

514 mn

7

489 nm

506 nm

8

467 nm

508 nm

9

478 nm

505 imi

12

478 nm

490 nm

' peak wavelengths are ± 2 nm
^ at pH 2 the aciylodan emission is completely suppressed, hence the peak could not
be located

From the above table, it is evident that there is a distinct difference in the peak
emission of the acrylodan attached to the papain, relative to the PEG, at all pH levels.
This is not surprising, given the sharp differences in environment offered by the
'concealed' enzyme active site in contrast with the 'exposed' fluorophore bound to the
PEG. The enzyme emission is consistently blue-shifled relative to the PEG emission,
indicating a more hydrophobic or rigid environment. At pH values below 7, the papainacrylodan emission occurs at lower wavelengths, as it does at pH values in excess of 7.
Since pH 7 is physiological pH, this emission can be considered to pertain to the protein's
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'native conformation'. Coincidentally, the fluorophore emission is most intense and of
lowest energy at this pH. As the pH deviates from neutral, the active site environment
sensed by the acrylodan can be observed to change the spectroscopy accordingly.
From the PEG data, it is evident that the above described effect on the fluorophore
emission properties in papain cannot be entirely explained solely on the basis of pH
differences. In the 'exposed' acrylodan environment (offered by the PEG), the pH is
observed to almost 'systematically' alter the emission wavelength; as the pH of the
monolith-soaking solution increases, the peak emission wavelength decreases. This is
definitely not the case for the papain (see above). In addition, to support the earlier claim
of the 'relative confinement of the fluorophore in the enzyme active site', the data shows
that at pH 2 there is a negligible fluorescence signal &om the immobilized PEGacrylodan, yet there is a measurable emission from the entrapped papain-acrylodan at the
this same pH. Hence the active site can be thought to be protecting the indicator from the
solution environment, to some extent. Note that the PEG-acrylodan emission intensity is
optimized around pH 7, decreasing dramatically with decreasing pH, and also decreasing
slightly at higher pH values.
The key finding of these experiments is that the enzyme active site has a huge
influence on the environment 'seen' by the label inside, dramatically moderating the
effect the sol-gel surface or porous solution has on the fluorophore's emission properties.
In absence of the protein, the sol-gel confinement, as well as the expostires to various
solutions, have a pronounced effect on the spectroscopy.
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D.3.2. EFFECT OF GUANIDINE-HCI ON SOL-GEL IMMOBILIZED PAPAINACRYLODAN

In order to investigate the ability of the sol-gel matrix to prevent the denaturation
of papain exposed to a common denaturant, guanidine-HCl, papain-acrylodan was
immobilized in TMOS-derived monoliths and subject to soaking in solutions ranging
from 1 M to 7 M of the denaturant, for a period of 67 hours. The results are simimarized
in Figure D.1. The peak (A) of the entrapped papain-acrylodan soaking in pH 7 buffer
without the guanidine-HCl has a maximum located at 489 nm, with an intensity of
1.3 X10^ counts (a.u.). The flourescence spectra subsequent to soaking in 6 M and 7 M
solutions (peaks G and H) of the denaturant result in emission peaks centered at ca. SIO
nm, with intensities only of 6.0x10^ counts. This apparent denaturation of the protein
parallels the results of previous work of others using unlabeled papain in solely solution
phase experiments [252,253]. Therefore the sol-gel matrix was found to be insufficient in
the prevention of the protein unfolding, based on the pore-confrnement (size-constraints)
arguments. We did find, however, that the sol-gel matrix does prove useful in allowing
the protein to regenerate simply by withdrawing the sol-gel from the denaturing solution
and re-immersing into pH 7 buffer for a period of two days. Note that reversible
spectroscopic changes associated with protein folding/imfolding are of potential interest
in biosensor applications.
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Figure D.l. Fluorescence emission spectra following the denaturation of sol-gel
immobilized, acrylodan-Iabeled papain in 0 M (A), 1 M (B), 2 M (C), 3 M (D), 4 M (E),
5 M (F), 6 M (G) and 7 M (H) guanidine-HCl; soaldng for 67 hours.
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